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DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS

C Cent igrade

O

Degree

f Frequency

Greater than or equal to

K Kelvin

-I Less than

.A_ Micro

m Milli

n Nano (I0"9)

_n_ Ohm

R Output Resistance •O

,7" Time (Measured from frequency)

_t Delta time

! t
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ATM Apollo Telescope Mount
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AVG Average
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CDR Commander
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CHAN (OH) Channe i
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t_[D Command

CMG Control Moment Gyro

COCOA Computer Oriented Communications Operational
Ana lysis <

COMM Com_un ications

COMPT Compartment

CRDU Command Relay Driver Unit
O_O Carnarvon, Australia
CSM Command Service Module
CTL Contro1

C&_I Caution and Warning

CVPR Control Valve-Prlmary B
6_U Caution and Warning Unit
CYI Grand Canary Island

DAS Data Acquisition System :_
dB Declbe 1

dBm Decibel (referenced to i milllwatt)
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MOL Molecular
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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM X-64819

SECTION I. StH_gARY

The Skylab Instrumentation and Communication (I&C) System

launch configuration was dictated by mission objectives. The progress

of the system development was regulated by NASA panel meeting_, design

reviews, certification reviews and flight readiness reviews. The

seven system_ that made up the I&C System were:

Apollo Telescope Mount (ATM) Data

ATMC,)rmuand

Airlock _dule (AM) Data

AM Command

Skylab (SL) Audio

SL Television

SL Rendezvous Ranging

The intricate design and operation of the I&C System required

the development and use'of functional test beds and support documenta-

tion to maintain system integrity during the mission. The test beds

included an ATM I&C breadboard at Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC),

complete I&C System test unit at St. Louis, a system simulator at

Johnson Space Center (JSC) and a computer program for radio frequency

(RF) tracking data at Denver. The documentation included functional

flow diagrams, malfunction procedures, contingency analyses a._d crew
check lists.

Capability and reliability of the system were verified by pr(-

mission testing which was conducted at the component, black box, sub-

system, system and combined system levels. Results from this activity

required some hardware modifications and documentation changesas well

as identifying possible system weaknesses to be monitored during the

" ission. The recognition of possible in-orbit problems produced con-

tingency procedures for use as required during the mission. During

the mission, anomalies occurred that required additional ground test-

ing using the I&C test beds and in some cases back-up crew partic-

ipation to provide work-around procedures and contingency hardware to

be implemented by the flight crew.

Downlinked instrumentation data provided a near-contlnuous mon-

itor of the status of the Skylab and the crews. Communication was

maintained with the crew via downlinked audio and video and uplinked

audio and teleprinter messages. The vehicle 3ystems were operated by

ground coulnands as much as possible leaving the crew free to perform

experiments and other program-related duties. The data and command

systems operated continually during the manned and unmanned phases

1-1
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of the mission while the audio,television and ranging syb_ems were

require,' only during the manned phases of the _sslnn.

Performance of the I&C System was adequate to support the ob-

jectives nf _h= Sky!a5 Mission even .....5. the system suffered some
anomalies. The system redundancy and utilization of onboard spares, in

most cases, minimized the effect of the anomalous hardware. The most

significant prGblems were the loss of a transmitter and multiplexers in

the AM Data Systet,,,squeal in the Audio System and loss of cameras and
a monitor in the Television System. Evaluation of the !_ System per-

for_.ancehas produced significant and valuable ep_neering knowledge

that can be applied to future space programs.

1-2
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SECTION II. Ih_TI_ODUCTION

The Astrionics Laboratory of the Marshall Space Flight Center

prepared th_s report, which evaluates the performance ot the instru-

mentation and Communication Systems for the Skylab mission including

the two-way voice communication, telemetry downlink of the engineering

and scientific data, television, and uplink of the commands to Skylab.

Skylab, a continuation of the nation's manned space flight pro-

grams, used experience and equipment from previous space activities.

It was designed to operate in low Earth orbit, sufficiently above the

atmosphere to avoid interference, and low enough to accommodate a max-

imum payload. _"_e Skylab was successfully launched on Hay 14, 1973,

and circled the Earth every 93 minutes at approximately 234 n mi alti-

tude with its orbit inclined 50 deg. from the equator. It was m_nned

by three different crews for 171 of the 271 days covered by this re-

port. Its purpose was to advance the technology for accommodation of

men and equipment in space for extended periods, record earth re-

sources and solar astronomy data, and explore other modeE of space

utilization. Man's response, man/machine relations, long-duration op_

erations, and other experimental inveEtigations were incorporated in a

selected balance of program obiectives.

This report is limited primarily to the Instrumentation and

Communication Systems' performance during the Skylab mission. It en-

compasses an evaluation of the systems' perfor_3nce and includes in-

formation that may be used as a guide for potential designers and users

of space stations. Sonle of the realities to be encountered are sum-
msrized and attention is directed to the indicated references for more

specific details or other aspects of the program.

The %nstrume_tation and Communication Systems consist of: the

Skylab Instrument Data systems that collect and telemeter data to the

ground sites from 2060 separate measurements; the Communication System

providing voice con_unication within Skylab _nd with the ground; the

Television System providing video data to the ground; the Command

Systems for ground control; the Rendezvous and Ranging Systems; and

other related equipment.

The Skylab mission began with the launch of Skylab on day of

year (DOY) 134 (May 14, 1973) and was terminated after splashdown of

SL-4 cn DOY 39 (February 8, 1974) for a total period of operation of

271 days. Manned operations covered 171 days of this period and in-
cluded three dffferent crews of tl,ree men each. The successive times

of habitation were 28, 59, and 84 days_ The overall mission profile

is shown in Figure 2-1 and a detailed time reference is shown in

Table II-i. The primary time in the report is in DOY and using GMT

reference.

'_
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SECTION III. DESCRIPTION AND PERFORMANCE

A. _kylab Program --.

The Skyiab is a clust=_ of four separately manufactured modules

and, when assembled in its flight configuration, is 86 feet long and

weighs 170,000 lb. Figure 3-1 identifies the individual modules and

shows the flight configuration. Module names are derived from module

functions or features: the Instrument Uait shown is a functional part

of the launch vehicle and becomes inactive once the Skylab is initially

activated, the habitable volume of the Skylab is within the OWS, AM,

MDA and CSM.

The Skylab was launched on DOY 134 at 1730 GMT (May 14, 1973)

from Launch Complex 39A at Kennedy Space Center, Florida. The launch

vehicle consisted of the first two stages of a Saturn V. Telemetry in-

dicated that at approximately 63 sec. into the flight, at about the

time sonic speed was reached, the OWS meteoroid shield was lost, which

in turn broke the tiedown for the OWS solar array wing 2 fairing. The

Skylab separated from the second stage at 591.1 sec. after launch. At

593 sec. into the flight the ignition of the retrorockets on the second

stage severed the sol4r array wing that had been released. At approx-

imately 599 sec. after launch, the Skylab entered a nearly circular

orbit 234 n mi above a spherical earth's surface, inclined 50 dog. to

the equator with a velocity of 25096 ft/sec. The orbital period was

approximately 93 minutes.

The loss of the meteoroid shield and solar array wing 2 was de-

termined from evaluation of the telemetry data. A lightweight shield

was designed, fabricated, and carried up by the first crew to provide

thermal protection for the workshop. When the crew arrived, they ver-

ified that the meteoroid shield and solar wing 2 had been lost and the

lightweight thermal shield was installed•

Communication between the Skylab and the ground was established

over the RF links and was limited to the time it was within range of

I of the 12 ground sites around the Earth. Approximately 32 percent <
of the time was covered. Individual site contacts varied up to as

long as ii minutes. In some cases the sites overlap and in others as

much as 1.5 hours may elapse between ground site contacts. The site

locations and ground coverage are shown in Section V_. The inclination

of 50 dog. from the equator was selected to allow Earth Resources and

photographic coverage of as much of the earth's populated surface as

possible. The upper limit was constrained by launch vehicle perform-

ance and safety considerations. The coverage of 50 dog. included most

of the populated and food-producing portions of the earth.

Five major objectives were set for the Skylab program: to de-

termine man's ability to live and work in space for extended periods;

i 3-1
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to determine and evaluate man's aptitudes and physiological responses
in the space environment and his post flight adaptation to the ter-

restrial environment; to extend the science of solar astronomy beyond

the limits of Earth-based observations; to develop improved techniques

for observing the Earth from space; and to expand knowledge in a variety

of other scientific and technological regimes.

The entire mission period was active and consisted essentially

of experimentation and station operation° When a crew was on board,
the experimentation was greatly increased, and the functions related

to habitation were performed, including a degree of clew leisure and

recreation. Several activities not originally planned were performed

as a result of operational problems. Also the ability to plan and
schedule additional experiments, tests, and demonstrations was made

possible by crew efficiency.

B. Description of I&C Systems

An overview of the Sky!ab I&C systems is shown in Figure 3-2.

The I&C systems interface with the CSM, the Saturn Instrument Unit,

Skylab Experiments, the Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network (STDN),

and other Skylab systems. Crewmen voice communication, and engineering

and experiment data were essential mission functions and were linked to

the grcund STDN stations_

Two independent data acquisition and transmitting systems pro-

cessed the engineering and experiment data for the AM/MDA/OWS and ATM

modules. These data from 2060 separate measurements were transmitted

in real time when over a STDN ground site. Equipment wa provided to

record data for pl_ybac k when contact with a selected STDN station was
reestablished.

Two separate Digital Command Systems provided control of AM/

MDA/OWS and ATM module functions from the ground. The ground commands

controlled many functions, including provisions for hard copy messages

to be uplinked to the AM teleprinter and for updates to the ATM digital

computer.

The Audio System provided capability for the crewmen to talk

with each other from various locations in the Skylab. The intercom-

munication system was dependent on the audio center in the CSM for

normal operation, and interfaced with the CSM q-band and VHF trans-

mitter and receivers to provide voice communication between the crew

and mission control. Skylab tape recorders recorded voice during ex-

periment performance or when not in contact with a STDN ground station.

The audio system in tne Skylab also provided a connection for the astro-
naut biomedical data.

The Television System, using a portable color TV camera, pro-

vided views of the astronauts activities during the performance of ex-

periments, operational and housekeeping activities, and tours outside

3-3
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the spacecraft. The CSM S-band transmitter downlinked video data to

the STDN. An onboard Skylab video tape recorder stored video and as-

sociated audio for delayed playback. The ATM experiment television

cameras interfaced with the Skylab television equipment, and mono-
chrome video from these cameras was downlinked or stored in the same

manner as the portable color television camera output. Onboard monitors

provided the capability for crewmen to view video data.

A Rendezvous and Ranging System in the AM and CSM aided the CSM
in approaching the Skylab.

i. Design Background. Early configurations established a

data system for support of the ATM; and a second for AM. These systems

were baselined using existing equipment designs. These designs repre-

sented equipment from the Saturn program in the case of the ATM and

Gemini in the case of the AM. As the program evolved, system config-

uration changes occurred. These changes in general were directed to-

ward expanding capacity and in_uring that the required operating life
was achieved.

In the case of the ATM, the addition of remote analog submulti-

plexers provided additional measurement capacity, and the development

of auxiliary storage and playback assembly equipment provided for =he

storage and recovery of selected data during the periods when RF con-
tact was not available.

The Gemini Data System configuration was modified by a ding

the interface box. This interface box provided additional channels

(obtained by dividing down some high sampling rate channels included

in the original format) and made more capacity (subframes) available

for recording than the single subframe that was recorded in Gemini. A

method of selectLng between redundant programmers was incorporated to

increase system operating life. As part of the data system, multiple

recorders were installed to increase reliability of the recording

system and were used when not in ground station contact. Recorder mod-

ifications were made t( permit recording of digital experiment data on
one track and to record voice on the second track.

The Command Systems, like the data systems, used equipment de-

veloped for earlier programs; specifically,Saturn IU equipment on the

ATM and Gemini on the AM. The systems did incorporate redundancy as

is normal for tom,hand systems, and the capacity was increased by the

addition of the command relay driver units on the AM and switch se-

lectors on the A'fM.

The AM Con_mand System had a teleprinter added as an cutput.

This unit operated from a conventional format co,mand signal having a

separate system address. This equipment was a unique development for

Skylab and was used on a daily basis to provide updated flight plans, °

menu changes, revised operating procedures, repair instructions and

other communications. During development, a major item was the

3-5
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selection of a writing medium that would provide a usable reproduction

and also meet the manned vehlcle flammability requirements.

The baseline RF systems incorporated redundant tran_mltters on

both the ATM and AM to assure availability of transmitters during the

life of the program. The ATMwas baselined with lO-watt transmitters
while the AM was baselined with the 2-watt Gemini transmitters. Anal-

yses were conducted on the transmitter links and the marginal nature of
the AM 2-watt units resulted in a decision to switch to lO-watt trans-

mitters. A_other revision in the program resulted in a single 2-watt

transmitter being incorporated in the data system, redundant in

frequency to one of Ehe 10-watt units, for use during boost and the

early flight period. This change was incorporated as a result of anal-

yses that ehowed the partial pressure from outgassi1_g and evaporative

cooling systems in the instrument unit for several hours after launch

had the potential of causing corona at the power and potential levels
used in the 10-watt units. /

The ranging system was incorporated as an aid to the ascending

CSM for an efficient rendezvous with the orbiting Skylab. The equip-

ment on Skylab was similar to that carried on the Lunar Module ascent i

stage in the Apollo program. A high gain directional antenna was de-

signed and installed on Skylab to maximize the distance at which rang-

ing data would be available.

The baseline audio system was an extension of the CSM audio

panels to permit headsets to be plugged in throughout the modules of

Skylab. Requirements reviews resulted in adding capability for shirt-

_eeve cont_unlcation using speakers and microphones. These were con-

tained in Speaker Intercom Assemblies mounted in fixed locations through-
out the Skylab.

The Television S_stem was baselined in October 1968. The in-

itial _ystem installed was based on real-tlme transmission only. Tel-

evision images to be transmitted included general working scenes

throughout Skylab using a modified Apollo color camera and video data

from the ATM scientific cameras. An adapter was added to permit the

television camera to pick up the image from the vlewflnder tracking

system optics of the earth resources equipment. System evaluation of

pos=ible use of the television brought about the design and development

of a remote control lens to be used in conjunction with the scientific

airlock and boom system developed for experiment T027. This combina-
tlon of equipment permitted the extension of a camera outside the

Skylab for exterior views. Continued analysis of possible television

scenes and available ground contact time resulted in the incorporation
of a video recorder in 1971.

C. Performance of Systems

The Instrumentation and Communication Systems performed their

roles by providing voice communication during the manned phase and data
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return during the complete 271 days o_ the mission. In several cases, i

spare equl;aent was installed by the crew, and operational procedures

were changed to accommodate maximum cormnunication coverage and data re-
turn.

During the launch of S_ylab, a portion of the meteoroid shield

was lost, whirh re=utted in the loss of one of the solar array wings

and damage to the deployment mechanism on the other solar array wing.

The telemetry data were used in the evaluation of the sequencing

functions, events, and the determination of the associated failure.

These problems, coupled with subsequent events, resulted in areas of

concern for the I&C system. Available power was reduced due to loss of !

the solar array wing. The OWS area temperatures also rose above op-

erating limits due to loss of the meteoroid shield, which was also de-

signed to provide thermal protection. This required the vehicle at-

titudes to be revised to reduce the temperature in the workshop, which

in turn lowered the AM Coolant System radiator temperature. I&C mission

support, for several days during this period, consisted of providing

candidate hardware to power down to conserve energy and providing can-

didate coldplate-mounted bardware to power up to keep the coolant loops

from freezing. This delicate thermal/power balance was maintained for

approximately I0 days until the crew arrived and subsequently deployed

a parasol from one of the scientific airlocks on DOY 146; and deployed

the number i solar array wing on DOY 158. During this time some of the

I&C equipment operated at off-nominal temperatures. The equipment on

the sun side was exposed to high temperatures and the equipment shaded

from the sun was exposed to low temperatures. The ATM tape recorders

were exposed to high temperatures and reacq_d their upper operating

limit. They cooled back to normal operating temperatures when thermal

stability was achieved in Skylab with no evidence of deterioration.

The I&C systems performed their required functions during the

271-day mission. The majority of the systems operated continuously for *

6506 hours. The anomalies discussed in this report did not basically

affect the return of the data. The subject equipment was replaced with

onboard spares, redundant equipment was activated, or the problem was

_ranslstory and did not affect the mission. The anomalies are dis-

cussed in Section VII and the measu:ements exhibiting some problem dur-

ing the mission are listed in Appendix A. The remaining 1919 measure-

ments provided data fo_ tl_e full 6506 hours within the normal tol-

erances. !

The ATM Data Acquisition System performed its functions as re-

quired. System redundancy was available, if needed, but because of the

efficient operation of the primary ATM data acquisition system, the

secondary system was not turned on except for end-or-mission " sting.

A coaxial switch developed a problem on DOY 134, which was manifested by

excessively high reflected power compared to the nominal, when trazs-

mitrer 1 was used with the aft antenna. Normal operation reoccurred,

however, when the coaxial switch was con_man!ed to the forward antenna.

This anomaly, although restricting the use of transmitter 1 to the

forward antenna throughout the remainder of the mission, did not
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compromise any mission objective nor prevent the ATM data acquisition

system from performing its required functions. The original procedure

to use a single ATM magnetic tape recorder as a primary unit and a

second identical unit as a backup wa_ changed w_en the thermal problems

at time of launch necessitated establishing a use schedule to p_vent

the tape recorders from exceeding their thermal operating limits. Thus,

with the exception of these recorders, the redundant ATM data acquisi-

tion system was not activated during the Skylab mission. A 40-hour
post Skylab test that energized the redundant system was initiated and

satisfactorily complet_d. This post fllgEt test verified proper opera-

tion of both ATM data acquisition systems.

The ATMConmmnd System performed it_ functions, as required,

throughout the entire Skylab m_sslon even though the system was used

much more than intended during the first portion of the Skylab mission.

No anomalies or discrepancies were attributed to the ATM Command System.

Approximately 59,650 cormnands were executed during the mission.

The AM Data Acquisition System performed its functions as re-

quired during the Skylab manned and unmanned missions. Some of the

hardware units were operated continuously for the entire mission. How-

ever, during the first manned period two AM tape recorders malfunctioned

requiring onboard spare unit replacements. The use of the spare re-

corders at this point in the mission affected the requirement for two

spare units to be resupplied on the second manned mission. Also, in

this time frame an AM transmitter developed a low signal output and a

work-around was initiated that required real-time data transmisslon

normally handled by this unit to be switched to the 2-watt trans-
mitter.

During the second manned mission period the AM Data Acquisition

System experienced a third tape recorder malfunction. The crew re-

placed this unit with an onboard spare. The teleprinter develcp_J a

paper feed:problem, which caused the crew to subsequently replace the

unit with the backup spare unit to regain normal operation. The low-

level Multiplexer B output became intermittent. However, alternate i_

and other backup data provided adequate system performance information

for the duration of the Skylab mission. Both primary and secondary

Time Reference Systems experienced erratic display operation during

this time frame. However_ by resetting and updating the time ref-

erence systems via ground conm_ands, the crew verified proper time dis-

plays for both the primary and secondary systems. Normal operation
continued throughout the remainder of the mission. The discrepancies

and problems encountered by t_e AM Data Acquisition System during this

time period did not compromis_ mission objectives.

The AM Data Acquisition System continued to perform its re-

quired functions during the third and final manned mission. A fourth

AM tape recorder exhibited excessive data drop-outs. To restore

normal operation the crew replaced it with a spare unit. A noisy

second-tier switch in low-level multiplexer P caused eight measurements, i
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common to the switch, to be excessively noisy, Since the tier switch

could not be repaired or replaced during flight, the noisy measure-

ments existed throughout the remainder of the mission. The mission

objectives were not jeopardized, however, since alternate measure-

ments provided these data. A suspected 3 miiiivolt signal line short

to a 24 volt line in a primary sign_| ennditi_n_r u_it c_,_sed the

AM low-level multiplexers to experience erratic data approximately

midway through the mission (DOY 357). The loss of the data from these

units was a compromise to the AM Data System but did not impose

restriction on the misszon. A quadriplexer corona problem developed

on DOY 017 and DOY 020 which caused temporary loss of data from two

AM 10-watt transmitters. The 2-watt transmitter _ovided a good real-

time data transmission to the ground. When the corona cleared up the

proper transmitter configuration was restored and maintained throughout
the rest of the mission. The corona condition was attributed to the

venting of an AM cabin relief valve. The above-L,enticn_J problems

which developed during the last manned mission of the Skylab program

did not negate or cor_romise the mission objectives.

The AM Comm_nd System functioned efficiently t_oughout the

first two manned phases of the Skylab mission. During _he third man-

ned mission, a problem de-eloped. A relay in Relay Module No. 3

"hung up" (suspected contamination) in the "set" position, which man-

ifested itself by applying a "fast forward" mode to any recorder se-

lected for experiment data recoroing. After re_ateo cycling of com-

mands, the relay was positioned in the "reset" position where satis-

factory operation was maintained. The "set" cormmand was subsequently

disabled so this problem could not recur. The teleprinter developed an

unsatisfactory contrast in printout of messages. This occuxred

after the crew ruutinely changed the paper supply. This problem con-

tinued until late in the mission when the crew cleaned the teleprinter

head.

The VHF ranging system was used during the three rendezvous

periods during the Skylab missions for a nominal 4 ho_rs of operation

during each period. In addition, the VHF ranging system was operated

for approximately 234 hours during the early part of the m_sicn to

provide heat into the AM primary coolant loop, to compensa,.e for a

primary coolant loop problem. During all three rendezvous maneuvers,

docking was accomplished with the Skylab in a solar inertial attitude.

Tbis attitude necessitated some off-nominal look angles for tne VRF

ranging system, and some predicted periods of loss of. contact between

the CSM and the Skylab. The off-nominal attitude acquisitions did not

degrade the crew's capability to acquire and dock onto the Skylab, nor

did the off-nominal use of the system _egrade its primery function of

providing accurate ranging data for the thr_e rendezvous periods.

The audio system performed satisfactorily duri_ the complete

mission. Redundant components and work-=round procedures were imple-

mented in several cases with no constraints on mission objectives.

During the mission, a tape recorder amplifier and an earphone ampll-

fief in Channel B of the audio load compensator malfunctioned. A
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workaround was initiated using Channel A for the affected Channel B

functions. An audio feedback was heard intermittently during commun-

ication. With the installation of the antifeedback network, the feed-

back annoyance was prevented as long as the Speaker Intercom Assembly

(SIA) spe_ke_ volume controls were _ep_ at a reasonable level. As

mentioneo a_ the crew debriefings, direct communication in the 5 psia

atmosphere could be _aintained for distances between 5 and 8 feet.

Beyond that distance the voice level had to be raised or the audio

system used. The use of the umbilical/headset was relegated to

special sitJations such as hands-free voice communication in support

of experiments or where communication was required and an SIA was not

accessible. The crew indicated the STA's were used approximately

9_ percent of the time.

The Television System was used essentially as planned except

for imaging outside the spacecraft through the solar alrlock. This

capability was lost when it became necessary to deploy the thermal

shield through one solar airlock and the extension mechanism failed

in the other solar airlock during operation of an experiment. The

Television System provided video data throughout the mission and the

minor equipment prob]ems that occurred were corrected by inflight

spare utilization without configuration change. The crew successfully

disassembled and removed parts from _be failed video tape recorder to

bring back to Earth for further analysis. The spare video tape re-

corder wa_ installed and operated satisfactorily. The video selector

switch was also repaired when the control knob loosened from the shaft.

D. End of Mission Status

After the 271 days (6506 hours) of operating time for the Sky-

lao I&C systems, the third crew deactivated and secured the vehicle

for indefinite storage. After undocking, certain tests were performed

to ascertain the operational status of equipmen that either had not

been used during the mission or had failed during the mission.

The ATMData Acquisition and Com_nd systems remained con-

flgured essentially as launched until the post mission tests. The

backup equipment was energized and operated properly during these

checks.

The configuration of the AM Data System at the end of mission

was altered by the change-out of tape recorders, the failure of OWL

low-level multiplexer B, the failure of the first 8 channels on all

AM low-level multiplexers, the failure of an AM IO-watt transmitter

an_ the loss of 141 measurements. The planned consumable replacement

items were used as schedrled. The configuration of the Data System at

the end of the mission would have adequately _upported continued activ-

ity.
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The AM Command System at the end of the mission was altered

only by the replacement of the teleprinter with tile o_bonrd spare. The

planned consumable replacement items were used as scheduled. The VHF

ran_ing system functioned properly during the rendezvous of the three

CSMs, and was powered down for storaRe.

The Skylab Audio System remained operational with a lo_s of

some redundant equipment. One ALC tape recorder amplifier and one

ALC earphone amplifier were inoperative; however, cables were carried

aboard to bypass inoperative equipment (if more should fail) and pro-

vide the required audio communication. The television system was

functioning properly at the end of the mission.

The spares usage and resupply of hardware tot the I&C systems
are summarized in Tables III-I and III-2.

Table III-l. I&C System _board Spares Usage

iTEM QUANTITY
m .| i i

!
START MISSION RES UPPLIED USEDi i i m i

DIGITAL DISPLAY UNIT 1 0 0 :

FIRE SENSOR ASSEMBLY 6 0 0

FIRE SENSOR CONTROL PANEL 2 0 1

SPEAKER INTERCOM ASSEMBLY 2 0 2

TAPE RECORDER, AM 4 2 6

VTR ELECTRONICS UNIT I 0 i

" VTR TRANSPORT UNIT I C 0

TELEPRINTER i 0 i

TELEPRINTER PAPER CARTRIDGE I 0 I

TV INPUT STATION I 0 I

VIDEO SWITCH I 0 0

ATM TV MONITOR 0 1 I
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SECTION IV. ATM INSTRt_ENTATION AND COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

The A_ !nstru_entat_on and Cnmm, micatinn Systems consist of

the Data Acquisition, Digital Command, and Television Systems. These

systems wer_ de_iglled to perform ATM data acquisition processing stor-
age and transmission, pre..ide command control of the ATM systems and

experiments, and ald in experiment operation and pointing for solar

data acquisition. This section will discuss the Data Acquisition and

Digital Command Systems. The Television System is discussed in
_ection VI.

A. ATM Data Acquisition System

The ATM Data Acquisition System may more properly be identified

as the ATM Data Acquisition, Processing, Storage and Transmission

system because it performs each of these functions. This section de-

scribes the ATM Data Acquisition System in terms of functional require-

merits, operational description, and historical evolution.

i. S_vstem Description

a. Functional Requirements. The following four require-

ments controlled the functional design of the ATM Data Acquisition

System:

(I) Prov.ide real-time and delayed-tlme telemetry data.

(2) Transmit real-time experiment and housekeeping

data to designated ground .=tations.

(3) Record preselected portions of ATM data on tape
recorders.

(4) Use Saturn-type hardware, where possible, in the

system design.

b. Operational Description (Figure 4-1). The ATM data

acquisition system design provided the capability for accepting an-

alog, digital, and discrete data and processing and transmitting these

data in real time, or selectively _toring the data for delayed trans-

mission to a ground station. The 896 data measurements (Table IV-l) were

rransmltted at 72 kbps to the STDN in real time. Selected measure-

ments were converted to a _+kbps format and recorded on either of two

ATM magnetic tape recorders for delayed time transmission, since the

Skylab was not continuously in contact with the ground stations.
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Table IV-I. AIM Measurement Matrix

" ' SYSTEM' 't
TRANSDUCER TYPE APCS EPS ]_._P ]I&C i TCS IbESt i TOTAL I
[I ,, ,

TI_LPERATURE 35 34 129 21 68 2 289

PRESSURE I 14l 15

POSITION 8 6 14

EVENT 68 42 74 38 18 19 259

QUANTITY i i

VOLTAGE 24 115 97 53 2 291

ANGIKAR VELOC ITY 23 23

SPEED 4 4

! I ITOTAL • 162 191 307 112 I01 23 896
! i I I
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The ATM Data Acquisition System processed data from the

experiments and systems in the ATM module end consisted of the com-

ponents described in the following paragraphs.

(I) Signal Conditioner Rack. Each signal conditioner

rack conditzons up to 40 signals from temperature, pressure, and cur-

rent transducers and various other voltage sources. The output is 0

to 20 millivolts on all channels. The signal conditioner rack has its

own DC-DC con_/erter and is capable of exciting transducers at 6.6

volts at up to 3 milliamps.

There are nine signal conditioner racks in the ATM

system. These units were designed for the ATM but were similar to
Saturn hardware.

(2) Remote Analog Submultiplexer (RASM). Each RASM

samples up to 60 low-level (0 to 20 millivolts) input chamlels and

provides amplified PAM (0 to 5 volts) output to the time division

multiplexer. There are six RASMs in the ATM system, similar to the
Saturn Model 103.

(3) Time Division Multiplexer. Each multiplexer

samples up to 234 high-level (0 to 5 VDC) signals from the RASM, from

direct analog data sources and experiment subcon_nutators, with sampled

data being interleaved with amplitude reference data. Resultant PAM

output signal is routed to the PCM digital data acquisition assembly.

There are four time division multiplexers in the ATM system, similar
to the Saturn Model 270.

(4) Remote Digital Multiplexer. Each remote digital

multiplexer samples digital data and accepts I00 bits of information,

and temporarily stores these data in ten magnetic core registers as

ten bit digital words° The words are transferred one at a time to a

parallel storage register and held there until the PCM assembly is

ready to accept them. There are six Remote Digital Multiplexers in

the ATM system, similar to Saturn Model 410.

(5) PCM Digital Dat:_ Acqu[sition System (PCM/DDAS).

The DDAS performs analog to digital conversion, sync generation, and

fornlatting. Digital analog signals are generated, encoded into ten-

bit digital form, and combined with digital inputs from the remote
digital multiplexers and digital data souzces. An output format of

30 frames is produced. Each frame contains time slots for 60 ten-bit

words, for a total of 1800 words resulting in a master frame of 250

milJiseconds duration. The DDAS generates a 144 kHz timing signal

from which sync rates of 72kHz, 3.6 kHz, 1/15 pps, 1 pps, 24 pps, _nd

4 pps are derived. There is a primary and a redundant digital _ i

acquisition assembly in the ATM system, similar to Saturn Model 301
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(6) Amplilier Switching Assembly (kSA). The ASA !
provides switching of datJ and sync signals between the primary and

redundant PCM/DDAS assemblies. It also selects tape recorder outputs

from either primary or redundant PCM/DDAS assembly for transmitter

modulation. This unit was a new design for the ATM systems.

(7) Auxiliary Storage and Playback Assembly (ASAP).

The ASAP accepts parallel ten-bit PCM data and sync signals from the

PCM/DDAS ass6Jbly by way of the ASA, extracts 400 words/second of pre-

selected PCM data and records it at 4 kbps rate on either of two mag-

netic tape recorders, each capable of recording 90 minutes. Playback

of the recorded data is 18 times the record rate; tills the 90 minutes

of 4 kbps recorded data are "dumped" at 72 kbps in 5 minutes. There

are redundant (primary and secondary) ASAP units in the ATM Data

Acquisition System with a single memory unit used by both ASAP units.

These units were designed specifically for the ATM. !

(8) Transmitter. The transmitter provides a car-

rier for the 72 kbps and modulates real-time PCM data and delayed

(72 kbps playback) PCM data. The two units are solid state and one z

transmitter operates at a frequency of 231.9 MBz and the othtr at a

frequency of 237.0 MHz. These units were designed for the ATM.

(9) Voltage Standing Wave Ratio Measuring Assembly.

This assembly measures lncident and reflected P_ power at the trans-

mitter outputs for telemetering to the ground. This unit was de-

signed for the ATM.

(i0) Coaxial Switches and RF Multicoupler. These

units provide for the transmitter to be connected to either of two

antennas or allow both transmitters to be simultaneously connected

to either antenna. Two units designed specifically for the ATMwere

used in the Data Acquisition System.

(ii) Antenna. The antennas had the following char-

acteristics: dipole-type with linear polarization; minimum absolute

gain of minus 6 dB over 75 percent of .adiation sphere; and antenna

patterns complementary and nearly omnidirectional. One antenna was

located on ATM Solar Wing 710 and the other on ATM Solar Wing 713.

These units w,_re designed for the ATM.

(12) Transducers.

(a) Pressure transducers. Two types of pres-

sure transducers were used for ATM housekeeping measurements; dif-

ferential pressure transducers of the potentiometez type that use 5

volts excitation from the master measuring power supply with ranges

of 0 to 30 psig, 0 to 35 psig, 0 to 60 psig, and static error band of

1 percent; and differential pressure transducers with a linear var-

iable differential transformer using 28 VDC excitation with integral

power supplies. Ranges are 0 to 8 psid, 0 to 35 psid, 0 to 3 psid and

0 to 0.5 psid with an error band of 0.6 percent.
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(b) Temperature sensors. Platinum resistance

wire surface and probe-type _ensors are used. R = 500, output isO

0 to 20 millivolts full scale for each of a variety of measuring

ranges. The sen_ors operate in conjunction with a bridge completion

network and excitation source located in the signal conditioner racks.

(13) Other Signal Sources. Events, positions,

quantity, angular velocity, and speed signals are fed to the ATM I&C

subsystem by the various ATM experiments. These sensors are integral

to the subsystems and experiments. Data measurements are sampled at

rates of one sample per 15 seconds to 120 sps, depending on specific

requirements. There are 896 separate measurements processed by the

ATM Data Acquisition System relayed to either of two VHF transmitters

that downlink the data in real time whenever contact is established

with the STDN. Selected data are recorded by either of two onboard

magnetic tape recorders and played back by command, ir

ATM real or delayed time PCM data are fed to two I_F

transmitters where the data frequency (72 kbps) modulates the RF car-

riers. The two modulated carriers, each with a minimum of lO-watts

output power are fed to the ATM antennas through a voltage standing

wave ratio measuring network coaxial switch and multicouplers. _le

network senses and telemeters the incident and reflected power as-

sociated with each carrier, and the coaxial switches enable the

switching of either or both of the two RF carriers to either of the

two available antennas. RF multlcouplers directly ahead of each

antenna allow the radiation of the two carriers from one antenna.

The ATM antenna system includes two half-wavelength

telemetry dipole antennas mounted at the ends of two ATM solar wings.

The dipole on wing 710 is mounted in the plane of this wing, while the

dipole on wing 713 is deployed perpendicular to the wing's plane with

the result that quadrature antenna patterns are generated, which are

predominantly linear in polarization and omnidirectional.

c. Historical. The design of the ATM Data Acquisition

System was subjected to a series of reviews to define the flight con-

figuration. The ATM Data Acquisition System flight article differed

from the original design concept in the following w_ys.

(1) The antenna coverage was improved by thc ad-

ditlon of coaxial switches and RF couplers to the ATM data subsystem.

This permitted both transmitters to radiate simultaneously through the

antenna that has the best pattern, thereby increasing ground coverage.

(2) The reliability of the ASAP was improved by

adding a redundant DC-DC converter, a redundant Data Storage Interface

Unit, and reprogrammer for the memory unit.

(3) Redesign of the ASA to provide redundant I pp_

and 1/15 pps sync signal sources was made to provide redundant sync

signals to the experiments.
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The flight article design was tested ,rod its operation val-

idated prior to installation in the Skylab and again in the normal

course of system and vehicle functional and compo_Lt_ checkouts. Simul-

taneously, failure analysis, diagnostic procedures, and operational

procedures were generated and finalized to assure that tht, ATM Data

Acquisition System would satisfacLuLily pcrfor::: its roie during the

Skylab mission.

2. System Performance. The ATM Data Acquisition System was

activated 36 minutes after the launch of Skylab on DOY 134 at 1746 GMT

and performed satisfactorily throughout the entire Skylab mission. A
coaxial switch malfunction restricted the use of Transmitter 1 to the

forward antenna; however, no loss of data was attributed to this limit-

ation. It is significant to note that throughout the missioL_ the re-

dundant units of the ATM Data Acquisition System were not needed to

support the mission; only the primary units were used. The following

paragraphs evaluate ATM Data Acquisition Sy:tem Fc_formance at the

component level.

a. Evaluation of Performance.

(i) Data transmission equipment. Transmitters I and

2 maintained power output levels of approximately 13.6 watts and 14.4 :_

watts, respective)y, throughout the mission with no degradation.

Total operating time was 6506 hours for each transmittL, r up through
the termination of the mission.

Coaxial switch operation was investigated in relation

to the possibility of causing data dropouts. It was concluded that

the coaxial switch operation during a data dump would not cause a

data loss; however, the phasing of the antenna may cause a dropout.

(2) Auxiliary Storage and Playbac _, (ASAP). The

primary ASAP unit functioned properly for 6506 hours through the entire

mission with no malfunction. Therefore, use of the secondary ASAP unit

was not required. The two tape recorders were ,sed as described below.

The primary Data Storagt, Interface Unit also operated the entire time.

_he memory unit functioned properly with no requirement to reprogram

the memory by using the internal programmer.

The two recorders on the ATM were coaxial reel, pseudo-

loop type machines; each recorded on one track to the end of tape, re-

versed and recorded in the opposite direction on a second track until

reaching the other end of the tape where it again rLversed. The total

record time capability was 90 minutes per unit and the playback mode

required 5 minutes. The recorder operated in a pseudo-loop mode,

dumping the eldest recorded data first.

A significant test was performed twice during the

Skylab mission to determine the performance quality of the recording

system. A comparison was made of data tapes with the real time data
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as received at the ground site. The bit error rate from this test was

I in 106 or less. This bit error rate for the system was considered i

excellent since the design requirement for the tape recorder alone was

I in 105.

Following is a tabuletion of the tape recorder usage

through the end of the mission.

TEST TIME MISSION TIME TOTAL

(HOURS) .. _HOURS)j ROL________S

Recorder I 219 3750.5 3969.5
Recorder 2 454 2589.3 3043.3

7012.8

The loss of the meteoroid shield shortly after launch

altered the original plan to run the primary tape recorder continuously

during the mission, using the secondary tape recorder as a backup.
Thermal stresses on Skylab prompted plotting recorder temperature. It

was immediately apparent that continuous operation of a single recorder
would cause an over-temperature condition. The management plan was

then changed to allow alternate op('ration of the primary and secondary

recorders to maintain recorder operation within the design thermal

limits at all times. This plan was in effect throughout the mission.

A temperature plot for the typical 24-hour period is shown in

Figure 4-2.

The following data management criteria were used dur-

ing the remainder of the mission

Recording to be continuous, using two re-

corders as required, to preclude data loss and exceeding recorder

thermal limits.

A record cycle of 90 minutes to be used to
avoid redundant data.

Dump entire 90 minutes at one site. If not

possible, redump entire recording at another site.

Minus i00 dBm to be used, if possible, as

threshold for dumps; if below minus 104 dBm, dumps will not be

started; and if in progress, will be terminated.

Antenna switching will be minimized during

dumps.

Dumps will be planned to avoid using the

Vanguard site, when in port, to avoid data dropouts.
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(g) If possible, dumps will not be started before

the site acquisitiol, is 3 degrees or better and will be completed before

the vehicle goes bel£_w t,hree degrees.

(h) These criteria were optimum and required an i
occasional ,iolation to retrieve all data.

A test was conducted before Skylab was launched to de-

termine how much data would be lost each time the tape recorder reversed i
direction and switched heads. This test demonstrated that the data lost

was a constant function operating within predictable limits. See Appen-
dix B.

(3) The PCM/DDAS model 301 primary unit operated con-

tinuously throughout th6 entire mission (6506 Hours) with no problem or

reason to switch to the secondary system; consequently, the secondary

system was not operated. The DDAS processed all PCM data at a rate of

72 kbps, without detectable error. Thus, up through the end of the mis-

sion the data system had processed 1.68 x 1012 bits of information with

all components functioning normally and well within their design criteria.

The DDAS also generated all of the sync signals for the telemetry system,

experiments, and the computer. The ASA, which is the distribution system

for these s>nc signals also continued on the primary mode for the full

mission with all of the 25 line drivers still in the primary mode.

(4) Multiplexers. All six model 410 remote digital

mulLiplexers that process the 50-bit digital computer word, digital

measurements, and experiment data also operated satisfactorily through-

out the Skylab mission, providing error-free data.

The four model 270 multiplexers that multiplex the ana-

log data all operated throughout the mission with all channels operating

properly. Each 270 multiplexer is capable of time division multiplexing

either 27 channels with high sample rates (B0, 120 sps and AI, A2_ and

A 3 4 sps) or 234 channels at low sample rates (Bo, 12 sps and AI, A2,

and A 3 40 sps). There may be a combination of high and low sample rates

depending upon the internal programming; however, the units are con-

figured for a total of 479 analog channels which includes six model 103

_SMs and Ii experiment submultiplexers. Each of the RASMs will accept

60 channels of low-level data with a 0 to 20 MVDC level into differen-

tial amplifiers that have a gain of 250. The 0 to 5 VDC signal is sampl-

ed by a 270 multiplexer at 4 sps. All of the 281 channels of low-level

data submultiplexed by the six model 103 RASMs operate@ with no problem.

Each of the model 270 multiplexers and the model 103

RASMs bare calibration voltages that were monitored by telemetry, r

Data presented for RASM No. 3 is also typical of RASM No. 4 and data

presented for RASM No. 6 is most typical of RASMs No. I, No. 2, and

No. 5. The ripple noise from the RASMs and the model 270 multiplexers

is well within the specification tolerance of I00 millivoits. The
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calibration voltages were recorded at KSC prior to launch and were

telemetered for constant monitoring. Following are typical data tha.

indicate the calibration and reference voltages for the data system

have been quite stable and accurate.

EQUIP- MEAS[_E- LAUNCH TELEMETRY _2LEMETRY TELEMETRY
MENT MEN_ DOY 140 OY 268 DOY 040

RASM 3 M206 1.067 1.061 1.052 1.06t

RASM 3 M207 3.955 3.959 3.938 3.933

RASM 6 M453 1.055 I..035 1.058 1.046

RASM 6 M454 4.125 4.097 4.106 4.056

MUX AI M535 0.005 0.000 0.010 0.020

MUX AI M536 4.975 4.974 4.973 4.984

(5) System Anoma]y. The following system anomaly

occurred and was investigated_ See Anomaly Report No. 134 for a more

detailed discussion.

On DOY 134 the ATM transmitter exhibited high re-

flected power, ATM transmitter i experienced excessively high re-

flected power when transmission was switched via coaxial switch to the

aft antenna. As a result of this failure, transmitter I was operated

through the forward antenna for the duration of the mission and trans-

mitter modulation _as selected as required to optimize data retrieval.

(6) System discrepancy. On DOY 199 an intermittent

deconm_utator lock was experienced by some ground stations during ASAP

playbacks0 Tape recorder playl,_ck bit error ratt was analy_e4. Thi_

analysis established that _ carrier-to-noise ratio to maintain a bit

error rate of 10-5 on a worst-case AIM delayed-time downlink is

less than the FM threshold of I0 dB that has been used i r judging a

good station contact. Sufficient contacts occur that meet or exceed

this standard to provide enough dump opportunities.

Another discrepancy affecting the operation, but

not part of the ATM Data System, was the failure on DOY 216 of TV No. 2

Bus during SL-3 activation. A short circuit apparently caused the cir-

cuit to burn open. Operation continued on TV Bus No. i for the

duration of the mission. An i_.v_stigation of the performance of the

ATM system showed that no ATM I&C components were damaged by the short.

b. In-Flight Maintenance and Repair. No in-flight re-

pairs or mantenance were required or accomplished on the ATM Data

Acquisition System.

3. End of Mission Configuration

a. The ATM Data Acquisition System remained configured

as initially launched on DOY 134. No modifications to any of the

system components or spares were requireo. The ATM Data Acquisition
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System operated 271 days (6506 hours). There were no black box failures

and nu failures in the 308 sensors, 292 channels of signal conditionSng,

686 high-level analog channels, 289 low-level analog channels, 228 digi-

tal channels, and 391ASAP channels. There was no degradation of the

primary system components at the end of the mission. Appendix A includes

]i_t of measurements that exceeded normal operatin_ limits; the out-of-

limits conditions were not attributed to the I/xC system. At the end of

the mission 889 of the 896 measurements processed by the ATM data system

were still providing valid data.

A series of post mission tests were conducted by OOY 040 to

evaluate the operation of the redundant equipment that had no_ oeen

operated during the mission. This equipment included the secondary PCM

digital data acquisition assembly, the secondary amplifier and switch

asbembly, the ._SAP memory assembly reprogrammer and the secondary data

storage and interface unit. This redundancy verification test was com-

pleted successfully as all redundant hardware operated properly.

b. Coaxial Switch No. I. The switch malfunction p]aced a_

operational constraint on the Flight Operations group insofar as determin-

ing the antenna-transmitter combination necessary to provide the best data

to the STDN. The coaxial switch was not accessible for onboard repair or

replacement.

c. Liquid Crystal Thermometer. A requirement developed

for a temperatuz_ sensing method for use on the six-pack rate gyros in

lieu of the onbard portable digital thermometers. A liquid crystal

thermometer was recommended and developed. The nine units were prepared

_nd flown up on SL-4. These units had a range of plus 80°F to 120°F.

The accuracy was _lus or minus i percent. These sensors were mounted by

the crew on the end of the rate gyro six-pack. The crew verified opera-

tion with an onboard digital thermometer_

B. ATMDigital Command System

I. System Descrip.tion
7

a. Functional Requirements. The D_B provided the crew with

command capability and also provided the gTDN with conmmnd capability

throughout th_ mission after AT}4 solar array dep]oyment. The system

consists of re4undant antennas, antenna couplers, receivers, and con,-

mand decoders. The antennas receive a frequency modulated VHF carrier

from the STDN, and the receivers recover the composite modulation

signal. The decoder detects the commmld word and checks for valid

vehicle address. The decoder issues command data signals to address

onboard systems directly or through switch selector units. The DCS

nominally operltes on a carrier frequency of 450 _{z with a deviation

of plus or minus 50 kiiz and a bandwidth of 340 plus or m_nus 30 Khz.

The DCS has the capability to conmmnd up to seven decoder addresses com-

prising switch selectors and onboard computers.
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b. Operational Description (see Figure 4-3). The Digital

Command System provides the capability for conmmuding the AIM systems

anu experiments during b)th mannL.d and ulunanned periods of the mission.

The com_mnd code sumcnary is shown in Table IV-2. Cor.unand dat_ are trans-

mitted by the STDN in the form of a phase-shift-keyed/frequency modulated
signal. The comcaand may be either an ATM switch selector command or ATM

digital computer command, and is coded so that only a unique function will

be performed in the ATM. Command data can be placed in computer storage

at any of the STDN stations. When command data are to be transmitted to

the ATM, the data are removed from computer storage, encoded, and trans-

mitted by a 450 Milz ultra high frequency link.

The components of the DCS are configured to provide two In-

dependent, parallel systems. Only one operational system is required for

processing the command data transmitted by the STDN. During normal opera-

tion the STDN addresses both systems. With proper code selection the STDN

may address either system indivldually. This provides total redundancy of
the DOS.

A Digital Address System and an RF interrupt switch on the

control panel provide the crew with the capability to interrupt command

transmissions from the ground, and take control of the switch selectors

and computer. The com_nd system is automatically returned to normll

operation after a fixed time delay following the execute com_nd given

from the onboard control panel.

The DOS consists of two antennas, two directional couplers.

two receivers, and two decoders.

(I) The two Conmmnd Antennas are different and consist

of a Model 316 single-e]omcnt fixed dipole mounted on the deployable an-

tenna panel located on Wing 710, and a Model 355 deployable dipc!e antenna

orthogonally mounted on Wing 712_

(2) Directional Couplers Model 318, initially designed

as Saturn hardware, were used in the AI_ to couple ground equipment test

inputs to the receivers and to isolate the systems from the antennas dur-

ing prelaunch checkout. During flight the coumaand message is received

by the antennas and coupled through the directional couplers to the com-
mand receivers.

(3) Conm_and Receivers, l_odel MCR-503D, are modified

Model MCR-503 receivers originally used as Saturn hardware. The command

receivers, which are crystal-controlled, transistorized dual conversion

superheterodyne unlts, operate continuously and slmultaneously with an

RF input signal of 450 MHz. They have a 340 plus or minus 30 kllz inter-

mediate frequency bandwidth, and after demodulating the signal, provide _

dual phase-shift-keyed audio output to the command decoders. The receivers

also provided an output to the Memory Loading Unit, which enabled ground

stations to load the ATM Digital Computer memory modules in flight.
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:able IV-2. _TM Command List Summary

D;O. OF

COMMANDS

THERMAL 19

ELECTRICAL POWER 93

ACS 119

TELEMETRY 103

EVA 5

TV 8

S052 17

S054 13

S055A 23

S056 9

S082A 7

S082B i0

H-ALPHA 1 3

H-ALPHA I AND 2 2 _-

H-ALPHA I/S055A 2

H-ALPHA 2/S055A 2

S052/S054 4

S082A AND S082B 4

AC S/THERMAL 4

ZERO TEST 4

REGISTER TEST 4
I

u i

TOTAL 455

ATMDC MODE COMMANDS 40

NOTE: I_Ic ATMDC has a capacity of 16,384 16-bit words

in memory. All memory locations are addressable

through the conmland receiver/decoder, as well as

through the command recelver/memory load unit.
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(4) The Conmmnd Decoder received a phase-shlft-keyed

baseband signal from the receiver, then separated the i and 2 kllz signals

and compared their phases, resulting in the recovery of the sub-bit data.

The decoder also verified the proper vehicle address sub-bit patterns.

If the patterns were correct, the data were passed on to the designated

subsystems, but if an error was detected the data were rejected and the

decoder started the verification cycle over again.

c. Historial. The ATMDigital Command System was subjected

to a series of reviews to define the flight configuration. The Command

System design was formulated by using previously designed Saturn hardware,

with no major changes for this application.

All component and system testing and operation validation

was completed before the _ystem was installed in Skylab; after installa-

tion the system subsequently experienced and satisfactorily completed

4 vehicle composite testing.

2. ATM Digital Command Syste m Performance

a. Evaluation of Performance. The ATM Digital Command

System wes activated or DOY 134 and remained in continuous operation for

approximately 6506 hours without error or problems during the Skylab mis-

sion. On typical manned mission days such as DO_s 225 and 29, approxl-

nmtely 275 commands were processed by the ATM DCS. On unmanned days such

as DOY 143 approximately 150 commands were processed. The total of approx-

imately 59 650 commands were executed during the Skylab mission.

Because of the initial failure of tlle solar array wing and

the resulting high temperature problems, the command system was used muc_l

more than anticipated during the early days of the mission. In spite of

the high use rate, no problems were encountered. All the equipment per-

' formed satisfactorily.

b. System Anomalies. There were no anomalies on the ATM

Digital Command System.

3. End of Mission Configuration. Both primary and secondary

ATM digital command systems were operating normally at the end of the i
mission. There were no indications of degradation in either system.

No modifcatlons, constraints, or work-arounds to the system

were required during the mission.
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SECTION V. AM/FDA/OWS 16£ SYSTEM

A. Data System

I. System Description. The initial data system used Gemini

program hardware. It was expanded to its present form during the change
from the wet to dry workshop concept. This expansion resulted in equip-

ment modifications, additional hardware, relocation of components, and

accommodation of MDA, OWS, and selected ATM meas,rements by this system.

£ubsequent design changes during the program only added sensors. The
final system consisted of sensor/signal conditioners, regulated power

converters, PCM multiplexer/reproducers, VHF transmitters, and antennas/
coaxial switches.

See Figure 5-1 for a functional block diagram of the Data System.

a. Function. The Data System acquired mulciplexed and en-

coded vehicle systems, and experiment and biomedical data from the ATM,

AM, MDA, and OWS, and transmitted these data in both real time and de-

layed time to the STDN. Some of these data were also made available for

display onboard the Skylab for the crewmen. A total of 1164 measure-
ments (548 in the AM, 526 from the OWS, 80 from the bII)A,and ]0 from the

ATM) were telemetered by this system. Some of the basic guidelines

followed in developing this system were:

Maximum use of existing flight qualified hardware.

Maximum use of co, on equipment between v,_icles.

DesiBn system for compatibility with the STDN.

Provide ground control over equipment selection and
functions with crew control backup.

Provide crew control over experiment and voice recording.

Provide ground control over data downlink.

Provide capability for inflight replacement of selected
hardware.

Provide redundancy to meet mission requirements where

practlcai.

b. Operation. The Data System was assembled using exist-

ing Gemini program designs where applicable, and/or by modifying these

and other designs to accommodate AM/MDA/OWS requirements. New designs
were used only where available hardware did not satisfy requirements.

The initial system consisted of 238 channels of PCM telem-

etry with single tape recorder capability. Progzam evolution and mis-
sion redefinitions resulted in a series of studies to determine the

5-1
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best methods to accotm:._odatc the data from other Skylab vehicles; down°
link and redundancy alt,'rp,,_ttves were also considered, rt was concluded

that an expansion el the PCN multiplexcr/encodcr t, quipment in tile AM and
downlinking data by the VHF transmitters would be the most efficient

method to satisfy the new rcquircwent_,.. An interlace box was added to

the PC,M equipment, which allowed use of an increased quantity of low

sample rate channels via added mu[[iplt, at, ts. A tot._l of 37 multiplexers
could be accormm_dated. The interface box also provided for th:'ee ad-

ditional separate portions _,_ the real time data output to be available

for recording; these allowed sufficient housekeeping and experiment
data to he available via delaw'd time. Two additional tape recorder/re-

producers and an additional DC-DC converter required tor excitation were

added. Redundancy for major black boxes was provided. The evolution

of the vehicle system design dictated some new sensors, range changes
on existing sensors, an incret_.se in the nominal sensor types and ad-

ditional signal conditioning to satisfy the aaded functional monitor-

ing requirmnents. This bast. line system provided an increase in telem-

etry channel capacity to 528 channels wit|, 342 used: multiplexers were
located in the AM md OWS.

During the change from a wet to dry workshop concept, the

major alteration to this baseline wa,';an increase in tile quantity of

multiplexers. The system capacity was increased to 629 channels with

535 channels allocated to specific measurements.

Subsequent changes to the Data System included reallocation

of multiplexers among the Skyiab modules to optimize mission data ac-

quisition and operations. Nominal measurement changes resulting from

vehicle and experLment system evolution were also experienced during

thls period. The final flight s3stem provided 1297 telemetry channels.
Remote multiplexers were still located ,rely in the AM and OWS. Data

signals from the MDA and selected measurements from the ATM were wired

acrosq the appropriate vehicle interface anti accommodated by the multi-

plexing and cncodin b hardware in the AN.

System control was primarily ground conm_and and crew back-

Up.

c. Sensors and Signal Conditioners. The devices used to

monitor lift, support, physlcal environment and systems housekeeping

data in the Skylab included temperature, pressure, and CO O partial

pressure sensors, some of which were basic Gemini Program'designs, and

the gas flowmeter, rapid pressure loss and fire detectors, which were

unique to Skylab. Tile remaining units, acoustic SPL (Instrtmlent unit

FM/FM system), dew point temperature, 0o partJ.al pressure, and quartz

crystal microbalance contamination sensors were essentially existing

designs modified for AM needs. The signal conditioners fit into all

three categories.

d. Regulated Power Subsystem. Fiw" DC-[K; converters were

provided in the AM and nine [n the OWS for the Skylab Data System.

\
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The .%M used three for telemetry requirements of Gemini program design,
modified for increased power output and two for display functions that

were an existing design adapted for Skylab use. These units converted

the AM bus voltage of 18 to 32 VDC into regulated voltages of plus or

minus 24 VDC and plus 5 VDC. The nine OWS DC-DC converters were a new

design and were used for signal conditioners and transducers. _lese

units operated over an input voltage range of plus 24 to plus 32 VDC

and provided an output of plus 5 VDC.

e. PCM Multiplexer/Encoder System. The PCM System design
was constrained by the requirement to use existing Gemini hardware de-

signs to the greatest extent possible. The programmers and multiplexers

were used with only minor modifications; the interface box was a new

design using the same construction techniques as the programmer and i
multiplexers. The environmental design requirements were essentially

the same as were required on the Gemini program except for vibration re-
quirements for multiplexers that were to be located in the OWS. A

special test was performed that subjected one low-level and one high-

level multiplexer to the OWS environment with a random vibration of

25.1 g rms in the most critical axis for 12 minutes.

The SWS PCM System consisted of the following major compon-

ents: two redundant and switchable programmers, one interface box (re-

dundant electronics), ii high-level multiplexers, and 14 low-level multi-
plexers.

The PCM System design allowed interfacing with a maximum of

18 high-level multiplexers and 19 low-level multiplexers.

The Airlock complement, located on coldplates on electronics

module number 3, external to the pressurization area of the Airlock,

(shown in Figure 5-2), provided an onboard capability for 1297 channels.

A summary of system capability is listed in Table V-I

The PCM programmer provided a 51.2 kbps nonreturn-to-zero

real-tlme output for transmission to the STDN, a 51.2 kbps hardllne out-
put for use during pre]aunch checkout, and a 5.12 kbps return-to-zero

output, identified as subframe I, on the tape recorde system. The

interface box provided three additional 5.12 kbps return-to-zero signals
to the tape recorder/reproducer subsystem that were _dentlfled as sub-

frames 2 through 4.

(i) Programmer. The programmer provided the functions
of data multiplexing, analog-to-dlgital conversion, digltal-data multi-

plexing, and the required timing functions for the interface box. The

progranmler contained some input gates, but primarily consisted of the
circuitry necessary to provide 51.2 kbps nonreturn-to-zero PCM pulse

trains to the transmitter and provide 5.12 kbps return-to-zero pulse
train signal and clock pulses for subframe I to the tape recorder/re-

producer subsystem.

!
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Table V-I. PCH ,xhtiuLplexcr/Encoder Chant_u[ Capability

SAHPLE RATE TYPF [ QL'AN-
LJ I. _I 1_ 1.

_ (sps) . S[GEAL TITY...... ,r i

320 HI, 5 [B

160 LL b PROG

80 HL 8 [B TOTAL IlL ANAI,OG(O-5 VDC) 418

80 LL 9 PReX; TOTAL I,I,ANALOG(0-20 mVDC) 463
40 ttL 1 [B TOTAL B[I,EVEL (ON-OFF) 232
20 IlL 5 [B TOTAL BtLEVEI PULSE [60

10 [{L 6 FROG TO'UU_ SERLAI, DIGITAL 24
10 tti, [8 [B [

IO BL 40 PRO(; [ ONBOA RD CAPABILITY 1,297
10 BL [92 IlL MUX}I

f|

to Bin, 16o nL _x_-t
I/

1.25 IlL 343 IlL _fl'X J/

1.25 IlL 3 L PROG

1.25 LL 112 LL MUXI
/-

0.416 LL 336 ]LL HUXt

___o.4t6..... s_R___u._?tu ____++___t__o_¢___
TOTAL [297

r-- U A N T [ TY HL q U A N T I TYUSE
MUX ] u_ I '_ sps .410 sps bRrXI " ~r HL BL BLP

OWS 8 24 AM d [ 9 16

AM 8 23 MI)A l 13 0

bIDA 0 [ All 3 [ 0 16
OWS 8 24 MDA I 0 0

AM 8 23 OWS 32 0 16

HI)A 0 l OWS 31 0 [ 6

Abl 8 24 ,\hi 3 t t6 16

AN 8 24 I_DA t 8 0

OWS 8 24 OWS 32 24 8

OW:_ 8 24 OWS 24 24 8
OWS 8 24 AM 32 24 8

OWS 8 24 MI)A 0 0 8

AM 5 15 AM 32 24 l6

MDA 3 9 OWS 32 24 16

OWS 8 24 AM 30 2 [ 8

Abl 8 'l '2 bIDA 0 3 8

bIDA 0 2 .... ATbl '2 - 8 :
AM 8 Z

...... b_A .......0 ....... 2,!....... .Dl,-'I'OTAI,S 343 [92 160

TOTALS [[2 330 ",4_--_
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(2) Interface Box. The interlace box accepted timing

signals from the programmer and provided signals to the remotely lo-

cated multiplexers. It also provided timing signals necessary for the

generation and multiplexing of the data in subframes 2, 3, and 4. The

programmer provided the 51.2 kbps signal to the interface box where sub-

frames 2, 3, and 4 were separated and prepared for transfer to the tape

recorder/reproducer subsystem. Three internal power supplies were io-.

cated in the interface box. One was used by the internal circuitry in

the interface box and the other two provided power to the multiplexers.

The interface box was composed of a redundant set of electronics, each

capable of full systems operation independent of the other°

(3) High-level Multiplexer. The high-level multiplexer

functioned as a high-level analog commutator and an ON-OFF digital data

multiplexer. The purpose of this unit was to sample 32 high-level data

channels (0 to 5 VDC), 24 bilevel signals (0 or 28 VDC), and 16 bilevel

pulse signals (0 or 28 VDC).

All high-level multiplexer analog data outputs were

switched through the interface box to the programmer. Each multiplexer

was individually wired to the interface box, where third-tier switching

was performed before the data were sent to the programmers. Individual

third-tier switching was used to prevent a short in one multiplexer line

from shorting all other multiplexers and to keep line capacitance at a

minimum.

The high-level multiplexer u_ed a slaved timing chain

driven by signals from the interface box to support the required sampling _
functions.

(4) Low-Level Multiplexer. the low-level multiplexer

was a differential-input analog commutator that sequentially _mpled 32

low-level (0 to 20 VDC) signals. The multiplexer contained a slaved

timing chain and digital logic to support the required sampling functions.

Operating power and timing slave signals were received from the inter-
face box.

All low-level multiplexers, _xeept E, F, and G were in-

dividually switched through third-tier switches located in the inter-

face box. Multiplexers E, F, and G were gat_,d by, and switched through,

the selected programmer.

f. Tape Recorder/Reproducer Subsystem. Thxee tape record-

ers capable of simultaneous operation provided continuous data coverage

during periods when Skylab was out of STDN contact. These recorders

were of Gemini program design modified for Skylab. Each recorder re-

ceived a 5.12 kbps return-to-zero data stream comprising one of the

four recordable PCM subframes from the PCM progran_er or interface box.

These data were recorded on track A, while crew voice was recorded on

track B; record speed was 1-7/8 inch per second. Maximum record time

was three hours per recorder. In addition to the _ubframe data_, the
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i recorders could also accon_nodate experiment M509 or T013 data at a bi;

rate of 5.76 kbps. The recorder played back the PCM data in a nonreturn-

to-zero space format into a transmitter; the voice was played back simul-

taneously into another transmitter. The playback occurred at a speed of

22 times the record speed, anddata and voice were played back in an

order reverse to what they were recorded. Three hours of data were

played back in 8 minutes 24 seconds. Upon removal of the playbae_ com-

mand, the recorder switched from the playback mode to the record _ode.

In the event of faulty data reception, the tape recorders could be r_-

wound at the playback speed for another dump by application of a fast-

forward nonrecord convnand. During this rewind no modulation was present

at the transmitter. Figure 5-3 provides a flow diagram of the recording

process.

Recorder management was primarily a ground control function.

The crew exercised prime control over voice and experiment record func-

tions. Telemetered recorder functions included tape motion and playback

mode detection. The crew was supplied with recorder usage lights at all
recorder control stations.

Four recorders were launched on Skylab-I as inflight replace-

ments. These units were installed in the AM lock compartment for launch

and were transferred to the OWS for stowage after activation. Two ad-

ditional recorders were resupplied during the second manned missionp

g. Data Transmitters. The data transmitters required two

major changes to arrive at the final flight configuration. These changes

were required to comply with program requirements that expanded as the

needs of the Skylab vehicle were better identified.

The initial configuration was comprised of two 2-watt Gemini

type frequency-n_dulated telemetry transmitters. One transmi=ter opera-

ted at 230.4 MHz and provided real time PCM transmissions; the second

transmitter operated at 246.3 MHz and provided delayed time PCM trans-

missions. Modulation switching controlled manually or by the DCS wo_id

permit either transmitter to be selected for each type of data trans-
mission.

The first major change implemented to the data transmission

system added a third telemetry transmitter to enable recoroed voice data

to be dumped to the STDN simultaneously with the transmission of real

time and delayed time PCM. The incorporation of a third telemetry trans-

mitter occurred concurrently with the deletion of the voice subsystem

VHF transceivers, therby making available a quadrlplexer channel. The

initial concept for the third transmitter used a retuned Gemini 2-watt

unit; however, tradeoffs between transmitter availability versus ground

station signal-to-noise ratio requirements justified incorporation of
a 10-watt transmitter.

The second major change to the data transmittar configura-

tion resulted from the data modulation bandwidth requirements being
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expan_.d to a point where 2-watt transmitters would not produce a satis-

factory signal-to-noise ratio at the STDN. A study determined that 10-

watt transmitters would ,rovide the needed increase in transmitted power.

The final choice of transmitter selection was to utilize existing design

and qualified frequency modulated telemetry transmitters previously

flown on the Apollo p£ogram block 1 boosters. _e final flight config-
uration utilized three 10-watt transmitters and one 2-watt transmitter.

The 2-watt tlansmitter was required to provide real-tlme telemetry

transmissions during the launch phase of the mission because the 10-watt

units would cause corona to occur within the antenna subsystem quadri-

plexer during the period of time the vehicle trajectory passed through

the altitude regions most m, sceptible to corona. _fter vehicle orbital
inseltion the launch 2-watt transmitter was to be deactivated and the

three 10-watt units activated. Modulation 3_i_chi,g, controlled either

manually or by ground command, permitted any of the data sources to be

transmitted and provided the capability to transmit three data sources

simultaneously. T_ 10-watt transmitters flc.n were versions of the

units that were initially procured, modified to utilize high reliability

screened parts and incorporated circuit protection for a shorted output.

h. Antennas/Coaxial Switches. The antennas/coaxial switches

required three major changes to comply with program requirements that ex-

panded as the needs of the 5kylab vehicle %ere better identified. The

initial antenna configuration was comprised of two Gemini VI{F whip an-

tennas, one Gemini UHF stub antenna, one Gemini quadriplexer modified to

accommodate a new transmitter frequency, one Gemini diplexer retuned to

accommodate a new voice receiver frequency, and one Gemini RF coaxial

switch. The antennas provided the capability for reception of 450 MBz

command transmissions, reception of 259.7 M}{z voice transmissions_ and

transmission of 296.8 M}{z voice, and 230.4 and 246.3 MHz telemetry. The

modified Gemini quadriplexer permitted transmission and/or reception of

four separate RF signals from either the launch/orbital or orbital an-

tenna. The retuned Gemini diplexer permitted the reception of two sep-

arate RF signals from the receive antenna. The coaxial switch provided

a means to permit _ptimum selection between the launch/erbital and
orbital antennas.

The first major change implemented to the antenna configura- _
(

tion _ded two discone antennas moun_ed on 40-foot extendable booms, a

second coaxial switch, and two DCS hybrid rings.

f

The deletion of the AM voice communication subsystem resulted in

removal of voice transmissions at 259.7 and 296.8 MHzp which created the

second t.mjor antenna system change, deleting the diplexer and the VHF

whip antennas. The command/duplex receive antenna, reidentified as the

command whip, wa_ retained and used for command receptions only.

The final flight configuration chsnges required the addition

of two coaxial switches and replacement of the UHF whip antennas with
modified Gemini UHF stubs. The addition of one of the coaxial switches

resulted from a requirement to enable selection between the 2-watt and _
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tO-watt ?30.4 Ffl_ztran._mitters. The othur was :2_,_-c_'d to tnable hard-

line reteption to th' !_'S receivers during ground checkout. The re-

placement ol the anter,r,as was necessary as the whip antennas could no_

comply with the rud_'fine._ structural vibration requirements. Th_ an-

tenna subsystem configuratio_ _.us_,d during flight is shown in Figure 5-4.

2. System Perlormance. Thu Data System was ac',ivated during

the Skylab-i launch countdown and continued successful operation during

all of the remaining mission i,has,-s. The system was opt rated for a

total of 6506 hours witho, t any problems that caused significant impact

on the Skylab mission, The _I 2-watt transmitter 'c_ansmitted real-time

telemetry data to tile STI)N vi.J the launch stub antenna from launch on

DOY 134 at 17"50 GMT m_til 17:52 GMT, when the data system was recon-

' :igured to the AM "A" 10-watt transmitter. The 10-watt transmitter op-

erated into the discone antenna system, which bad been deployed at

17:47 GF_. The AM "A" !O-watt telemetry transmitter continued to pro-
vide real time transmission of data and transmitters AM "B' and AM "C"

were used peTiodica]Ty as planned to provid_ tlansmission:; of delayed

time data, experiment data, and delayed time voice recording. This

configuration was maintained until DOY 158 when the &M "A" 10-watt trans-

mitter experienced a r_duction of output power. This damage continued

to manifest itself until, on DOY 163, the: AP "A" 10-watt transmitter
was shut down in rawer of the AM "A" 2-watt trmsmitter.

The 1164 measurements monitored by the data system ,;uffered

from hardware problems, such as the loss of the meteoroid shield and

_)WS solar array system wing 2, along with multiplexer problems and in-

lividual sensor failures. At the eud o_ the mission, 134 measurements

were no longer providing usable information. This represents _n 88.5

percent recov,_ry rate for the _nstrumented parameters. Since these

measurements did not fail at the same time but were spread over the en-

tire mission, the actual percentage of recovered data is even greater.

See Appendix A for a listing of these measurements. The redundant

PCM multiplexer/encoder and DC-DC converter wet,, activatecl on DOY 357

[n an attempt to clear low-level multiplexer noise problems. The equip-

ment operated ;atisfactorily but the problem remained. The noise

problem on the Inw-lew'l AM multiplexers was evident to the end of the

mission (See Anomaly Report No. 357).

The Data System sampled the onboard parameters continuously, 24

bour_ a day, throughout the 271-day mission. 'lhis resulted in 1.28

X i0 2 data bits output {tom the encoder. AssuminR a 32 percent SI'DN
coverage, over 3.8 X I01 data bits were received by the ground. See

Table V-2 for equipment operation time.

P. Sunsor._ and Signal CondiLi,:ners. The sensors and sigual

conditioners performed satisfactorily during tt_e mission with a dew

isolated problems (See Appendix A).

b. Regulated Power. The regulated power sources performed

well within the design requirem;,nts for the data system.
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Table V-2. I&C Equipment Operating Hours/Cycle

EQUIPMENT HOURS CYCLES

2-WATT TRANSMITTER A 280.0

IO-WATT TRANS_tlTTER A 710.0

10-WATT TRANSMITTER B 6330.0

10-WATT TRANSMITTER C 607.0

COAXIAL SWITCH (LAUNCH ORBIT TRANSMITTER) 28

COAXIAL SWITCH (STUB/DISCONE i ANTENNA) 797

COAXIAL CWITCH (DISCONE ANTENNA) 5479

PRIMARY PCM PROGRAMMER 5344.5

SECONDARY PCM PROGRAMMER 1182.0

PRIMARY INTERFACE BOX 5344.5

SECONDARY INTERFACE BOX 1182.0

TRANSDUCERS AND SENSORS

02 SENSOR 1969.0

CO 2 SENSORS 4022.5

GAS FLOWMETERS 4022.5

ACOUSTIC MEASURING SYSTEM 4.5

(IU FM/FM SYSTEM)

VIBP_ATION FFEASURiNG SYSTEM 4.5

ALL OTHER TELEMETERED SENSORS 6506.5

SIGNAL CONDITIONING PACKAGES 6506.5

c. PCM Hultiplexer/Encoder. PCM multiplexers, program-

mers and interface box provided satisfactory data throughout the mission.

On DOY 215 the OWS low-level multiplexer "B" became erratic, on DOY 349

the first eight channels of AM low-level multiplexer "P" showed excessive

noise, and on DOY 357 the first eight channels of all AM low-level multi-

plexers plus nine channels of the programmer exhibited excessive noise.

These problems are detailed in Anomaly Report Nos, 215 and 349. The

total number of data bits encoded a_ output to the transmitters and tape
recorders was increased by 1.9 X i0 due to the expansion in the mission

from 230 to 271 days. This increase in performance was accomplished

without any serious degradation to the hardware.

d. Tape Recorder/Reproducers. The tape recorders ex-

perienced two separate problems with broken drive belts on DOY 159 and

DOY 173, respectively. A third recorder experienced a tape path problem
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on DOY 256. The fourth and last recorder failure occurred on DOY 019,

when the unit began exhibiting excessive dropouts and the problem was

not determined. There were two recorders replaced during the _iss_on
due to the accumulation of excessive hours. In all cases the recorders

were replaced wi_h onboard spares and the system continued to fu_Lction •

normally. The tape recorder problems are detailed in the Anomaly Report

Nos. 159, 173, 256-1, and 019-1.

The recorders in general performed well. The specified

operating time was 750 hours per recorder for seven units, which totaled

5250 hours. Two additional recorders were suppli'd during the mission
increasing this capability to a total of 6750 ho_rs. The actual operat-

ing time for the nine recorders used during the mission was 9894 hours,

which exceeded the requirements by 3144 hours.

e. Data Transmitters. The data transmitters performed
satisfactorily within the constraints of the mission. On DOY 158 the

AM "A" 10-watt transmitter experienced a malfunction, which was thought

to be the result of corona in the quadriplexer due to venting during the
first EVA. The transmitter continued to degrade and by DOY 163 _he "A"

lO-watt transmitter was putting out less power than the _M "A" 2-watt

transmitter (see Anomaly Report No. 163). ]_e mission rules governing

transmitter management were revised to prohibit the use of the "A" 10-watt
transmitter and replace it with the "A" 2-watt transmitter in combination
with the 2_M "B" and AM "C" lO-watt transmitters for the duration of the

mission. On DOY 335 and DOY 353 the AM "C" lO-watt transmitter failed

to respond to ON co_ands over one station but then did respond to the

same command over the next station. This problem is speculated as either

an intermittent relay contact external to the transmitter or due to

malfunctioning output power circuitry internal to the transmitter.

f. Antenna/Coaxial Switches. The antenna/coaxlal switches

] performed satisfactorily throughout the mission. The launch stub antenna
provided real telemetry transmissions from launch through orbital in-

sertion. At orbital insertion, DOY 134, 17:46 GMT, the discone antenna

boor_ were successfully deployed. After deployment the discone antennas

wvre used almost exclusively for telemetry transmission. Selections be-

tween discone one and discone two were made approximatuly 5479 times by

the command system to optimize antenna coverage.

The quadriplexer performed as expected throughout the _is-

sion. On DOY 158 a corona problem was suspected and on DOY 017 and
DOY 020 corona due to inadvertent venting for the M509 experiment was

confirmed. There was apparently no permanent damage to the quadriplexer

and the mission was completed without further incident (see Anomaly
Report No. 017).

3. End of Mission Configuration. The configuration of the

Data System at the end of mission was altered by the change out of tape

recorders, the failure of OWS low-level multiplexer "B", the failure of
the first eight channels on all AM low-level multiplexers, the failure
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.: the AM "A" 10-watt transmitter, and the loss ot i L_ measurt, ments.

'._e planned consumabiL, s repl_cemcnt it_,ms were used as scheduled.

At tht end (f the mission, constraints we.re incorporated into

the procedures for man,_gemcnt of the transmitters a_d r_.cord_rs as

: _llows: The AM 2-watt transmitter was being used for t_1 ,lump voice.

R,.al-timt. AM telemetry was on the AM BI0 transmitte_'. AM SF-1 recording

w_s continuous; ,_&lSF-4 was being recorded on a nonfinterferen_e ba:i.-

with onboard experiment operation for a maximum of 3 continuous hours

each 24 hours. Additional recording was being accomplished as required

1or s_stem anomalies or experiment operation.

The configuration of the Data Systt,m at the end of the mis-

sion was satisfactory and would have adequately supported continued

activity,

d

B. Command System

I. System Descriptie:l. The AM/MDA/OWS Command System con-

s[sts of the digital con_and, teleprinter, and time reference s,bsystems.

St,e Figure 5-5 for a f,mctional block diagram of the Command System.

a. Digital Conmland Subsystem (DCS)

(i) Function. The functional requirement for the DCS

initially was to provide the STDN with a real-time control of the space-

craft switching functions. New requirements were added as the program

evolved, which included: redundant receiver/decoders, automatic switch-

over to redundant DCS, and increase in con_mand copacity.

(2) Operation. The final configuration of the DCS

consisted of two receiver/decoder units, four eight-channel relay modules,

alld a cormnand relay driver unit (CRDU). This resulted in the capability

of 540 distinct commands. The original PCS consisted of one Cemini re-

ceiver/decoder and _wo Gemini relay modules providing a capacity of 32

ten,hands (16 set-reset channels). Early in the program two additional

relay ._odules were added, changing the capacity to 64 commands. This

system also interfaced with the electronic timer's Tx register. A relay

closure from the timer at time Tx provided reset of selected conTnands.

Reliability considerations resulted in the addition

of a second receiver/decoder. A two-vehicle address concept was in-

itiated to maintain individu_l control over t,ach receiver/decoder; that

is, each receiver/decoder was assigned to :eparate vehicle address.

This configuration was chosen to maximize system reliability hy providing
a fully operational unit, even if a failure should occur in the other.

Switchover between receiw_r/decoders was automated by

the use of the TR capability of the electronLc timer• An interface was
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added between the rectiver/decoders and tile electronic timer to provide
an update capability to the TR register. The "TR-30 seconds" relay

closure output of the timer was connected to relay circuitry which, if

the Tr register was allowed to time out, activated the redundant receiver/

decoder. The active receiver/decoder would periodically update the Tr

register. Failure to do so, because of DCS failure, would automatically
activate the redundant receiver/decoder.

Addition of new command requirements on the DCS re-

quired expansion of the capacity of the system. The method for expand-

ing the conmland capability was through the use of the Genlini receiver/

decoder's stored program output that originally providea update capability

to the Gemini computer. A new component, the command relay drzver unit,

was added that used stored program command messages to provide additional

pulse command outputs to drive latching relays. The capability to

process the stored program commands already existed in the DCS ground
station.

The addition of the teleprinter required no modifica-

tion to the DCS system. An additional system address and output was used

to interface with the teleprinter system.

(a) Receiver/Decoder. Each receiver/decoder

contained two rectivers and a decoder section. Each receiver was con-

nected to a separaLe antenna and received commands transmitted by the

STDN on a phase shift keyed frequency-modulated 450 MHz carrier. Min-

imum receiver sensitivity was minus 93 dBm. The demodulated signals

from both receivers were linearly summed and sent to the decoder. The

decoder, after decoding a command, provided either digital data to the

electronic timer, CRDU, or the teleprinter subsystem, or a discrete

pulse command to a relay in one of the relay modules. Reference

Figure 5-6 for con=hand message format.

The Airlock receiver/decoders were of two designs,

electrically and mechanicall_ interchangeable. In addition to the orig-

inal Gemini receiver/decoder a new hybrid unit was supplied that pro-

vided interchangeability b_ ,_een units and allowed use of the Gemini

DCS ground support equipment without modification, i

(b) Relay modules. T!e Gemini relay modules

were used unmodified on the Airlock. Each of the four relay modules

contained eight latching relays, each driven by set or reset commands

from the receiver/decoders. Thirty real-time command channels were pro-

vided, giving a total of 60 set and reset commands. Each relay pro-

vided an output to the Airlock telemetry system to indicate its status.

The outputs from both the receiver/decoders to the relay modules were in

the relay which controlled the receiver/decoders. The command to control

the secondary recelver/decoder was available only from the primary re-

ceiver/decoder, and vice versa. Thus, a receiver/decoder could not com-
n,and itself OF_.
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(c) Corm_and Relay Driw'," Unit. The CRDU util-

ized the Gemini stored prc g:,im conm_and c,n.lbility of the rcceiw_r/de-

coders to provide additioiLal real-time com_nands. It decoded the first

I0 data bits of the 24-bit stored real-time comi_mnd and processed the

cormnand into a 200 millis_,cond, 850 mi!liampcre pulse to actuate a latch-

in_ relay, l_e last bit oi the command was used to ;,_aintain odd parity.

The remaining 13 data bits were not used. The CRDU provided dzg_tai out-

puts to the telemetry system to indicate Lhc command message processed.

The original conm_and capacity of the CRDU was

256 con_nands. Redundant subunits were provided, each interfacing with

a receiver/decoder and power,_d from a separate power supDly.

A tinal design change to the 6"RDU increased the

co_mland capabi]ity to 480 commands to meet new program requirements.

At this time, the reliability of the unit was increased by elimination

of single point failures. Each subunit was redesigned to contain its

own output drivers and telemetry output circuitry. The output drivers

for each command were connected via diode isolation to a common output

pin. The telemetry outputs were tied to conm_on pins via resistive

isolation. The current capability of each of the drivers was changed

to 850 milliamperes.

b. Tel tinter Subsystem

(i) Function. The teleprinter subsystem was used to

provide hard copy data from the ground to the crew. The Interface Elec-

tronics unit provided the data conversion interface between the DCS and

the teleprinter.

(2) Operation. The £kylab teleprinter was the first

hard copy system used in a space applicat£on. Subsequent to the initial

requirement, a survey of available commercial printing techniques limited

the system selection to four basic categories. These were: electro-

mechanical, photographic, magnetic, and thermal printers. The thermal

printing technique was selected as the optimum system for Skylab. Se-

lection of a suitable pap_,r required numerous test evaluations and long-

term endurance testing to assure environmental compatibility, durability,

: _ompliance with flammability requirements, and quality of legibility.

As a result of engineering studies, standard thermal-coated military

printer paper was selected as the optimum medium.

The teleprinter subsystem received coded digital

_erial data from eithe_ the primary or the secondary DCS receiver/decoder,

converted the data into dot matrix form, and printed rows of dots on

thermally sensitive paper. These dot rows formed 5 X 7 dot matrix

characteristics with a maximum of 30 characters per llne. The teleprinter

subsystem prov_ied Skylab with the capability of receiving printed

messages using any combination of 62 alphanumeric characters at a max-

imum rate of 1855 characters per minute. The teleprinter paper was a

minimum of 120 ft long enabling a print capability of approximately
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46,000 five-letter words per toll. Skylab-I was provided with a total

o" 156 rolls of teleprinter paper, enabling a total message capability

of approximately 7 million five-letter words. _he teleprinter subsystem

provided telemetry signals for complete message, teleprinter input power,
and indicated when t=leprinter paper was low.

(_) Interface Electronics Unit. The interface

electronics unit provided'the interface conditioning between the DCS
receiver/decoder and the teleprinter. The interface electronics unit

accepted digital data in serial form from the DCS, converted it to the

dot matrix format required by the teleprinter, and transferred the re-

sultant information to the teleprinter for printing. The form of DCS

teleprinter messageE is provided in Figure 5-7.

(b) Teleprinter. The teleprinter was a thermal

dot printer producing hard copy messages by electrically heating print _

elements while in contact with thermally sensitive paper. There were

150 elements arranged _n groups uf 5 across the 3.25-in. wide paper. The

printing process consisted of scanning serially from left to right across

the 150 print elements (i dot row). Each dot pulse received by the tel-

eprinter corresponded to a particular heating element. For each "logic
one" received, a thermal pulse was generated energizing the print element

and subsequently marking the paper with a black dot. For each "logic
zero" received, the corresponding area under the respective print element

was left blank. When I line had been scanned, the _aper was advanced

and was left blank. When i line had been scanned, _he paper was advanced

and the 150 elements were again sequentially scanned. The process was
repeated seven times to produce one line of alphanumeric characters. Ref-

erence Figure 5-7 for a representation of the 62 alphanumeric characters

available to the teleprinter subsystem. Reference Figure 5-7 for a

message printed by a flight teleprinter. After the final print pulse in

a dot row, a line feed pulse is used to advance the paper and reset the

scale-of-ten counter so the next data group will be printed starting at
the left side of the paper. Two e_tra line feeds are sent between char-

acter lines to provide paper spacing.

c. Time Reference Syste1: (TRS)

(I) Function. The TRS was initially required to

provide an elapsed time output for the Instrumentation System and a

variable time delay control function for rpsetting command relays. A

second variable time delay control function was subsequently required
to switch redundant DCS receiver/decoders. The addition of the EREP and

of crew GMT displays in the AM and OWS required further use of the

elapsed time output, resulting in the need for new display and buffer

equipment. A resettable timer was also included to assist the cr¢_
wlth timekeeping functions. Reliability considerations of mission re-

quirements dictated the need for redundant TRS equipment.

(2) Operation. The original TRS consisted of one

electronic timer that provided time correlation data to the I_M multi-

plexer/encoder.
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With the addition of a redundant DCS, the TR-30 sec.

output of the electronic timer was used to automatically select the

._ , standby DCS. An auxiliary timer was al_o added to provide automatic
-. DCS switchover after a predetermined time period, in case of electronic

timer failure during orbital storage. This method was used in lleu of

powering both DCSs continuously, which would have reduced reliability

and required more power.

Later, during the design phase, a secondary electronic

timer was added to provide redundant time correlation data to the PCM
multiplexer/encoder. Selection of electronic timers was controlled by

the DCS. The secondary electronic timer TR-30 seconds output was also

available to provide the redundant automatic switchover capability toJ

_ the standby DCS. Therefore, the auxiliary timer was deleted. This de-
sign change increased DCS reliability and also reduced power consumption.

The TRS was later expanded to provide time correl_
tion data to EREP and to provide two clock displays of GMT. The clo,
displays were to be Located in the STS C&D Panel and OWS C&D Panel ar_as.

; Ground control and inflight control capability for synchronizing TRS
elapsed time with GMTwere also provided. This addition created the
time correlation buffer and the digital display unit. The time correla-
tion buffer converted the electronic timer elapsed time serial binary

data into binary coded decimal data for the EREP and digital display
units.

The flight-configured TRS shown in Figure 5-5 con-
sisted of two electronic timers/time correlation buffers, one digital

clock, and two digital display units. One additional digital display
unit was stowed onboard as a flight spare.

, (a) Electronic timer. The two electronic timers _

were powered from separate buses. During the mission, one electronic
timer was active while thc other was retained in standby. Timer se-

lection was made by the DCS. The electronic timer provided the follow-

ing outputs: elapsed time data to the PCM multiplexer/encoder and to

the time correlation buffer_ a countdown of time-to-go-to redundant DCS

switchover (To) with a relay closure to control the redundant DCS; a
countdown of time-to-go-to equipment reset (Tx) with a relay closure to
the DCS for resetting relays controlling various equipment; and 8 pps
data to the digital clock. The Tx output was also required for synch-
ronization of elapsed time zero with midnight GM_ when command enabled.

Both elapsed time and Tr were monitored by telemetry.

(b) Time Correlation Buffer. The two time cor-

relation buffers were powered from separat_ buses. The primary or the
secondary time correlation buffer was selected by onboazd switching.
The time correlation buffer operated in conjunction wi_h the electronic
timer to provide time data for the EREP and the digital display units. !
The time correlation buffer converted the serial 24-bit binary elapsed
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time word from the electronic timer into two types of binary coded

decimal outputs. A serial 36-bit time word was provided to EREP

64 times a second. This time data corresponded to days, hours, minutes,

seconds, and fractional seconds through 1/64. The time correlation buf- i

fer also supplied a synchronization pulse every 1/32 of a second to

/ EREP for input data synchronization. _le time correlation buffer pro-

vided a serial 30-bit binary coded decimal data word to the digital dis-

play units once every second. The 30-bit data word information con-

sisted of days, _ours, mim_te_, and seconds with a least-signlficant

bit value of I sec. Elapsed time data were shifted from the electronic

: timer eight times a second upon request from the time _orrelation buffer. _

There were switche_; i.e., 1-day, lO-day and 100-day, vrovided to man-

ually update the time correlation buffer day register. The time cor-

relation buffer contained a crystal oscillator identic_l to the elec- _

tronic timer's and was synchronized with the electronic timer eight times

a second. Tneref_re, accuracy of the data to EREP ann o_gital display ,

units was equal to the electronic timer when compensated for processing _:

delays.

%

(c) Digital Display Unit. Two digital display

units were provided; one was located in the AM STS; the other in the OWS.
Their function was to display GMT in days, hours, minute_, and seconds.

The two digital display units interfaced with the active time correla-

* tion buffer on separate lines and the interface lines were automatically
switched to the time correlation buffer selected. Tim_ data were shifted

from the time correlation buffer to the digital display unit once per _

second with a least-significant bit of one second. The digital display

unit decoded and converted the binary coded decimal information into

_ drive logic for light-emitting diodes that formed the time decimal dis-

play. The power to the digital display unit and brightness of the dis- _

play were manually controlled by the crew.

(d) Digital Clock. The digital clock in the

_ AM STS received an 8 pps signal from the active electronic timer. The

clock was basically an electronic stop watch with a motor-controlled

display and was available to the crew for timekeeping functi,, _. The

i clock was preset by the crew to any desired time between zero and 999

! hours, 59 minutes, and 59 seconds. The clock was motor-driven by power

pulses that were synchronized to the 8 pps Irom the electronic timer.

Therefore, the accuracy of the digital clock was the same as the

electronic timer. The digital clock was manually controlled.

i (e) Problems and SolutioRs. The significant
_ . areas of concern resulting from the preflight test phase and their

resolution are presented below. A significant discrepancy is one that

required component or vehicle modification for resolution.

: i

(i) DCS Receiver/Decoder. DuriILg the

:: St. Louis simulated flight test, when both primary and secondary DCS re- =
/

I ceiver/decoders were powered, a real-time Channel 1 was actuated con-

: f currently wltb every real-time command sent via the secondary DCS.
1
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Tests showed Channel 32 was similarly affected by the primary DCS. With

both units powered, a sneak ground was caused by commonality between the

vehicle address recognition logic and the real-tlme command logic in the

decoders. DCS Channels 23 and 21 were reassigned to be used instead of

: Channels 1 and 32, respectively, by modification of the vehicle wiring.

(_ Command Relay Driver Unit. During the

KSC functional tests, command $303 was transmitted; however, the down-

link PCH indicated S016 was received. Troubleshooting indicated this
condition occurred on the first conlnand tr_nsmltted to the AM after com-

mand subsystem power-up and was c.losedby the secondary DCS recelver/de-

coder or side B of the CRDI'. The S/N 104 secondary DCS receiver/decoder

was replaced by S/N 106 causing no chcnge in the condition. Further
troubleshooting indicated the problem was a flip-flop in the data trans-

fer logic of the CRDU that would vccasionally stabilize in a set po-

sition •_hen power was applied to the unit. The S/N I01CRDU was returned
to the vendor for incorporation of a diode in the interface and control

logic of each CRDU side, which prevented erroneous clock pulses from
being generated after power-up. This modification was incorporated in

all CRDU flight units. S/N I00 was installed in the AM.

(3) Interface Electronlc_ Unit. In the

retest of the DCS timer control relay panel at JSC, th_ teleprlnter
began to slew paper. Troubleshooting could not reproduce the problem.
Testing at St. Louis indicated the discrepancy was caused by erratic
initialization of the print control logic circuitry, which caused con-

tinuous line feed pulses to be generated by the interface electronics

unit. The interface electronics unit was modified by using an avail-
able gate to prevent turn-on transients.

(4) Time Correlatlo_ Buffer. During systems

level tests, the digital display unit day count of time correlation buf-
fer S/N 102 iud :ated extraneous day increments during the simulated

flight test and random displays were reported during the altitude chamber
te=t. Fault isolation indicated that the minutes and hours of the time

correlation buffer were occassionally incorrect, once or twice a day.

Random changes to the hour position of the time word caused the day to

increment when the day count flip-flop was set. The binary-to-binary
coded decimal _onverter was noise susceptible. For noise reduction,

modifications of the time correlation buffer were made by installing a
second set o£ power line EMI fil_ers and by adding capacitors to the in-

ternal power supply. Isolation of noise from the signal lines was im-

proved by more shielding, by shorter ground paths, and by twisting and

rerouting power lines.

(5) Digital Clock. Digital clock accuracy i
was out-of-tolerance durin_ the systems validation tear at St. Louis.

: The accuracy of the digit: Lock was affected by random noise through
the clock's power return during the fall time of the 8 pps signal within

_ the digital clock. A 47 K ohm resistor across the data input llne im-
proved, but did not eliminate this inaccuracy. The rosistor was removed

7
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and the digital ,:lock was moditied zo eliminate the problem by insta]-
ling a jumper wire that u:,ed an available "one-shot" multivibrator to
ground the input inverter during the fall ti:ae of the 8 pps signal.

2. System Performance. 'Iq_c Abl/}_q)A/OW',:Coutnand System was
activated during the lounch countdown and coutLnt, od to oper,ate success-
fully during all of the remaining n_ission phases. The system was op-
erated for a total of 6506 hours without any problems that caused sig-
nificant impact on the Skylab mission. The _S processed over 100,000
comm_nds with only one f_ilure. On DOY 315, a real-time command reset
was sent and the function did not reset as it should have. The tele-

printer proved to be a very valuable communication tool and processed
',:plink messages continuously throughout the ,::anned phases of the mission
with only one major anomaly on DOY 219. The crew reported that the mes-
sages were compressed and unreadable because the unit had failed to ad-
vance paper. The unit was replaced with an onboard spare that was still
operating at the end of the mission. The TR,q operated within the error
band of less than plus or mint, s 3 seconds per day for 2978 hours before
experiencing erratic readouts that required the secondary electronic
timer to be cotmamnded ON. The secondary electronic timer became erra'-'e z
after approximately 583.0 hours of operation, at which time the primary
electronic timer was reactivated and normal timing was restored. See
Table V-3 for equipment operating time.

Table V-3. I&C Equipment Oper:,tlng tlours

EQUIPMENT ltOURS

DCS PRIMARY 5319.0 :
DeS SECONDARY 1292.0 _

CRDU PRIMARY 5319.0

CRDU SECONDARY 1292 .0

TELEPRINTER S/N 104 137.5
S/N I00 281.6

INTERFACE ELECTRONICS UNIT ",18.9 _

IELECTRONIC TIMER NO. I 4673.0
!ELECTRONIC TIMER NO. 2 1883.3

DIGITAL CLOCK 4024.5
TIME CORRELATION BL_'FER I 4024. I

TIME CORRELATION BUFFER 2 O. 1

DIGITAL DISPLAY UNITS 4024.5

-- . r

a. DCS. The DCS performed its intended function throughout

the manned and unmanned phases of the mission by correctly receiving and _.

processing all function commands, teleprinter messages, and updates to ?
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the electronic timer. The primary DCS was used through most of the

mission; the secondary system, although not required to meet mission _:

goals, was powered up several times and its command capability was ver-

ified at least once during the mission. Both primary and secondary DCS

were powered from la,,nch to DOY 137. The secondary DCS was powered down

from DOY 137 to DOY 145 to conserve power. On DOY 145 the secondary DCS

was activated to serve as backup for the Skylab-2 rendezvou% and then

powered down .ntiI DOY 273. On DOY 273 the secondary DCS was powered
up because the secondary electronic timer was operating ano it was de-

sired to maintain the DCS and electronic timer on separate buses to

avoid a single point failure, ll,e primary DCS was reactivated on DOY
323 for the remainder of the mission,

Cn DOY 315 real-time command 19-3 RESET (EXP 2/DATA 2 Re-

corder FAST FORWARD OFF) was sent and the function did not reset as it

should have, as indicated by telemetry parameters KblO (Recorder 3

Motion) and K339 (EXP 2/DATA 2 Recorder Fast Forward). The telemetry _
indicated that relay K6 in IKIS relay module 3, which controls this

function, failed to reset when co,handed by the recelver/decoder. The

relay was successfully reset on DOY 316 and usage of the command was

avoided after that. Analyses were conducted using the same type relays

of the same vintage. The most probable cause of the problem was contam-

ination between the relay armature and coil that prevented the relay
from remaining in its reset state. MSFC conducted an analysis on I0 re-

lays (from relay module S/N 121) and found loose partlcles of resin flux

in each of these relays.

As _ result of the above malfunction, t_o tape recorder "Y"
cables were modified to delete the fast forward ftmction. These cables

were supplied to KSC for Skylab-4 stowage, but were not flown because _

the relay had been successfully reset (see Anomaly Report No. 315).
i

b. Teiepcinter. The teleprinter suc=essfuUy met its ob-

jectives for the manned phases of the mission with only one major anomaly,
which occurred on DOY 219.

The first series of messages which were transmitted on DOY

145 were reported as faint but legible. The next report from the crew

on DOY 148 indicated an improve_ _- print quality. This light print-

ing was a direct result of the low temperatuxes in the AM STS at the

time of Skylab-2 activatlon. Testing in the S2U/STDN laboratory con-

firmed that low temperature caused light printing. When the AM. temper-

atures stabilized in the normal vehicle range, the teleprinter message
m contrast returned to normal. >

On Doy 219 the crew reported a teleprinter failure. The

: messages were compressed and unreadable because of the failure to ad-

vance paper. The crew examined the teleprinter and found the paper _

drive roller was loose and unbonded from the drive bushing, thereby
slipping and preventing transfer of motion to the paper. The crew r_-
placed the failed teleprinter (S/N 104) with the onboard spare (S/N 100),
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which performed normally, completing the Skylab-3 mission. The _ele-

printer drive roller failure was duplicated in the STU/STDN _boratory.

Repair procedures and techniques were developed, using onboard materials

in ca_e of feilure of the replacement teleprinter. The STU/STDN labor-

atocy was also used to produce video tapes to provide crew training In-

formation on the repair procedures. A teleprinter repair kit was sup-

plied to the Sky!ab-4 crew to be implezented in the event of a failure

of the replacement teleprinter. Analysis of the design and manufactur-

ing methods for the teleprinter drive roller assembly failed to reve_l

the cause for the drive roller/bushing separation (see Anomaly Report
No. 219).

There was _ basic problem with the teleprinter that seemed

to come and go with the normal replacement of paper cartridges. Some-
times after a replacement the crew would report light printing but

normally the print quality was good. The reason for this recurring

problem was evidently a function of use and maintenance. On DOY 024 the

crew cleaned the teleprinter print head with cotton swabs and alcohol

and the problem cleared up.

c. TRS. The elapsed time error for the primary electronic

timer averaged approximatel" 0.25 set/Jay (fast) while the secondary

timer averaged approximately 0.4 set/day (slow). The digital clock was

powered throughout the manned phases of the mission for use as required.

On DOY 237 the crew reported that the AM and OWS digital dis-

play units counted erratically. Timing to other systems was observed to
be normal (EREP was not activated). The erratic digital display unit

readout occurred following installation of the rate gyro six-pack and
was considered to be EMI related. The se=ondary electronic timer was

activated and normal timing was restored (see Anomaly Report No. 236-]).

On DOY 266 the secondary electronic timer elapsed time data

became erratic after approximately 583.6 hours of operation. The primary

electronic timer was reactivated and normal timing data was restored

(see Anomaly Report No. 262).

3. End of Mission Configuration. The conflgurat$ .f the Com-

mand System at the end of the mission was altered only by replace-
ment of the teleprinter with an onboard spare. The planneo nsumable

replacement items were used as scheduled.

C. VHF Ranging System

I. VIIFRanging SystLem Descript£on

a. Functional. During rendezvous the CSM transmits a tone
modulated sigr,al to the Skylab. A transponder onboard Skylab receives
and retransmits the signal to the CSM. CSM computers measuce the phase
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difference of these signals and display the distance between the CSM

and the Skylab. The maximum distance for VHF ranging lockup is nominally
300 n mi. The _qF ranging system on the Skylab (see Figure 5-8) con-

sisted of a VHF transceiver assembly and a ranging tone transfer as- ;
sembly (RTTA).

b. Operational Description. The VHF ranging system was en-

abled by a Digital Command System command during the rendezvous sequence.
The operational sequence of the ranging system is described in the follow-

ing paragraphs.

A 3.95 kHz tone, amplitude modulated on a 259.7 MHz carrier,

was transmitted from the CSM. When this tone was demodulated by the AM

transceiver it was detected by a sensor in the RTTA. The activation of
this sensor allowed direct retransmission of the 3.95 kllztone on the ::

296.8 MHz transmitter in the AM. As this t_ansponded tone was received
by the CSM it allowed midrange tracking, _aich initia_ed transmission of

a modulo-2 combination of the 3.95 kHz signal and a 247 Hz signal. This

corabined signal was received by the AM and was again transponded back to

the CSM. When this combined transponded signal was received by the CSM,

range tracking was possible with the 247 Hz signal, as well as midrange :"
trac ing with the 3.95 kEz tone.

Automatic tests were performed by the P.$1_equipment to ensure

proper lockup of the mid and coarse range tracking loops. When proper

tracking wa._ confirmed, a 31.6 kHz tone was transmitted from the CSM. A
31.6 kHz tone generated in the RITA was maintained in synchronization

with the 31.6 kHz signal received from the CaM. This corrected or synch-

ronized 31.6 kHz signal was transmitted to ,he CSM. _ben it was received,

the phase difference between the original CSM-transmitted 31.6 kHz signal

and the AM synchronized 31.6 k_z signal, minus the predetermined (oy

te=ting) value of fixed delays, provided range determination between the
CSM and the Skylab. The maximum range was nominally 300 n mi.

!
The RTTA required an input power of 4.3 watts of unregul_ted

voltage (24-30 VDC) and was located on Electronic_ Module 5. The VHF
transceiver required an input power of 33.5 watts of unregulated volt-

age (24-30 VDC) and was located on Electronics Module 5.

The VHF ranging helix antenna was installed on the ATM de-

ployment assembly. The antenna was right-hand circularly polarized and
had a 3 dB beam width of approximately 50 deg. and a minimum of 8.0 dB

gain at 259.7 MHz and 9 dB gain at 296.8 MHz. The antenna assembly con-
slsted of two major parts; a five-turn helix, an_'a ground plane. The

five-turn helix was approximately 53 in. long ano 14 in. in diameter.

It was centerod on a circolar plane of 32 in. in diameter.

c. Historical. The Vlll transceiver assembly and ranging
tone transfer assembly were previously developed and used on the Apollo
program. The changes employed on these units for the Skylab program
were the replacement of a connector on the transceiver to preclude the
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possibility of improper cabling to the unit, and bypassing the contacts

of an unused relay to prevent the possibility of degraded RF output as

a result of relay contact contamination. The power supply for the RTT_

was redesigned to preclude the possibility of an overcurrent sensor

being activiated by bus transients and automatically shutting down the

RTTA.

2. VRF Ranging System Performance

a. Evaluation of Performance.

(I) Skylab-2 Mission• The VI_ ranging system operated

during the Skylab-2 rendezvous for 3 hours on DOY 145. During rendez-

vous, the Skylab was in a 50 deg. pitch-up attitude for thermal control.

The 130 n mi acquisition range reported by the crew was considered very

satisfactory in view of this off-nominal viewing angle. The VHF ranging

system was operated for approximately 234 hours to provide heat into the

AM primary coolant loop. This compensated for a primary coolant loop

cooling problem that developed prior to Skylab-2 launch as a result of

vehicle orientation and lack of sufficient heaZ load on the cooling sys-

tem because of vehicle power shortage. This off-nominal usage of the

ranging system did not degrade its capability to perform its intended

purpose during subsequent missions.

(2) Skylab-3 Mission. The VHF ranging system operated

successfully during the Skylsb-3 rendezvous on DOY 209 for approximately

4-1/2 hours. The }iF ranging system was activated at 14:22 _ and in-

itial acquisition occurred at a range of 390 n mi, which is in excess of

the 300 n mi specified maximum range. This rendezvous was conducted

with the Skylab in a solar inertial attitude because of the reduction of

solar power-generating capability as a result of the loss of one OWS solar

array system wing. This profile was altered from the premission plan in

which the Skylab was in a Z-local vertical attitude during much of the

time the rendezvous systems were to be active. The solar.lnertial atti-

tude caused some off-nominal look angles for the VHF ranging system re-

sulting in some predictable periods of loss of contact between the CSM

and the Skylab.

(3) Skylab-4 Mission. The VI£F ranging system operated

successfully during the Skylab-4 rendezvous oz_ DOY 320 for approximately

4 hours. Ranging acquisition was first attempted successfully at a

range of 209 n mi. The rendezvous was conducted with the Skylsb in a

solar inertial attitude, as in the Skylab-3 rendezvous. Again, some pre-

' dlctable periods of loss of contact were encountered because of the re-

sulting off.-nominal look angles. The VHF ranging system had a total

operating time of 245.5 hours for the entire Skylab mission with flve

cycles of operation. The VI_ ranging system exhibited no anomalies dur-

in_ "ha Skylab mission.
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b. Inflight Support of Equipment. The VHF ranging system

utilized no spares of backup hardware, required no modifications during

the mission, and incurred no operating constraints during the Skylab

mission.

3. End of Mission Configuration° The VHF ranslng system was

configured in an off-mode at the conclusion of docking on the Skylab-4

mission. The system met or exceeded all of its design objectives during

the mission and was considered to be an operational system at the end of

the Skylab-4 mission with no degradation in capability.
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SECTION VI. SKYIAB SYSTEMS

A. Skylab/STDN Interface

i. System Description. Co-..unicatlon requirements between Skylab and

the ground network were satisfied by RF links established with the SI_ON.
As many as 12 links were required to satisfy the functions of voice, com-

munication, command upllnk, vehicle tracking and ranging, and data recovery.
Separate communication capabilitles existed on the ATM and AM as well as on
tileCSM and launch vehicle.

Real-tlme data, delayed-tlme data, and voice from Skylab was recovered

over VHF downllnks, two from the ATM and three from the AM. Upllnk commands
were transmitted to Skylab over a sLngle UHF (450 MHz) carrier, and addressed
to either the ATM or AM DCS. All real-time voice communications utilized S-

band links with the CSM in the primary mode. The CSM PM downlink was also

used to transmit televislon signals from either the portable camera or from

the ATM televlslon system. Initial Skylab trajectory following launch and
orbit insertion was tracked with a C-band transponder in the Saturn V IU, but

only for a short period. During unmanned periods, C-band skln tracking of

Skyla'__ was necessary; while active tracking and ranging over S-band links to
the CSM performed these functions during manned mission phases. Finally, to

assist in rendezvous operations, a VHF ranging link was established between

the SWS and CSM until Just before docking of the two vehicles.

To support Skylab, a twelve site STDN was used consisting of the fol-

lowing sites shown Ln Figure 6-1.

Merritt Island, Florlda (MIL)

Bermuda (BDA)

Grand Canary Island (CYI)

Ascension Island (ACN)

Carnarvon, Australia (CRO)

Guam (G_n'o i

Hawaii (iL%W)

Corpus Christi, Texas (TEX)

Goldstone, California (GDS)

Madrid, Spain (MAD)

Honeysuckle Creek, Australia (HSK)

USNS Vanguard (VAN) ..
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In addition, limited support capabilities were used at the Newfoundland

and Tananarlve sites.

Each of the 12 STDN sites was capable of receiving Skylab telemetry,

transmitting uplink commands, and two-way voice communications and S-band

tracking. Special facilities were available at the GDS,TEX,snd MIL sites for

the reception and processing of TV data. All data distribution between

tracking sites and control centers used the NASA communication network o_
landlines and microwave links under control of the GSFC.

The VAN location during the entire mission was in the vicinity of Mar

Del Plata, Argentina, at approximatel,' 302°40'E longitude and 38°00'S lati-

tude. During SL-I/SL-2, the VAN was positioned in harbor, but it experienced

radio frequency interference, and was later positioned about 50 miles off-
shore.

a. SWS Antenna System. Several independent antenna systems were

active in accomplishing the Skylab communications functions. The Skylab

illustration presented in Figure 6-2 locates the various antenna elements

and briefly describes their characteristics and applications.

The ATM antenna system consists of four separate antennas located

on three of the solar panel wings. Two of the four elements are telemetry

and two are command. An antenna panel is Located at the end of wing 710,

and it has two omnidirectional half-wavelength dipoles mounted in tle plane

of the panel. The telemetry antenna was used to radiate the ATM telemetry

carrier frequencies at 231.9 and 237.0 MHz; it is commonly referred to as

the forward antenna. The other telemetry antenna, located on wlng 713, is

referred to as the aft antenna. It also is a one-half wavelength dipole,

but is a deployable unit that, when deployed, is perpendicular to the solar

wing. The command antenna located on wing 712 deploys similarly, and is a

one-half wavelength dipole also. Both command antennas receive data over
a 450 MHz carrier.

The ATM telemetry antenna on solar wing 710 produces antenna gains

over 84.5 percent of its pattern whic_ result in a positive circuit margin

at the STuN receivers when transmitting 10 watts over maximum slant range.

The antenna on wing 713 produces such antenna gains oger 93 percent of its

pattern. ATM command antennas provide gain levels over 99 percent of their

individual patterns sufficient to yield positive circuit margins at maximum

range.

The AM antenna system consists of two boom mounted and two flush

mounted units. The two omnidirectional, dlscone antennas are located at

the end of two booms about 40 feet in length which extena out from the AM

in the +Z axis of the SWS. These antennas radiate the three AM telemetry

carrier frequencies at 230.4, 235.0, and 246.3 MRz and also receive com-

mand data at 450 MHz. In addition, two stub antennas are flush-mounted on

the AM-fixed airlock shroud, as indicated in Figure 6-2. The launch stub

radiates the three telemetry signals indicated above mid receives the 450

MHz command carrier. The command stub receives only command data.

U
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The AM telemetry antenna patternJ produce gain levels over 94 per-

cent of each discone's pattern and 93 percent of the stub pattzrn suffi-

cient to achieve positive RF circuit mar_ins at the STDN receivers, when

a i0 watt signal is radiated. For the 2-watt output, the coverage drops to
80 percent for the discones and 68 percent for the stub. _ command an-

ten_ss provide gain levels over 99 p_rcent of their individual patterns

sufficient to yield a positive circuit margin at maximum slant range with

typical STDN transmitter levels of I0 kW.

The VHF ranging antenna is located on the ATM support structure in

the viclni_y between solar wings 710 and 711.

The S-band system of four antennas is located on the CSM, and the

four elements are located at 90 degree intervals.

Other antenna are associated with the earth resources experiments
or the radio noise burs" monitor, and are not part of the I_C subsystem.

• b. Link Performance Prediction. IrLan attempt t¢ quantitatively •
measure the performance of ATM and AM telemetry links, the original link

perfoz_ance analyses will first be rev4ewed, in a later section, _he ac-

tu_l data indicative of the link performance wl]l be compared to these
predictions.

Analyses of telemetry link performance were made for inclusion in

premission documentation, and these results are contained in Tables VI-I and

VI-2 for the ATM and AM telemetry links. Antenna gain levels used in the

link analysis were associated with a coverage of 75 percent, that is, the
antenna gains indicated should be achlevable over 75 percent of the in-

dividual antenna patterns. Resalting circuit margins are presented f_r

maximum and midrange, 1,300 n mi and 767 n mi, respecLively.
f,

Circuit margins associated with midrange distances are considered
to be a.laverage measure of link perfnrma'_ce, and will be compared to actual
performance data.

Using the circuit margins associated with midrange propagation
losses, the following average received signal lerels result:

ATM Link No. i -99.3 dBm
ATM Link No. 2 -95.6 dBm

AM Link B -95.3 dBm

Adjusting these average levels for the measured ATM transmit_.r

power levels of approxlmately 13.5 watts for the ATM No. I llnk and lb.5 ,_
watts for the ATM No. 2 liuk yields the following revised average slgnal
strengths: i

ATM Link No. i -98.0 dBm

ATM Link No. 2 -93.7 dBm
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Table VI-I. AIM Telemetry Link Calculations

FORWARD bFr

(WING 710) (WING 713)
ANTENNA ANTENNA

PARAMETER LINK LINK

(i) SL Xmtr Power (ie watts) +40,0 dBm +40.0 dBm

GalnI(2) FL Antenna -9.0 dB -5.3 dB

(3) RF Losses 4.5 dB 4.5 dB

(4) Space Losses 147.4 dB 147.4 dB

(Frequency=235.0 M11z,

Range=J300 n mi)

(5) Receive Circuit Losses 2.0 dB 2.0 dB

(RF and Pointi_ ._ "..'or)

(6) Ground qcatloi_ 'ntenna Gain +19.0 dB +19.0 dB

(7) Recei_-eu Po_er Level -103.9 dBm -100.2 urn.

(8) Receiver System Sensltivlty 2 -I07.0 dBm -107.0 dBm

(9) Carrier Circuit Margin +3.1 dB +6.8 dB i

L(I0) Carrier Circuit Margin +7.7 dB +11.4 dB

at k d-Range (767 n mi)

•._ -tenna gains indicated occur over 75% of the com_.osite RHCP and
LHCP patterns. _.

2) Receiver sensitivity is calculated for a system temperature of
363_ K_Ivln and a 300 KHz noise bandwidth. ,

J .........
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Table VI-2. AM Telemetry Lxnk Calculations

DISCONE i DISCONE 2
PARAMETER LINK LINK

(i) SL Xmtr Power (i0 watts) +40.0 dBm +40.0 dBm

(2) SL Antenna Gain I -5.2 dB -6.1 dB

(3) RF Losses 4.0 dB 3.4 dB

(4) Space Losses 147.4 dB 147.4 dB
(Frequency=235.0 b_tz,

Range=1300 n mi)

(5) Receive Circuit Losses 2.0 dB 2.0 dB

, (RF and Pointing Error)

(6) Ground Station Antenna Gain +19.0 dB +19.0 dB

(7) Received Power Leve_ -93.6 dBm -99.9 dBm

(8) Receiver System Sensltlvlty 2 -107.0 dBm -107.0 dBm

(9) Carrier Circuit Margin +7.4 dB +7.1 dB

at Maximum Range (1300 n m£)

(i0) Carrier Circuit Margin +12.0 dB +11.7 dB

at Mid-Rangp (7_7 n mi)

i) Anterlla gains indicated occur over 75% of the composite RHCP
and LHCP dlscone patterns.

2) Receiver sensitivity is calculated for a system temperature
of 365° Kelvin and a 300 KHz noise bandwidth.

l
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2. P.F System Performance.

a. Telemetry Link Performance Data. The performance of ATM and AM
telemetry links was monitored during the complete mission. Telemetry receiver

automatic gain control (AGC) voltages are recorded at STDN sites during the
reception of telemetry, and these AGC voltages are indicative of the RF link !
received signal levels. These AGC recordings were perlod_[cally reviewed for
four of the STDN sites, GDS, TEX, MIL, and BDA. The results of these evalua-

tions were both tabulated and plotted.

The tabulations of signal strengths are presenZed in Appendixes C

and D. The signal strength tabulations present llnk data for _roups of 5 to

7 revolutions. For each active llnk, an average signal level has been esti-

mated from the recordlng3, and the peak high and low levels experienced during

each contact period are also included.

The same data have been plotted in Figures 6-3 through 6-5 for the

AM and ATM links, respectively. Data points on these figures represent sig-

nal levels received at the four STDN sites as indicated by the small letters

adjacent to the data point. Each individual point plotted is a_ average
value of the received signal strength on a specific link over a period be-
tween 4 and 7 contacts at a single site. The averaging process smooths over
vartat,ons due r., .cw _le_ation passes or short term fluctuations in signal
level, and provides a pra_tical method for comparing link performance with
premission predictions. This procedure has been followed for both ATM
links and the _-B link. The AM-A and AM-C links were activated period-
ically, as indicated in Appendix C, but not enough to plot a link history.

Re_erring once again to the sisual strength profiles, a median sig-
nal level has been determined for each of the links plotted. The following
median levels were determined:

ATM Link No. 1 -97.1 dBm
ATM Link No. 2 -94.5 dBm
AM LInk B -95.8 dBm

These median values compare very fa',orably with the link predictions indl-

cated previously, and all are within about 1 dB of tho_-:predictions.

h. Telemetry Antenua Coverage. The summary of telemetry link per-

formance da_a presented thus far is also indicative of the mission performance

of the antenna systems involved. The closeness of average predicted and ac-

tual signal strengths shows, first of all, that under average conditions,

both the ATM and AM telemetry antenna systems exhibited levels of gain over
75 percent of their patterns which were mufficient to provide positive cir-

cuit margins.

Perhaps the more important conclusion to be drawn from these data
is the fact that the antenna range measuring techniques employed in measuring

the antenna patterns were probably accurate to within i or 2 dB.
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The appro._imately 3-dB difference in median signal levels between

the ATM No. I and No. 2 links can be explained by referring to antenna pat-
tern data. Available pattern data indicates that antenna gains derived over

70 to 80 percent of the air ATM antenna exceed the levels derived from the

forward ATM antenna by about 3 to 4 dB.

Since the ATM No. i link was constrained by early mission events
to the forward ant=,_._a,and the ATM No. 2 link generally used the aft an-

tenna, it would be expected that link No. 2 average signal levels would be

3 to 4 dB higher than link No. I. The actual difference over the mission
was 3 dB.

Finally, the improved performance of the AIM links, between i and

2 dB above predicted levels, may be partially explained by the loss of the

SWS solar panel which presented optical blockage to both antennas, and which
was simulated in the ground antenna pattern measurements.

c. STDN Tracking Coverage. The Computer Oriented Communications

Operational ,_nalysis (COCOA) program was used to generate STDN tracking dega

throughout the Sky_ab mission. In addition to STD_ sites, data were gene-
rated for tracking locations at St. Louis and the Astrlonics Laboratory at

MSTC. Tracking data were computed for approximately 2-week periods (300
revolutions) and, at each such interval, current Skylab trajectory parP-

meters were used to update the COCOA orbital model. This updating pro-

_edure, plus spot checks against other sources of data, insured that the

COCOA tracking data maintained a high degree of accuracy.

A suummry of tracking data provided for the complete Skylab mis-

sion has been compiled to determine the actual coverage provided by the

STDN network and also to _ke a comparison with premisslon predictions.

These figures are tabulated in Table VI-3.

3. End of Mission Status. The telemetry and command links performed L

_heir required functions satisfactorily, and at the signal levels predicted.

No deterioration in operation was noticeable d.:ring the mission, and all

links were functioning when the mission was terminated except as noted

below. The following paragraphs discuss anomalies that occurred within
the I&C subsystem or had a direct impact on the communications functions.

The first of these anomalies concerns the _ploymeqt of the thermal

shield early in the mission. Since the composition of the shield was re-

flective to RF energy, it altered the physical contour used to generate

the orig_.nal ATM and AM antenna patterns. As a result, the impact of the
shield was twofold. First, it presented a physical blockage over small

sectors of the ATM antenna patterns that reduced antenna coverage; and

secondly, it distorted antenna patterns previously measured which were
used during the mission for _tenna selection. Neither of these effects

was considered seriously detrimental to ATM antenna coverage. It was

estimated that the reduced coverage to the ATM.antennas on solar wings
712 (command antenna), 713 (telemetry antenna), and, to a lesser extent,

710 (telemetry and command antenna) was less than 3 percent. The amount
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Table VI-3. STDN Tracking C-verage

SL MISSION DURATION 270.90 DAYS

INSERTION-(SL-I) DOY 134 17:39 CMT (1973)

SPL%SHDOWN-(SL-4) DOY 39 15:15 GMT (1974)

TRACKING COVERAGE 126 144 MINUTES

(CUMULATIVE NONOVERLAPPING)

PERCENTAGE STDN COVERAGE 32.46%

PREMISSION PREDICTIONS

SL-I/2 33.2 %

SL-3 33.3 %

SL-4 32.75%

SITE CONTACT DATA*

CONTACT PERCENT

TIME_ MINUTES COVERAGE**

VANGUARD SHIP 15 938 12.6

BERMUDA 14 616 I].6

MADRID 13 906 ll.0

GOLDSTONE 13 053 10.3

HONEYSUCKLE CREEK [2 293 9.75

MERRITT ISLAND Ll 958 9.45

CORPUS CIIRISTI 11 658 9. [3

CANARY ISLAND LI 056 8.76

CARNARVON 11 028 8.74

HAWAII 10 294 8.15

GUAM 9 018 7.15

ASCENSION ISLAND 8 533 6.75

*Total contact times and percentages exceed mission

number_ because of overlapping coveraBe.

**Percent of mission tracking coverage (126 144 minutes).

4
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of antenna pattern distortion due to reflections from the thermal shield

could not practically be estimated because of the multiplicity and ran-
domness of the variables involved; but because of the small sector of

spherical coverage involved, it is estimated that this impact was minimal.
Because of the location of the discone antennae on the opposite side _f

the SWS, the antenne sectors affected are a very small part of total

spherical coverage, and the amount of reduced coverage was estimated at
less than 2 percent. The impact to the launch stub was very similar and

considered to be of the same magnitude. Because the command stub is

physically located directly under the shield, its coverage impact was

estimated to be about 5 to i0 percent. _

Shortly after the Skylab launch and insertion, problems were encoun-

tered within the ATM communications system when an attempt was made to

switch transmitter i from the forward to aft antenna_ and extremely high

reflected power resulted. This eventually led to a mission constraint
that transmitter i be restricted to the forward antenna; transmitter 2
would continue to be switched between either of the two antennas. It is

difficult to quantitatively assess the impact this co-straint had on data

recovery. Because of the capability to switch the real and delayed-time

PCM data between either transmitter, and the need to dump the ATM recorder

only about once per revolution, it would seem that any measurable data
loss could be avoided at the expense of increased ground management of

the ATM system. However, if one assumes that it is essential to recover

data over both links for the maximum time possible, the following figures

may help to measure the impact of this ATM constraint. With complete

freedom in antenna selection, the "effect_,e ''or combined coverage of
the forward and aft antenna patterns indicates that antenna gains exist

over greater than 99 percent of spherical coverage which provide positive

circuit malgias. Even with the constraint imposed, the data signal

assigned to transmitter 2 still exhibits this capability with appropriate

antenna control (which may require antenna switching during a pass). How-

ever, the transmitter i signal only has the available coverage of the for-

ward antenna which provides the required antenna gains over 84.5 percent
of its pattern. It must be remembered that these percentages refer to

the extent of antenna spherical coverage above a specified gain level,
and do not refer to percent of flight time or data volume.

Problems were encountered with the AM communications system on DOY

165 that eventually resulted in the complete loss of the I0 _att tele-
metry transmitter operating at 230.5 MHz. Operation at this frequency
was thetLswitched to a 2 watt transmitter for the duration of the mis-

sion.

The reduction in power output from 10 to 2 watts represents a -7 dB

impact to the circuit margins for that particular RF llnk. In order to
quantitatively assess the impact of this mode, the llnk equation can also

be viewed as reqairing 7 dB higher antenna gains. For _he nominal llnk

case, assuming 10 watts of RF power, antenna gains over 95 percent of

either discone antenna pattern will provide p_sitive circuit margins at
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a maximum slant range of 1,300 n mi. The 7 dB hiBher antenna gains required

for the 2-watt power output are achievable over 80 percent of the discore

patterns and 68 percent of the launch stub pattern.

Another way of evaluating the impact of the power reduction is to con-

vert the 7 dB factor to a reduced s]ant range propagation loss, and maintain

the high antenna coverage percentages indicated above. This would result
in a reduction in maximum slant range from the present 1,300 n mi to about

600 n mi. At slant ranges of 600 n ml or less, antenna gain levels are

achievable over 95 percent of the discone patterns that will produce pc_i-
tive circuit margins.
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B. Audio System

J

I. System Description

a. Functional Requirements. _he Skylab requirements t"."

the audio system were as follows:

(I) Provide intercommunication capability for three

crewmen inside the orbital assembly.

(2) Provide real-time duplex-volce communication between

the cresmen within the orbital assembly and the ground. •

(3) Provide capability for recording voice and subse-

quent playback to ground.

(4) Provide duplex-voice communication during EVA be-

tween the crewmen_ and between the crew and the ground.

(5) Provide data lines to transmit the crewmen's op-

erational biomedical measurements to the da.a processing system.

(6) Be capable of receiving signals from the Caution

and Warning system and route them to the audio stations.

(7) Provide emergeL_y real time voice communication

from the SWS to the ground. !

Environmental requirements included operation in a 5 psia

atmosphere (70% o ygen, 30% nitrogen). The background noise criteria

for continuous exposure was established by the Medical Research and

Operations Directorate of JSC constraining the acoustic noise profile
as noted in Section V_.B.2.a(1).

b. Operational Description

(I) Audio equipment. A block diagram of the complete

audio system is shown in Figure 6-6. Salient features of this sytem
included:

Two independent audio channels, A and B. The CSM
audzo and RF communication system was also used by

the Skylab for onboard intercommunication and real-
time communication with the ground.

Thirteen Speaker Intercom Assemblies (SIA) in the i
Skylab and one speaker I_ox in the CSM for shirt-

sleeve operations. ,_
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Two EVA/I_A panels and o_. IVA panel to support

EVA operatiJns,

Onboard voice recording and de ayed-time trans- •

mission to the STDN was provided by Skylab.
¥

Since the command module for Skylab was existing hard-

ware, the design of the audio system was primarily one of extending
these services and capabilities into the MDA/AM/OWS. In support of

the Skylab requirements, the CSM had the following capabilities:

Three audio centers (one for each crewman), each

capable of amplifying headset microphone and ear-
phone signals operating in a duplex mode.

Capability to interconnect the audio centers in an
intercom mode.

Transmit and receive voice signals to and from the
STDN via either an S-band or VI_FRF llnk to each

audio center.

Voice-operated relay (0N_OFF) communication cap-

ability.

Capability to key the transmitter for voice commun-

ication with the ground.

The CSM microphone, earphone, and the transmit keying

lines that normally interface with the ,eadset assemblies were ex-

tended into the AM (see Figure 6-7). The Skylab design consisted of

providing an intercommunication system with stations strategically Io- *
cared. A total of 13 SIAs, 2 EVA/IVA panels, and i IVA panel were

provided inside the MDA/AM/0WS. To provide a proper interface with
the CSM, buffer amoliflers in both microphone and earphone lines were

incorporated in the AM audio load compensator. This unit also iP-

cluded amplifiers for recording the crewmen's voices. The fo]lowing

is a brief description of the major components of the Skylab inter-
communication center.

Speaker Intercom Assembly: T.e qlA cont_ius a speaker
and a microphone operating in a si_pl_z mode. It pro-
vides controls for crewmen interconlnunicat[on as well _

as communication with the ground, and provides re-

ceptacles for communication umbillcals; contains con-
trois for microphone and transmitter keying, call,

channel selection and tape recorder; and provides aud-
ible and visual indications from the caution and warn-

ing subsystem. _le design sensitivity values of the

microphone were as follows:

l
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_ NOMINAL SPL 7
•'_ TRANSDUCER ON MIC FOR REMARKS
; /

EQUALOUTPUT

:: SIA 80 to 85 dB Assume the microphone is 6
E_-rophone inches from the lip. _ ;

Headset 102 to 106 dB Assume the microphone is po-

Microphone sitioned I/4 to 3/8 inch

from llp. :

Crewman Communication Umbilical: The CCU connects the

headset and the operational biomedical data to the SIA .i
receptacle. A volume control and a transmitter keying
switch are provided as integral parts of the umbilical.

_: Lightweight CCU: The Lightweight CCU is functionally _ '
ide-_.ical to the CCU except no biomedical wiring is in- _ :

:_ cluded. A detachable control head containing a volume • :
: control and a keying switch is provided allowing two um-

bilicals to be connected in series.

Communlcation-Carrier Headset: The communication carrier

headset contains two mlcrophones/ampllfiers and two ear- jphone transducers and can be used for both suited and un-

suited operations. _ -_

Lightweight Headset: The Lightweight Headset contains _

_ only one microphone/amplifier and one earpiece and is
• used in the shirt-sleeve mode. :

Audio Load Compensator: The ALC buffers the CSM Audio
Center to the SWS audio distribution bus, provides power :
amplification, automatic volume control, and isolation

7 for the headset and the microphone lines. Audio inputs
to the AM tape recorder are provided.

CSM Audio Panel/Audio Center: The CSM Audio Panel/Audio
Center provides the amplification and AGC of microphone _,
signals from the SWS audio channels. Each channel is _i
interconnected to separate audio panel/audio centers.
In the intercom privacy mode, the CSM microphone output _
is further amplified by the earphone amplifier whose out-

put is connected to the _S ALC earphone circuit. This
output signal is controlled by volume controls on the
iudio panel. Other switches and controls on the audio _"
panel route signals from the second SWS audio channel to

the CSM RF system for duplex _onnunications with the _ ,_

; ground. The third audio panel/audio center is a backup _ :
for Channel A and B in Skylab and is conv,_ted to a CSH - :

speaker box whose functions are similar to the SWS SIA. i !"
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CSM RF: The CSM RF provides resl-tlme duplex-volce com-

munlcatlon with the STDN via either S-band or VHF trans-
ceivers. All switching and volume-level controls are

: located on the CSM audio panel _

The system configuration is shown in Figure 6-8. Perti- |

_ neat system data are shcwn in Table VI-4. i

Table VI-4. Prel_unch System Characteristics '

.: PAP_TER DATA :

_REQUENCY RESPONSE 300 Hz (-3.5 dB)
_ICROPHOHE LINE TO 1000 Hz (Reference)

EARPHONE LINE 3000 Sz (-3.5 dB) _

i NOISE ON EARPHONELINES Less than -40 dBm

CHANNEL TO _HANNEL ISO- |

? LATIO. •-
EARPHONELINES Less than -41 dlam

: MICROPHONE. LINES Less than -60 dBm '

SIA SPEAKER POWER 5 Watts

CS_ SYSTEM MICROPHONE EARPHONE

AUTKMATI'_ GAIN CONTROL INPUT OUTPUT
-30 dBm + 2.6 dBm _:

-25 dBm + 3.2 d_.
: -20 dBm + 8.3 dBm

-15 dBm + 9.3 d_m
: -I0 dBm + 9.7 dBm

- 5 dBm +10.0 dBm

_-- - 0 dBm +i0,2 dBm /
+ 5 dBm "_I0.5 d_

(2) Interfaces.

_' (a) Caution and Warning (C&M). Separate C_ tones
• plus a master alarm light d_rived from the AH/NDA/OMS C_Y system were

coupled into each SIA, Activation of the C_ system automatically _
activated the r _ster alarm light. In addition, the C_ tone would ex- _

i: cite thq SIA speakers giving a unique aural tone, While no caution tone :*
could activate the speaker if the SIA was powered down, the warning tone _,

_ was d_rectly coupled to the S_ speaker output transformer bypassing all
electronics in the SIA.
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: _ (b) Operational biomedical. The audio system
provided the capability to simultaneously route operational biomedical

measurements from two astronauts to the AM data system for recording '
_- and real-tlme downlink transmission. Two groups of data lines from the

AM PCH system were routed to each SZA and to the EVA panels. Both the
._ EVA electrical umbilical and the cre_nnan's communication umbilical in-

" cluded wiring for transfer of biomedical signals to the data system.

(3) System Operation. Two modes of audio operation
were implemented throughout the manned portion of the Skylab mission:
One channel was configured for internal intercom and voice comunica-
tlon with the ground via the STDN, while the second channel was used

for recording of voice as when annot:ating an experiment. This data
would be dumped when over a STDN station. The above configuration was

- controlled by proper switch settings at the CSN audio/communication
panels and the SWS panels. The mode of channel operation could be re-
versed by the3e switches.

Shirt-sleeve communication using the audio system was
either via the SIA elec;ronics or via the communication umbilical and _

headsets. The S/As were equipped with separate microphone and speaker/ .
amplifier operating in a simplex mode. Switches on the front panel

_ alZowed selection of either channel A or B. If the headsets were used,
• separate cable connectors for channels A and B were available at the

sides of each SIA operating in a duplex mode. For EVA activities, the
astronaut's llfe support umbilical (which included the communication

'_ and biomedical measurement lines) were interconnected to the EVA panels.
_: During EVA, the CSM voice-operated circuits were activated, providing

hands-free operation of the audio system between the cre_nen and the :
ground,

_ Communication oet_een the Skylab and the ground was de-

pendent on RF contact with the STDN stations. Depending upon the ve-
hicle trajectory, the contact period with the ground varied from ap- _ •
proximately 2 to 20 minutes. On average, RF communication with the

: Skylab was available for approximately 32 percent of the time. Thus, f

during per{ods of no contact, any observation, annotation, or cor._ents :

were tape recorded and the information played back at high speed_when :
_, over a ground station.

(4) Crew Interface. Crew Intecface with the audio

system was made possible by the SIAs and headsets. Figure 6-9 is a
typical SIA, and it shows the installation locations within the OWS.
Controls and monitors on the SIA were as follows:

:_ CO_MCHANNEL_Switch: Interconnected SIA microphone
° and speakers to either channel A or B. In the SLEEP

position, the amplifiers within the SIA were disabled.

_; _COH/XMIT Switch : ICOM activated the microphone cir- ,_
_. cult of SIA and deactivated speaker circuit of same r_
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SIA (simplex mode). This mode provided intercom cap-

ability within the Skylab. The microphone signal was

routed to the CSMaudlo center via the ALC which pro-
vlded an earphone signal back to all active 8IAs or

headsets connected to that channel. XMIT provided in-

tercom capability within the Skylab plus enabling the •
CSM S-band transmitter, allowing real-time voice com-
municatlon with the STDN.

RECORD/OFF Switch: Controlled the AM tape recorder for

voice recording. In the record mode, a green advisory

light was enabled on all SIAs indicating voice was being
recorded.

= CALL switch: Interconnected the microphone lines of •
Channels A and BD providing voice communication on both

: channels simultaneously. This switch function was pri-

marily intended for paging and emergency use. If any
switch on the SI_ was in the SLEEP mode, the CALL signal

overrode this position, enabling all SIAs as well as
7

providing voice signals to any interconnected headsets.

CHA_h._EL A/CHANNEL B UMBILICAL Switch: These switches
were associated with each of the adJsc_,tt umbilical con-
hectors when the operational btomedica_ or headsets _
were used. It controlled DC power as well ds providing

a HOT MIC capability to the headsets.

UMBILICALS_HEADSETS: Two types of communication umbil-

. icals and headsets were available for shirt-sleeve op-
eration. These are illustrated in Figure 6-I0. The

communication carrier headset (snoopy hat) provided two

microphones and earphones, and while usable in the

t shirt-sleeve mode It was mandatory for EVA operation
because of its redundant components. The lightweight

headset provided only one microphone and one earpiece
and their use inside the SNS was at the discretion of i

• the crewman.

c. Historical. The following paragraphs present the evolu- i
lion of design changes that occurred to the audio subsystem as the?

: Skylab program progressed from its initial concept to the final flight
configuration. These design changes were necessary to comply with the
design requirement revisions that had occurred as the needs of the audio

system expanded. The audio system required four major revisions before

meeting the final flight configuration requirements.

(1) In 1965, the initial audio subsystem was comprised _
of a Gemmi voice control center, three hardline crewmen umbilical dis-

: connects, and _wo Gemini _ voice transceivers, one of which was mod-

ified by retuning the receiver. The transmitter in the modified unit
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was not used. This configuratio,t did not have any audio lines hardwired

between the Airlock and the docked CSM. In addition, the crewmen's
headset assemblies were to be like Gemini headsets. The umbilical dis-

connects were to be located in the Airlock forward tunnel and rear tun-

• nel, and were to be interconnected via an audio distribution system to i
the voice covtrol center that provided tilenecessary amplification and

_ switching control to provide sidetone, modulation, and reception of
the VHF transceivers. The VHF transceivers provided communications be-

tween the AM and the docked CSM, and between the AM and the STON. In

addition, the VHF transceivers provided communications between crewmen

located in the Airlock and crewmen operating from the proposed EVA port-

able life support system backpack transceivers.

(2) In 1966, the first major change to the audio system

was made by adding an audio control unit and two portable speaker inter-
tom assemblies. The audio control unit was required to provide impedance

matching to enable the crewmen to utilize Apollo-type headset assemblies
and to allow the Airlock hardline distribution system to interface with

the Apollo audio system. The hardline audio distribution system was ex-
panded to provide crewmen umbilical disconnects throughout the CSM, I_)A,

AM, and 0WS.

The primary voice mode utilized the audio distribution

system in conjunction with the Apollo voice communication system to pro-
: vide communications among the crewmen and between the crewmen and the

STDN. The subsystem also included a secondary voice mode which utilized

the audio distribution system in conjunction with the Alrlock VRF tra,ts-

celvers, voice control center and audio control unit to provide inter-

com for the crewmen and a VHF simplex llnk between the Airlock and the

STDN. The selection of the primary or secondary voice systems was made

by properly positioning jumper cables located in the CSM and AM. A
backup voice duplex VHF link was also available which permitted emerger_cy

voice communications between the A_4 and the crewmen using the portable

life support system. Two portable _peaker intercom assemblies were avail-

able and could bc connected to Rny communication disconnect throughout
the cluster should headset operation be undesirable.

(3) The second major change in 1967 deleted the Airlock ._
RF voice communication subsystem and added a redundant hardllne audio

distribution system, two audio load compensators, and three additional ._

speaker intercom assemblies. The deleted equipment included the VHF

transceiver, VIIFduplex receiver, voice control center, and the audio

control unit. Thus, all real-tlme communication with the ground was to
be via the CSM transceivers. _1_is deletion resulted in the Incorpora-

tlon of a redundant audio distEibution system, with each connected to a

command module audio center. Each audio distribution system included
an audio load compensator that provided amplification, isolation, and
impedance matching between the SWS and the CSM. In addition, the audio
load compensator provided a separate amplified output to allow for mod-
ulation of track B of the AM tape recorder to provide voice recording
capability. The audio subsystem then included five portable speaker

i
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intercom assemblies that could be connected to any crewman communication

disconnect throughout the Skylab.

(4) The third major change to the audio subsystem in-
creased the SIAs from five units to 1i units, installed the SIAs in

predetermined permanent locations, and incorporated circuitry within
: the SIAs to enable interface with the CautJvn and Warning System; thus

providing visual and audible caution and warning alerts. Each SIApro-

vided the capability of selection between Channel A or Channel B, a

SLEEP switch to interrupt earphone/speaker audio circuits from a sleep-

ing crewman, a tape recorder enable switch, a call switch to activate

all SIA stations regardless of channel selected, and Channel A a_d
Channel B individual crewman communication umbilical disconnects. In-

corporation of all these functions in one box _esu].ted from studies and

crew preferences.

(5) The final configuration as described in paragraph

VI.B.I, increased the SIA quantity from II units to 15 units. Thirteen _
units were to be operational and installed in predetermined locations

\ throughout the SWS in such a manner that any SIA could be replaced with i
the flight spares.

" In addition, program direction required real-tlme voice

capability f:o_ the Skylab to the ground, assuming a disabled CSM. An
emergency voice kit was developed which provided real-tlme downlink
voice communication with the ground bypassing all audio/RF equipment in

the CSM. Upllnk contnunication was to be via the AM teleprinter. The
modification kit is described in paragraph Vl.B.2.b.(3)(b).

2. System Performance _

a. Evaluation of Performance.

(I) Mission Summary. During the Skylab mission the _

audio system met all objectives and requirements. Ground testing was
limited to intermodule tests only, and the on-orblt mating of the CSM

of SL-2 with the MDA was the first time that the total audio system

was interconnected and operated in a 5 psla atmosphere. The system !

performed well; and although problems were encountered, redundant compon-
ents and work-around procedures were implemented imposing no constraints i
on mission objectives. A chronology of the Skylab audio system time-
llne is given in Table VI-5

: (a) During the first manned phasep the audio sys-
' tem was first activated on DOY 14b. Electrical interconnections be- _

tween the CSM/MDA were accomplished by the crew without incident. As
planned, the Channel A system was configured for general intercom and
real-time transmission to ground; Channel B was configured for voice
record capability, No significant system problem_ or hardware failure _,
occurred during this phase of the mission. However, audio feedback
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i i
_ Table VI-5. Audio System Timeline

: IDATE MISSION SYSTEM OPERATION
"" I I i II II

DOY 146 SL-2 SL AUDIO SYSTEM ACTIVATION, AUDIO FEEDBACK

OCC_JRR_ PERIODICALLY DURING MISSION.

: D0Y 173 SL-2 SL AUDIO SYSTEM DEACTIVATED.

DOY 209 SL-3 SL AUDIO SYSTEM KEACTIVATED. i

_- DOY 213 SL-3 GARBLED VOICE FROM AM TAPE DUMPS (RECORDER
AMPLIFIER FAILURE IN CHANNEL B ALC). ONLY ON_ ";

TRA AVAILABLE FOR REST OF MISSION. CHANNEL A,
._ : CHANNEL B CONFIGURATION REVERSED; i.e.,

CHANNEL A VOICE RECORDING

; CHANNEL B - INTERCOM AND CO_R_UN-.

" IGATION WITH GROUND

DOY 229 SL-3 BROKEN SWITCH ON SIA (REPLACED). i

" DOY 230 SL'3 HAND-HELD MICROPHONE NOISY " STOWED,
AND NOT USED, "

DOY 265 SL-3 NOISE OSCILLATION AT 4 Hz HEARD ON CHANNEL B, '

ASSOCIATED WITH LOSS OF SYSTEM GAIN. PROBLEM
: DISAPPEARED SAME DAY - SYSTEM RETURNED TO

NORMAL.

/
DOY 268 _SL-3 SL AUDIO SYSTEM DEACTIVATED.

_ DOY 321 SL-4 SL AUDIO SYSTEM REACTIVATED. :_

DOY 328 SL-4 ANTI-FEEDBACK COMMUNICATION NETWORK INSTALLED, -_

DOY 333 SL-4 SIA FAILURE STATION 131 (MDA). REI"._ACEDBY
ONBOARD SPARE.

/

DOY 019 SL-4 CHANNEL B ALC EARPHONE AMPLIFIER NOISE.

DOY 038 SL-4 SL AUDIO SYSTEM DEACTIVATED.

_ i ,. i 2
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was heard intermittently during real-time cormmunicatlon with the ground,

and the crew indicated that some SIA speakers had to be turned down or

the unit turned of_ to eliminate this problem. Feedback had been o_ +

served during the premission altitude chamber tests of the AM/MD_ _nd +
+,

the SL-2 crew that participated in these tests indicated it could De

handled operationally. However, during the mission, most of their time

was spent in the OWS where the feedback was apparently worse. This
problem is further discussed in paragraph Vl.B.2.a.(5).

Because this was the first United States space ve-

hicle which allowed a high degree of astronaut mobility, the use of the
!

umbilical/headset was relegated to special situations such as hands-free

voice communication in support of experiments, or in instances where

communication was required and an SIAwas not accessible. The first

crew indicated that when using the audio system the SIAs were used ap- +t

proximately 90 percent of the time. :

As mentio_ed at a crew debriefing, direct commun-

ication in the 5 psia atmosphere could be maintained for distances be-

tween 5 and 8 feet beyond which the voice level had to be raised or re-

quired the use of the audio system. Continuous background octave noise

measurements taken in conjunction with Experiment M487 indicated an

overall sound pressure level of 56 dB in the OWS and up to 68 dB in the +

MDA. (See Figures 6-11 and 6-12). In general, the OWS was evaluated as

being very quiet. However, because of the Skylab geometry, aural com-

munication could be conducted from the MDA/AM to the OWS by hollering,

but required the use of the SIA when communicating in the opposite di-

rection. (Additional details are described in the Skylab Interior

Acoustic Environment Report ED-2002-1200-I0, MartlnMarietta Aerospace,

Denver, Colorado. March 31, 1974.) +

During the course of this mission, the lightweight

headset was often used as a hand-held microphone for annotating a tel-

evision scene for video tape recording. The resultant voice quality

varied depending upon how close the microphone was held to the lips. :

Therefore, a recontnendatlon was made for a hand-held microphone to be

flown on subsequent missions.

During the SL-2 mission and prior to the SL-3

launch, investigations were conducted at the STU-STDN facilities to pro-

vide a work-around procedure to eliminate the audio feedback problem. \
In addition, JSC developed a hand-held microphone for use during the _
second manned mlsvion.

J

(b) During tbe second manned phase, the first

audio equipment problem occurred on DOY 213 when playback of the voice

received at the STDN was garbled. Checks made on Channel B identified

the failure to be the tape recorder amplifier in Channel B of the ALC

(see Figure 6-13). This failure in no way degraded the normal intercom _,
loop. Since Channels A and B were identical, the wCrK-around was to

reverse the channel configu:ation whereby Channel B was used for .+
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i intercom and downlink while Channel A was used for vQice recording
i (see Anomaly Report No. 213 for additional details)

i This procedure returned the system to full cap-

i ability, but a redundant element in the voice recording system had
: _ been lost for the duration of the mission. On DOY 265, noise oscil-

._ i lations occurring at 4 Hz rate were heard on the intercom loop (Chan-

_ nel B) accompanied by a drop in the earphone level. However, com-
n,,ntcation could be maintained in spite of this anomaly. "This dis-
crepancy lasted no more than 1 day, and the Channel B ALC was ident-
ified as a possible cause. Following deactivation of Skylab on DOY 268,
this same problem manifested itself in the CSM audio system after un-

• docking had occurred. Because of this occurrence the noise problem
_as attributed to the CSM. !

_. With the loss of a tape recorder amplifier in

"- Channel B of the ALC, che STU-STDN facility investigated the posslbil- i

ity cf providin 8 an alternate means of recording voice if the remain-

_ ing voice record circuit of Channel A should fail during the third ,
:_ manned phase. By analyzing the available electrical connections in-
• side the Skylab, a contingency emergency/voice tape recorder adapter t

cable was developed as a backup to a Channel A failure and stowed in i
the CSM for SL-4.

In addition, considerable effort was expended on
the ground to reduce the feedback annoyarce which was much improved

"_ during the second manned phase. The crew devised a procedure of main-

_ raining the wardroom SIA speaker at a high volume and POSitioning all
the other _S SIA volume controls very low. An antifeedback modifica-

" tion kit, describ_d in paragraph VI.B.2.b(2) was developed.

(c) During the third manned phase with the in-
stallation of the antifeedback kit on Channel B, the feedback annoy-

-: ante was eliminated as long as the SL% speaker volume controls were

kept at a reasonable level.

_ On DOY 332 an SIA failed and was replaced with an
onboard spare• On DOY 019 (1974), Channel B experienced noise on the

earphone llne occurring at a 6 Hz rate. A diagnostic check on the

system pinpointed the problem to an earphone amplifier in the ALC. The
work-around procedure was to open the audio buffer amplifier circuit

i breake_ (No. 1) providing power to this amplifier (see Figure 6-13).
Voice communication could still be maintained in all modes by tncreas-

- ing the volume control in the CSM and the b_S SIAs. However, as noted
in Figure 6-13, opening the circuit breaker also disabled the one re-
.mining operational tape recorder amplifier in the A_C, Therefore, for
the rest of the mission it was necessary to close the circuit breaker
No. 1 only when recording. This procedure did not degrade voice re- :._

cording since recording was done on Channel A while the noise occurred
on Channel B. _

_ 6-3_ _
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(2) Voice Evaluation. This evaluation in this section

_ is primarily subjective since the SWS audio system did not have any !

_ telemetered measurements nor were any special intelligibility tests

_ conducted duri_g the mission. Overall evaluation o_ voice quality tom-
, _ pared favorably with premission test and checkout criteria. In spite

/ _ of the fact that the Skylab could not be tested on the ground as one :_
_ integral unit, the mission performance did not indicate any additional

_ electrical noise on the llne except for those due to equipment fail- !
_i ure. No p_rceptible differences in voice quality could bp detected

when oper_tlng with each of the three CSMs, two of which were never i

_ ground tested with the SWS. i

(3) Speech/Noise Ratio. Subjective evaluation of the
_" SIA versus the headsets indicated a higher speech/noise signal ratio

when using the headsets. This was expected and attributed to the noise
: cancellation feature built into the headset microphones as well as the

higher microphone coupling efficiency inherent with the headset opera-

_ tion (i.e., microphone 1/4 to 1/2 inch from lip). Based on the micro-

phone sensitivity as noted in paragraph VI.B.I.b(1) and the background

acoustic data obtained inflight (see Figures 6-il and 6-12), the 1
acoustic speech/background slgnal/noise ratio was approximately 28 dB |

_ for the SIA and 49 dB for the headsets. The electrical noise of the _
intercommunication system under normal operation was better than 40 dB
below the normal speech level. The background acoustic noise was the

"_ primary factor in determining the speech/nolse ratio for the SIA, while i
the system electrical and acoustic noise determined the speech/noise

[ ratio when using the headset. _ :_

i I (4) Voice Tape Recording. Voice was recorded on theanalog track of the _M data recorder and was also recorded on the Video

Tape Recorder whea the television system was operating. The overall !
quality varied. This variation was primarily due to the coupling ef-

_ ficiency between the microphone and the lip of the crewmen while using
the headsets. While the noise cancellation features of the lightweight i

headset improves the slgnal-to-uoise ratio, it required close position-

1ing between the crew's lip and the microphone.

; With the greater mobility available in the Skylab ve- 1
hicle, it became apparent that the crew required a communication de-

_ vice that could be used without any tnterconnection to their garment _
_ or person. During the mission, the crew was required to record ex- _ ;

tenslve voice commentary. In these situations, the lightweight head- i
_ set would often be bundled and only the microphone element used.

Prior to th_ second manned phase of the mission, a hand-held micro-
phone was developed by JSC, Although a failure occurred in this

_ microphone, the need for a hand-help, lapel or wireless-type micro-
phons in large vehicles becam_ apparent.

Because of the mission timelines whereby the three
i crewmen simultane_usly per(ormed experiments _- _ks which re-

: quired voice recording_ the usage of the voic_ e_ord channel was
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i such that some annotation or oral briefing could not be recorded.

• (5) Fecdback. Although feedback was encountered
: during preflight tests, the degree of feedback durin_ the mission was

significantly greater than expected. Feedback on the Skylab vehicle
was primarily in the O_S as the HDA/STS volume was small enough that
it was not necessary to power up more than one SIA. The location of
the SIAs in the vehicle were based on the nef:ds of activation, safety,
experiment support, and operational biomedica_l support. An isometric
drawing of SIA locations in the OWS is shown in Figure 6-9.

Audio feedback occurred primarily in the OWS between
the SIAs at the wardroom (702), anti-solar scientific airlock, (540),
and the one above the ergometer (627). See Figure 6-9. The three ?

_ units located in the sleep compartments and in the waste management
compartment did not cause any operational feedback problem primarily

_ because of low usage_ low speaker volume setting, and the relative
isolation afforded by the walls in the waste management compartment. _

• During the AH/hl)A 5 psi8 altitude test, feedback oc-
curred intermittently between the three SIA8 in the AM/}ff)A. However,
the crew believed the'problem could be controlled during the mission
by maintaining configuration control of the SIAs.

At a crew debriefing, the first crew indicated the
feedback was worse inflight than during the AH/M)A 5 psia tests. This 4
can probably be attributed to the higher volume control set_i_:_ ._e-

: quired in the OW$ and the larger number of SIAs used. Prior to the
mission there was no way of assessing the extent of any SL_ traffic, _
such that constraints could be put on their operational usage. As _
such, these constraints were developed during the mission..A second

• cause of feedback lms the apparent difference in the speaker volume
when the system was used in the intercom mode as compared to the PTT
mode (transmit-to-ground). This was due to differences in sidetone
levels presented to the CSM audio center earphone amplifier that was

? approximately 5 dB higher in the PTT mode. Thus, an adjustment of the
SIA volume controls for satisfactory 8idetone volume level during t_._
ICON mode would result in feedback during an SWS-initiated PTT mode
(push-to-talk). Conversely, satisfactory volume level adjustment dur-
in S .the PTT function would result in low 8idetone volume levels dur-
ing the intercom mode.

In evaluating a device Co _-educe feedback, three areas
were investigated: (1) reduce the overall gain of the audio system;
(2) provide better equalization in the sidetone level of the intercom

and PT_ mode; end (3) any modification would have to be easily installed

inside the Skylab. The final modification as flown and installed
durin S the third manned phase of the minion i8 shown in Figure 6-14.
Thi8 kit modified the system as follows.

(a) The signal on the microphone line to the
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_ CSM audio center was reduced by a factor of 11 dB by the insertion of

_ an additional load. _ :

_ (b) A relay-operated load was Installed across ,
the earphone lines between the CSMand the AM which tended to equalize

! the signal level between the ICOH and FUr modes. This load appeared

_ across the earphone lines only when the PTT switch was energized on _•
• _ qny of the SIAs or the communication umbilical. This ki_ was Installed i

• n the CS_ and connected to the CSH CCU cable. The impact on the crew
was the requirement to place themselves closer to the SIAwhen modulat-
ing the microphone.

(6) Component Evaluation. _he SWS audio equipment
provided continuous service during the manned port:on of the Skylab i

mission and its design features were such that there were no failures _

• constraining its normal operation. Table VI-6 is a suunary of fail- _
_ urea that occurred during the mission.

i (a) Audio Load Compensator. The redundant de- !sign of the audio load compensator was perhaps the most 3ignificant i
factor that kept the system on line and prevented any change in mis- _

sion plannln_ or crew activities. The ALC, which was located outside
the AM, performed satisfactorily during the first manned phase. On

• DOY 213, the first voice dumps using Channel B resulted in degraded _T
voice at the STDN. It was concluded that the cause was a degraded
power supply within the ALC (see Anomaly Rcport 213). The mission op-
stating time on the equipment was approximately 720 hours.

Noise occurred on Channel B three times during
the mission, as notod in Anomaly Report 019-2. These occurrences were
on DOY 265, 019, and 022. In addition, the crew reported low volume
on Channel B on DOY 212 about the same time as the tape recorder

problem previously mentioned. The first noise occurrence lasted about _
• 1-1/2 days; the second discrepancy lasted for 1 day; and the third was

. continuous until the end of the mission. Although the second occur-
fence was concluded to be isolated to the CSH (because this noise a]so

; was heard after CSH undockin_), it is probable that all three noise
occurrences and low volume were due to intermittent component desrada-
tlon in the Channel B of the AlE, that finally failed on DOY 22 (1974).

Zn the crew alert mode, a command issued from the
; ground enables the warning tone of the C&_ system and activates all

SIAs even if they have been turned off. In addition, the SRS earphone
lines were paralleled. Thus, no matter what channels the SIAs were

_ switched to s this mode enabled the ground to alert the crew. In this

mode, the crew indicated a significant decrease in volume. This low
volume resulted because the outputs of two ALC amplifiers were paral-
leled while the voice signal was amplified by only one. Thus, the
second amplifier was acting as a load (_150 ohms) to the active amp-
lifier.
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: (b) Speaker Intercom Assembly. The SIA provided
: reliable service for the multiple tasks of intercommunication, voice

recording, headset operation, biomedical data line interface, and C_W
indicators. Because there w_ze no cable constraints, the SIAwas the

_, preferred mode of voice communication as compared to the headsets, and
used 90 percent of the communication time. See Anomaly Reports 229

; and 332 for problems resulting in replacement with spare units.

Crew evaluation of the SiAs was as follows: -

The SIA locations, in general, were satisfactory; :
however, SIA No. 600 was not required, while SIA '_
No. 627 could have been better located within the

experiment compartment.

The type of functions on the SIA was satisfactory.

_ The mlcrodot connector (used with headset u,_il- :

icals) performed satisfactorily with no bent pin ;
problems as experienced on the ground. However,

. the alignment marks on the connect_rs had to be
i, in line for satisfactory interconnection. :

The Zero-G connectors which interconnected the
_; SIAs to the Skylab audio system performed satis-

factorily but were not as easy to mate as the
. microdot connectors.

The SIA volume level and quality were adequate.

A more positive means of indicating whether an
SIAwas in the interconm,mication mode or air-to-

ground mode should have been provided.

:, The inability to swivel the SIAs, or relocate
• them, was a nuisance.

With no UP or DOWN orientation in the Skylab, the

operation of the ICOM/PTT switch (a momentary

"_ three-position, return-to-center, toggle switch)
was confusing because one position would be mis-

taken for the other and the crew operated this

_ switch from different angles. This was especially s _;
: true of SIA (627) which was mounted with its front i i.

panel facing th_ floor of the experiment compart- : '

• merit. _ '_

i (7) Caution and Warning and Biomedical Lnterface Eval- _

• uation. The C&Wand biomedical interfaces performed as designed and i

_ ' no problems were encountered during the entire mission. The biomed- 1

:i ical interface at each SIAprovided DC power to the operational _

3
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biomedical _ignal conditioners, as well as the capability to process

four channels of biomedic_l measurements plus the crewman's identifica-

tion signal. The most significant factor regarding these channels was
i that since biomedical monitoring was not continuous, these channels

were also time shared with experimellts approved late in the Skylab pro-
gram with no additional modification to the data system.

b. Inflight Support of Equipment.

(I) Skylab Rescue Kit. An audio kit was stowed aboard

the Skylab-l, which was to be implemented should a catastrophic failure
occur in the CSh. This would require the launch of a rescue CSM. As-

suming a complete loss of the CSM electronics, three types of connector

i adapters were to be installed by the crew providing onboard intercom
and zeal-tlme downlink transmission voice, as shown in Figure 6-15. Up-
link communication was to be via the teleprinter. The installation of

the PJ)A shorting plug_coupled the ALC microphone amplifier output to _
the inputs of the earphone and tape recorder amplifiers in the ALC.

Since the voice input and output wiring of the AM tape recorder was in ;

the same connector, shorting plug_bypassed the voice signal around the
tape recorder and allowed direct modulation of an AM lO-watt transmitter.
All connectors were accessible within the Skylab.

Coupling of the microphone and earphone amplifiers also

provided onboard intercommunication capability. Prelaunch tests indica-

ted low volume when using the headsets due to bypassing of the CSM
audio equipment. Since the Communication Carrier headset had a second

microphone output 8 dB higher than the one normally used, a simple in-
llne adapterC_was provided for installation on the umbilical lines,
cross-wlring the microphone llne to this higher output. This kit was

not implemented during the mission.

(2) Audio Antifeedhack Modification Kit. In order to

reduce the feedback prevalent during the first and second manned phases,

an antifeedback network assembly was installed during the third manned
phase. A block diagram is shown in Figure 6-14. The mlcr_phone signal i
to the CSM was desensitized by padding the llne for an ll dB signal at-

tenuation. As noted on the AGC curve of Figure 6-16, attenuating the
voice input by 11 dB shifted the normal operating range towards the
knee of the curve. Decreasing the input to the CSM audio center also
shifted the unyoiced microphone input away from the effects of the AGC ?

action.

Different sidetone circuits were applied to the system

when operating in the intercom and transmit-to-ground modes. When the
SIA switch ,as depressed to XI4IT, the sldetone was approximately 5 dB

higher than when pressed to ICOM. Ln order to equalize these levels,
s relay-operated load was inserted across the earphone lines from the

CSM to the AM AIE only when the SIA switch was depressed to the XMIT
mode. This was accomplished by connecting the ground side of the re- _
lay to the PTT ground line thatj in turn D was controlled by the SIA
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XMIT switch. This kit was connected to the communication rlmbilical in

the CSMwhere all of the required interconnecting points were available.

_ (3) Recorder/Audio Load Compensator Bypass Cable. A

modification kit consisting of a four-connector cable assembly was de-

i _ veloped and flown on the third manned phase as a backup to the one op-

erational tape recorder amplifier in the ALC. One of two recorder amp-
lifiers failed on DOY 213. Since the loss of this ampllfier reduced

redundancy and recording capability, an added capability of pr(_vlding

emergency real-time voice downllnk via _he AM transmitter was provided
as follows:

(a) Direct Voice Record. This mode provided the

capability to couple the microphone output of any SIA directly into a

tape recorder (see Figure 6-17a). This was accomplished by connecting

,, the lightweight communication umbilical to the SIA and interconnecting _

the bypass cable from this umbilical to the tape recorder. The third ,}
_, connector on this bypass cable was connected to the cable thqt was

_: normally connected to the tape recorder. This configuration provides

voice and data record capability and playback into the AM transmitters. :

Tape recorder playback yielded transmitter deviations between 35 and

-_ 140 kHz wi_h satisfactory signal-to-nolse ratio.

:, (b) Emergency Real-Time Voice. The emergency :
real-tlme voice configuration is shown in Figure 6-175. In this mode

_ the cable containing the wiring from the tape recorder to the trans- ,
mltter was removed and connected to one end of the adapter cable (P2). 4

_ Connector PI of the adapter cable was connected to _ha SIA microphone

lines using an onboard lightweight communication cable. Tests con-
ducted on the ground indicated transmitter peak deviatfon_ between i_

35 to 200 kHz depending upon the microphone used and speaker-microphone

displ_cement.#

3. End of Mission ConfIKuratlon

: a. Equipment. Compared to the system when first activated

on Skylab, the status of the audio system prior to deactivation at the

end o¢ the Skylsb mission was as follows:

(I) One of two tape recorder amplifiers was operating. .

. (2) One of two earphone amplifiers in the Channel B

of the ALC was operating.
t

: (3) All SIA stations were active.

(4) An antifeedback network assembly was installed on
the sir-to-ground channel. _ i

(5) A recorder/ALC bypass cable was designed and ._ '
stowed on Skylab for backup capability. _'

ie
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b. System Status and Constraints. Prior to deactivation,
the aix-to-g.-ouud channel was operating satisfactorily, especially with ithe installation of the antifeedback network. However, _-he oscillation

_ of an ALC earphone amplifier on the voice record channel required open-
ing o£ a circuit breaker to disable the amplifier. Any time voice re-
cording was required, this circuit breaker was closed and the oscilla-
tions were tolerated by the crew.

\
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"_ C, Television System

1. System Description

a. Functional Requirements. The salient function require-

ments of the Television (TV) system are as follows: i

Transmit _eal-time or delayed-time video to the S_DN when
: the CSM is docked and real-time video when the CSM is undocked. All

video transmissions are through the CSM unified S-band link which has
a bandwidth of 0 to 2 MHz.

Provide video data from the ATM experiment cameras and a

: portable color camera. Tnterior viewing is provided by crew use of the ,
_ portable camera throughout the habitable area. External viewing is pro- ;
_ vided by connection of the portable camera in the AM, attachment to the :
:_ experiment T027 extension boom, or by attachment to the experiment S191

optical adapter.

'_ Delayed-time composite video/audlo is provided by a VTR lo-
_ c_ted in the MDA.

_, All camera output formats are as defined in E_A Standard ,
RS170, except the portable camera has a video-to-sync amplitude ratio of

• 100:28 with NTSC color line and field rate, and the A_M cameras have an
z_pect ratio of 1:1.

Distribution, selection, and sisnal conditioning elements in :
?- Skylab have a frequency response, referenced to 500 kHz, as follows:

2 l_Iz 2 14Hz :_
: 2 _z 4 MHz R._CORDI_ RECORDED

"SIGNAL REAL-TINS REAL-TIME PLAYBACK PLAYBACK

_ _A/AM/ +3.0 dB +3.0 dL +3.0 dB +3.0 dB
,J OWS -3.55 dB -3.75 dB -4.8 dB
i

"._, ATM-I -2.67 da -4.55 dB -3.42 dB -6.05 dB

_ A_4-2 -3.26 dB -5.53 dB -4.01 dB -7.03 dBt,

_. In the CSM, these elements have a frequency response of plus

or minus 3 dB from DC to 4 MHz.

The portable camera is capable of operatin_ with natural and
arti_icial scene illumination in the range of $ to 10,000 foot-candles.
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Interior av-,rage ambient illumination of the 9kylab is s minimum of 4.5 _
foot-candles. _-

The $TU/SI_)N was required to functionally simulate the TV _.2'

airborne and ground system,s using fllght-type hardware, except that bulk- -_
head feed-through connectors were omitted, and only one ATM camera video

channel end functional TVIS was implemented. The facillty was required
to support the mission through performance of anomaly eestlng, crew pro-
cedure preparation, and video data evaluation.

Detailed utillzatio.n of the TV system was defined in the His-
sion Requirements Document and the TV Operations Book as published for
each manned period, except for EVA, where the applicable crew checklists _

apply. ,,

Testing of the TV system _,as required in accordance with

ED-2002-1269, Rev B, Skylab TV Test Plan and Test Requireme..,nt8, and was
to be performed on a module basis at contractor facilities and in aev-

%
eral combined module configurations at KSC. The C_I/NDA/AM confisura-

, tion teat performance criteria with STDN was se follows:

PARAM_1_ CRIT_IA

Frequency Response. DC to __14Hz, down not more than X :_

dB, referenced to 0.5 _s.

" X dB

TIME T]I_
ATM-2 6.5 7.2

" AM TVlS 4.3 5.0
%

_.: Transmitter Deviation 3.2 +0.32 Dgiz peak-to-peak

_ DC Response Till > 2% (real-time), > 7_ (delayed
_. time)

K-Factor Qualitative

" Linearlty __ (teal-time), +6Z (delayed-time _
• of best _traighc line) _,-

Differential Gain Qualitative

Si_al-to-Noise > 30 dB at - 80 dBm _+0.5 dB input i:
to STDN receiver v

. Portable Camera VIT Sl_nal.s Qualitative

, Portable Camera Video Qualitative _.

VTR Video _alitative

Patterers with qualitative criteria were evaluated for acceptance by
specific MSFC and 3SC engineers.

6-_9 :,
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Testing was required at selected STDN sites (NIL, CDS, HAW, _"
_ _ BDA, TEX) to assure STDN readiness for Skylsb TV system support and to

I_ determine oFtimum methods for aligning the audio splitter for demulti-
|

plexing audio from the airborne VTR composite video/audio playback t

":c _ signal. No specif%c criteria was established and acceptance was baaed

on qualitative evaluation by GSFC, I_FC, and JSC en;ineers.
_ Comprehensive premission testing of the TV elements in the
_ ST_0/STDN was required. Individual equipment groups were tested. Total

i system tests were then performed with simulated camera signals and wi_h

_ flight cameras.

I b. Operation Description. Figure 6-18 is a functional block

I diagram of the Skylab IV system ....

° | (1) Portable Color Camera. Tnternal and external color

[ imaging are performed with a portable vidicon camera having an output id

-_ _ accordance with EIA Standard RS170 except for modified video to sync

_ ratio of 100:28 a_d NTSC color line and field rate. Color Is field ee-

l quential. The camera subject luminance range is 1 to 1000 foot-lambertswith a brightness range of 100:1 for a single scene, and 1000=1 using

_ full ALC range. ALC controls are provided on the camera suitable forboth internal and external imaging. Gauma selectiou of 1.0 for internal
and 0.5 for external viewing is provided. The color camera is hand-held

_ or installed on a universal mount for internal viewing. External view-

tug is performed by pointing through, spacecraft windows, emplacement on
'_ the S191 Viewflnder Tracking System, EVA through the airlock, or deploy-
"_, ment through either scientific airlocK. In the latter applica_.lon, a
_ TV remo:e control panel is installed on the experiment T027 e_tension _

._ boem. !

_ Manual and remote control zoom lens assemblies are pro- ]
_ vided with the camera and have the following adjustment ranges:

Zoom 25 to 150 _n

"_- Aperture f4 to f_ _
Focus 4 feet to infinity _

Angle of viev: i
: Horisontal 43 to 7.0 degrees ._

/_ _ Vertical 32 to 5.5 degrees

A closeup accessory lens is provided for attachment to
the main lenses. A portable monitor having a reduced raster scan is

_ provided for ule in pointing and focusing the camera.

(2) ATH Cameras. Five external ATM monochrome vidicon
i cameras are used for solar end other astronomical imaging in operating

A_lq experiments. H-alpha 1 and H-alpha 2 cameras employ conventional
vidicons "#£th a sensitivity of 0.1 foot-candles for full resolution.

The WLC and XUV monito_ cameras have l_-w light level vidicone with s

t sen_itivity of 3 x 10 "_ foot-cane lea for full resolution. The XUV
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slit camera uses an image dissector tube. The A_4 composite video

signals are in accordance with EIAStaudard RS170 except for an aspect
+ ratio of 1:1.

(3) Distribution, Switching, and Signal Conditioning.
The portable camera video signal is connected to one of five _ISs,

signal conditioned and switched through a single coaxial line to the
MDA video switch. This switch also signal-conditions the video signals

_: fed to it on two other redundant coaxial lines from the ATH. Any one
of the five ATH video camera signals can be switched by crew remote
control of the switcher processors to each of these lines. The switcher
processors also insert sync information into the selected ATHvldeo •+

' signals. In addition, the selected ATHvideo signals are routed to the
ATM C&D console for display on two TV monitors.

One video signal is manually selected at the HDA video
switch from the three input coaxial lines for switching to the MDA VTR
and CSMS-band FMtzansmitter.

Figure 6-19 illustrates the video signal distribution,

switching, and signal conditioning within the TV system. RC210 coaxial
cable, a low-loss, 93 ohm cable, is used for the video coaxial line from
the TVISs up to the HDA video switch. For compatibility with the exist- i

ing coaxial cabling in the CSM, RGIgO coaxial cable is used from the MDA

.: video switch output to the MDA/CSM interface. This results in approx-

+_ im_tely 65 feet of RcIgO cable from _he output of the switch to the
+ transmitter input. This length of RGI80 represents almost a half wave-

length at 4 MHz. The RGI80 is smaller in diameter than RG210 and

therefore ha# more loss per unit length and a different velocity of
propagation. The difference in velocity of propagation between RC180
and RG210 combined with the half wavelength of RGI80 creates a re- "

flection in the line of approximately I0 percent. This reflected signal
: i_ dissipated in the output impedance of the TVIS and does not appea_ at

the CSM transmitter input.

Other Impedance discontinuities in the line are the in-
ternal cabling of the VTR, the video switch and the TVISs and the _A/
CSH interface connector. None of these represent a discontinuity
larger than 1 percent of a wavelength at 4 MHz, and therefore have no !
significant effect. Some of the same kind of impedance discontinuities

are present in the AI_4video but, again, there is no significant effect.

The video distribution elements are not designed to

compensate for roll-off of the high frequencies (2.5 to 4 Mllz) in the
portable and A_4 camera video signals because the CaM transmitter is

_ bandwidth limltcJ at 2 l_Iz.

: The video coaxial line shields are the video signal re-
turns; they were isolated from pcwer and structural grounds throughout +.
the distribution systems. A single point ground of the video return +
(_hield) at the CSM transmitter was utilized. The single point was

r
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employed to minimize coupling of noise into the video _gnal throush
+ ground loops. The requirement to isolate the video signal return from

the spacecraft power return was achieved by the use of DC-DC conversion
in the TViS, NDA video switch, VTR, TO27/TV control panel, and in the
portable camera. ATN video returns were isolated by isolation ampli-
fiers.

?
+ (4) Video Transmission. The VTR, in either the OFF

or RECORDmodes, provided a loop-through of the video Inpu': signal to
the CSH transmitter. In the PLAYBACKmode, this loop was opened. The
playback electronics output was connected to the transmitter and the
input line was terminated in a line matching bnpedance.

Selected AM or portable camera video was downlinked in
real time _o the S-band modulator. Horizontal resolution was reduced

_ to about 200 lines by the transmitter 2MHz bandwidth. The signal being
transmitted could also be recorded at the VTRo However, video recording
was primarily intended for performance while out of contact with STDN.
The VTR had a 30-minute record capability. Voice signals could be multi-
plexed with the video. Recording control of the VTR could be performed
by the crew or from the ground. Recorder playback was performed by
ground control and requires the same time as recording. Fast forward
and rewind functions were provided with tape speed four times that for
recording.

; (5) Interior Lighting. Illumination in the NDA and
OWS available for TVviewing was provided by 8 and 42 fixed general il-
lumination floodlights, respectively. These were cool white fluores-
cent fixtures, each having clear and diffused illumination patterns.
Each light was provided with a three-positlon, manual switch to permit

selection of OFF, HIGH, and LOW operation. Illumination in the AM was

provided by 24 general illumination lights. All lights were incandes-

cent and had frosted plastic lenses. Intensity controls were available.

Portable hlgh-lntenslty photographic la_ps were available for supple-
mentary lighting.

(6) STU/STDN. The STU/STDN facility included both
alrborne and g_ound TV elements. Flight hardware comprised a TVIS,

+_ MDA video switch, VTR, switcher processor, syuc generator, ATHvidicon
camera and electronics, CSNcoaxial switch and CSNunified S-band

+. system. Four of the TVISs were simulated. Interconnecting cabling
simulated flight cabling in length and type. Flight-type connectors
were used. The ground elements included a STDN unified S-band receiv-
ing section, FN demodulator, Krohn-Hite filter, processing amplifier,
Ampex 1200 and 660 VTRs and RCA color converter. Although a portable
camera was not provided, a camera output signal recording was available
for simulation purposes, if needed. Standard TV test equipment such as

: s wave form monitor, a test pattern generator, and a field sequential
colo_ monitor was available.

6-_+
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(7) STDN. STDN sites at MIL, GDS, and TEX were prime

acquisition sites for video data. Video data acquired at these sites
are relayed directly to JSC in real-time or delayed-time using re!e-

phone wide-band facilities• JSC performed color conversion of the port-

able cameras video All other STDN sites supporting the Skylab mission
: have a capability for acquiring video. Figure 6-20 shows the basic con-

figuration of the video section of a STDN site.

The GDS, TEX, and MIL sites have two quadriplex VTRs, i

each, and were used as shown in the figure. MSFC data evaluation was
performed using the recording made before the processor amplifier +

(VTR I). Other sites had helical VTRs, only, except for BDA, HAW, and
VAN. Each of these also has one quadriplex VTR. FM receiver front-end
bandwidth was 9.5 MHz.

c. Historical. The requirements for the Skylab TV system
were first documented in October 1968. The requirements at that time

were to provide pictures from the shirt-sleeve environment throughout
the cluster, provide pictures with 200-line resolution from the ATMXUV

experiment, provide real-time transmission only (with ground recording
of TV _ignals and a possible real-time forwarding from selected conti-
nental United States stations), and observe mlnlmumcost, weight, and
impact on ground systems.

In May 1969, a study was initiated to analyze the feasibil-
ity of the use of two drag-ln or preinstalled cables. A configuration _

using a single preinstalled coaxial cable bus through the SWS with amp-

_ lifier stations for connecting the TV camera was selected. The ampli-
fiers were necessary due to losses i_ the cable length required to
cover the entire SWS.

Tha requirement_ for transmitting ATM signals were met by

the installation of a switch in the MDA, to select between signals from !
the portable television camera and either of two ATM signals. The

switch includes amplifiers to achieve a proper interface level for the
transmission of the ATM signals. The ATMwas modified from its base-

line closed-circult TV system design by the addition of equipment _o

! add a synchronization signal to the TV signal and provide electrical i
isolation to eliminate a ground loop to ATM structure. A power bus :
isolation requirement was defined, and DC-DC conversion was implemented

t in the video switch, TVISs and portable cameras (later in the VTR and
T027/TV hardware). ,

In 1971, system evaluation led to a program to provide ex-

ternal TV viewing capability by deployment of the portable color camera

through either scientific airlock. Hardware is designed to mechanically _+
+ adapt the camera to the experiment T027 extension boom, provide re- +_

:i motely controlled camera lens and ALC circuitry, and provide a TV re- ._
• mote control panel for installation on the interior T027 hardware. _

_ This design provided viewing of much of the external spacecraft, in-
i cluding the ATM, without the need for EVA.

.i
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During 197!, reviews were made of the feasibility of ino

corporating a video tape recorder in the Skylab. Late in the year, the
decision was made to incorporate a recorder from the Earth Resources

Technology Satellite Program modified for incorporation in a manned

space vehicle. Manual control was added and provisions made for voice
annotation to be multiplexed into the recorded video signals.

During 1972, concern arose that a crew hazard existed should

a 28 volt short to the portable camera case occur with the video switch

in the ATM position. Figure 6-21 shows the fault path. The problem

was resolved by changing the MDA video switch relay contacts to handle
the fault current.

2. S>stem Performance

i a. Evaluation of Performance.

(I) Evaluation Data Source. TV system performance
_ throughout the mission was evaluated through routine, comprehensive re-

view of video data recorded ac MIL. The recordings were made on an _m-

pex VR ii00 recorder, on low band, at the output of the Krohn-Hite

Filter and before the processing ampllfler (see Figure 6-20_ VTR 1).

The processing amplifier removes the original sync information and in-

serts reconstructed sync. Therefore, a recording made after the pro-
ceasing amplifier would not be suitable for evaluation of the original

sync wave form, the portable camera vertical interval test signals and

the multiplexed audio signal. The original recordings were sent to

MSFC• An unprocessed dub was made at MSFC and sent to STU/STDN for

color conversion and further review. In some instances, MIL acquisi-

tions varied in quality from those of the same data at other sites.

(2) Portable Color Camera System

(a) General Discussion. Viewing requirements
_ were satis£ied except for external imaging through the scientific air-

lock. This capability was lost when the solar scientific alrlock was

permanently allocated to the sunshade and the experiment T027 extension
boom failed System performance discrepancies related to the portable

color camera system elements are discussed in subsequent paragraphs on
qualitative and quantitative performance. System anomallea were as

follows and are discussed in detail i_1 Section VII.

DOY SECTION

ANOMALY OCCURRENCE REFERENCE

Camera, S/N 3005, Output Failure 153 153 i-

Camera, S/N 3002D Output Failure

During EVA 236 236-2

_ VTE_ S/N 4, Output Failure During

Playback 214 214

TVIS, Experiment Compartment, Failure 362 362
Due to Broken Input Connector Pin ,_
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DOY SECTION |
! ANOMALY OCCURRENCE REFERENCE

l;. Camera Video Image Spots Throughout
Mission 030

Camera/_TS Image Softness Throughout
_ Mission 031

Camera Power Cable, S/N 3002,
_ Wire Failure 256 256-2

_ Camera Monitor Cable, S/N 3005,
! Wire Failure 256 256-2

_ System performance impact of these anomalies was minimal

_ The failed VTR and TVIS were replaced with inflight maintenance spares.
j _ TV scenarios raquiring two cameras were constrained until a replacement

I camera was furnished for the subsequent manned period. The crewmen re- i
ported tbs_ the mini-monitor was inadequate in size and scene coverage

_ ! to facilitate and ensure desired scene composition. Concern was also

expressed that no efficient means existed to correlate subject distance
with focal length and aperture to ensure the desired depth-of-fleld.

They further stated that wider angle lens capability would have been

useful. It should be noted at this point that the TV Operatlons Book

established all of the necessary settings to ensure that the content of
any scheduled TV scene would be satisfactory. Despite crewmen comments

on implementation difficulties, data review Indicated that the objective
was generally met. Scenes were well composed, angle-of-view was ade- i

quate and depth-of-field (including the accessory closeup lens was satis-
factory.

,_'hecrewmen reported that the Skylab Universal Mount was

difficult to use with the TV camera and planned location_. In many
cases, they said, improvisation on location was needed. The crew stated

that the camera was generally satisfactory for use on EVA. It was sug-
gested that a cable caddy might have been useful to zetaln the unneeded

length of cable.

., The zrew commented that camera ALC might be improved to

better respond to wide variations in scene brightnes,. The camera was
operated in the ALC average and gamma linear modes for internal view-

ing. This was usually successful, using the prepl2nned spacecraft

lighting configuration for the scene. In some MDA scenes where light-

ing was quite low, camera gamma in the one-half mode might have yielded

better contrast and resolution. Also, where uDavoid_ble bright light-
in S occurred, such as during activation, operating the camera in the
ALC peak mode might have controlled or eliminated the blooming exper-
ienced.

On DOY 209, camera S/N 3006 was powered up in the CSM for view-

in 8 rendezvous. The color filter wheel failed to run resulting in loss ,
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of color but a satisfactory monochrome image that was partially ob-

scured by the _tationary wheel. Several days l_ter, the crew re-
' moved the lens and manually t_rned the wheel until normal rotation

started. The camera performed nominally for the remainder of the mis-

sion.

; During activation on DOY 320, video w_ recorded

on the VTR before the CSM/MDA umbilical was connected. This meant the

normal CSM transmitter impedance was not on the line. As predicteo and ver-
ified in testlng at STU/STDN before launch, this abnormal system con-

figuration produced an anomalous video signal. Considerable pea, white
saturation occurred, but some usable video was retrieved.

Location of the TVISa proved satisfactory. The crew

commented that an additional station in the MDA for use during EREP
equipment viewing would nave been useful. Power switch operation and

camera cable connection was satisfactory. Replacement of the failed

; station wae routine and n¢ gain readjustment was needed. Video data
from this station, after replacement, showed no relatable variation.

The MDA video selector switch operated nominally except for one oc-
casion when the switch knob came off. The knob was replaced routinely

; and did not come off again.

_ The VTR proved essential in the management of the video

!i data. Most television activity was recorded with the VTR belng managed

by the crew. When the tape was full, the VTR was dumped by ground con-

_ trol while the crew sle_t or engaged in oth_=r activities. VTR controls
and displays functioned t_ormally and were reported as adequate by the

crew. VTR, S/N 5, replaced failed S/N 4 during the mission. The in-

stallation went smoothly. No performance differenc:s could be noted

between the two units, except that S/N 5 had more tape d_opouts. This
had been known before launch and the dropout per frame occurrence

(less than 3 percent) was well within acceptance stae_erds.

The Skylab temperature environment prior to the first
manned period was monitored to assess potential impact on the TV sys-

=em including stowed spares. Components located in the MDA experienced

temperatures somewhat:below nominal but well above lower limit, and
hence, there was no concern for these elements. Investigation of the

thermal environment of the docking ring area, where the electrical um-

bilical carrying the TV signal from the MDA to the _SM is located, was
performed. Analysis showed this area _eaked at 189 F, whereas _he

; connector, J2, was qualified above 250- F. Concern was expressed for

the TVIS (555) in the forward OWS c_mpartment, The actual temper-
ature experienced by the TVIS was not known but the consensus of anal-

_ yses showed it to be in the 175° to 185° F range. The upper stoppage

limit for the TVIS was 180° F. The TVIS subsequently performed nom-

inally throughout the entire mission. The spare VTR transport was lo-
cated in a locker in the OWS dome rlng and the Electronics Uni_ was

stowed on the experiment compartment floor. Neither of these units

experienced temperatures above their uonoperating limit.
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(b) Qualitative Discussion. During the manned
mission periods, 121 portable color camera video scenes were evaluated

from the MIL data. The _npoz_ant image quality parameters of noise,
contrast, spots and blemishes, smear and resolution/depty-of-fleld were
graded on a scale of ] rlpoor ) through 4 (excellent). A detailed sum-

mary of the grading is shown in Appendix E and is intenled to convey
the extent to which the system provided the required visual data, inde-
pendent of quantitative considerations. An excellent scene would be
one such as the live news conference on DOY 2. This scene was intended

for dissemination to a large public audience and was to be visually
pleasing. It achieved this objective. Lighting was good ant there was
a full range of gray scales from the clean, unbloomed wh{te _I the

wardroom table through the deep black shadows behind the crewmen. This
good contrast, together wzth correct camera location, focal length,
focus and aperture settings, resulted in good resolution and depth-of-
field. RF and coherent noise were low; spots and blemishes were absent.
There was no dlscernible smearing. Significant sources of nolse in the
video imag_ were RF noise, airborne VTR tape dropout noise, ground VI_
head switching noise transients and noncoherent noise in the cemera ou:- •

put. The magnitude of RF noise was directly related to site RF contact
parameters. Tape dropout noise was not objectionable and remained at

about the same magnitude throughout the mission. Head switching tran-
sients were caused by misadJust_nent of ground VTR during original dub
reco_ding and occurred infrequently. Camera S/Ns 3002 and 3006 had been J

observed in prelaunch testing to have localized light areas in the
raster containing noncoherent noise. This condition was not always

- apparent and seemed to require specific conditions of scene content and
lighting. No streaking transients due _o audio over modulation were ob-

: served. Grading was based on that part of the scene when noise was min-
imum. The average noise grade was 2.47 with 13 of the 121 scenes (II
percent) being graded as poor.

Evaluation of scene contrast was based on whether

sufficient gray shades were contained in the image to convey the intend-
ed information. Subject lighting and reflectance, together with coarse
grain and flat channel noise magnitude, also influenced the suojectlve

; evaluation of this parameter. The avezage contrast grade was 2.6 with
II of the 121 vcenes (9 percent) being graded as poor.

Camera, S/N 3002, w_s the only camera having read-
ily observable blemishes. These were in the target; had been noted

prior to launch, and were not objectionable. In fact, they served to
identify the data from this camera. Grading on this parameterj how-

ever, was based primarily on spots observed due _o internal camera con- i
tamln_tlon and external lens/optlcal contaminations. Of the 121 scenes

_, graded, the average g_:ade for this parameter was 2.7. There were 21 _
scenes (17 percent) that _ere considered as poor.

Smear or gcometric distortion i_ a function of

frequency response and phasing. It remained acceptable _hroughout the
mission and vaziation, s in its grading were largely attributable to the
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impact of noise and contrast definition on this parameter. The average 7
grade for this parameter in the 121 scenes reviewed was 3.0. There were +

no _cene_ in which the parameter was given a poor grade.

+

Resolution and depth-of-field grading we= based

i on the adequacy of selective focus for the aperture and focal length

used. Noise and contrast influenced the evaluation of the 121 scenes

reviewed. The average grade ior this parameter was 2.6. There were

five scenes (4 percent) that were graded as poor.

(c) Quantitative Discussion. Where possible,

_ quantitative performance was measured and compared against the system

performance criteria.

The video to sync ratio was required to be 100:28.
This Farameter was monitored throughout the mission by adjusting the
sync amplitude for 40 TEEEU (Institute of Electrical and Electronic

Engineexs Unit) at the wave form monitor, and measuring the actual
amplitude of the internal!y generated camera vertical interval test
signals. The window vertical interval test signal was preset in the
camera for a video to sync ratio of 100:40 and provided a convenient
means for monitoring this ratio. Appendix F is a summary of these
measurements. Variations in the window amplitude beyond plus or minus

! ten IEEEU were noted and could be attributed to the w_ve form monitor
inaccuracy (plus or minus five IEEEU). Variation in the camera gen-

= erated windo_ vertical interval tes_ signal amplitude (plus or minus
five IEEEI'), and compression or amplification of sync _ithin the on-

board and/or ground systems. Investigative testing performed during
_he mission at STU/STDN revealed that drift in DC bias to the trans-

mitter would not cause sync compression. The potential sources of sync
compression were the VTRmodulator, transmitter modulator, and ground

station receiving, demodulating, and recording equipment. The amount
of sync compression was computed and entered in the table for the

_ window amplitude adjusted to i00 IEEEU. In two instances, on DOY 149

and 150, measurements reflecting a sync amplification were obtained.
A careful, comprehensive test of alrborne and ground systems would be

needed to isolate the cause of this discrepancy. It is pointed out
that at no time did sync begin to approach the 12-to-15 IEEEU levels +

that would result in loss of recorder and processor amplifier lockup.

• The system performance criteria for delayed-time
, and real-tlme video signal-to-noise was_-_ 30 dB at minus 80 dBm plus

or minus 0.5 dB input to the STDN receiver. Throughout the mission,
the signal-to-nolse ratio varied from 29.5 to 44.5 dB with a norm of

about 34 dB being experienced. The signal-to-noise ratio was measured

during the cleanest portion of each dump as the ratio of the peak high-

light brightness (window amplitude in IEEU) to the value of the noise

(peak-to-peak amplitude on IEEEU divided by 6), expressed in dB. The

significant noise, when objectionable, was coarse grain, flat channel _

noise relatable to RF signal strength during the STDN site acquisition.
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No relationship could be established betveen variations in signet-to-
noise ratio measured and system config_,ration at time of measurement.

Throughout the mission, variation in frequency re-
sponse was monitored by measuring cme_ra mu]tiburst vertical interval
test signal amplitude during each dump. The m, lttb,r_t contRined fre-
quencies of 0._25, 1.25, and 2.1HHz. The amplitude of these fre-

_: quencies yes measured on the wave form monitor in IEEEU with the IEEF_
filter switched out. Signal noise and readout accuracy contributed to

s a measurement error of about plus or minus 1 dB. The following tabula-
tion shows the specification toll-off in frequenoy response at 2 MHZ, ref-
erenced to 0.SHHz, contributed by individual system elements and by
the total system. The average frequency response measured for real-ti_ae
and Jelayed-time is given. Little varlatton in response, wi_in the
rather crude a_curacy of this measurement, was observed throughout the
mission and the values shown here are felt to be representative. The
average measured roll-off at 1.25 _Iz was minus 2.1 dB and minus 2.6 dB
for real-tlme and delayed-tlme dumps, respectlvely.

5

SPECIFICATION VALt_S _ SYSTEM
AM ....... sYsm asov

, TVIS VTR CSI4 STDN PIT VALUE VALUE

= (dS) (de) (dS) (dS_ _(dB) (dS)

REAL TIME -1.25 - -3.0 -0.5 -0.5 -5.25 -5,35

DEIAYEO

TI_ -1.25 -0.75 -3.0 -0.5 -O.5 -6.0 -6.0

.________.__I

System DC response variation was monitored through-
out the mission by measuring tilt in the wtvdow vertical interval test

: signal generated by the camera. Prelaunch system test criteria re-
_ qulred that delayed-tlme tilt be_7 percent plus STDN induced tilt.

Measurements indicated that tilt remained constant at about 5 to 7 per-
: cent.

System K-factor performance was not assigned a
quantitative specification prior to launch. GeneraLly, when monitored

= using the sin2 pulse, it was less t_an _ percent with acceptable absence
of ringing. During the mission, K-factor was consistent and greater

: than 4 percent due to CSH transmitter frequency response z_ll-off after
2MllZo

_- There was no accurate means for measuring system
[ l£nearity during the mission. The camera-generated stairstep vertical
! interval test signal was modulated with 1.25 MH¢ to enable determina-

tion of _tfferential gain, Estimations taken from this signal during
each dump indicated that linearity and differential ga_n vss acceptable
and remained consistent throughout the mission.
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Internal camera temperature was monitored through-
out the mission, being observed as a vertlcal Interval teat slgnal.

_ The temperature norms and extx'emea as measured fr_- each camera u_ed
are shown below. Camera operational temperat'_re redllne yes 130 F.

s/__PL o F _
3002* 87 160" 80
3004 93 107 80
3005 95 113 72
3006 81 107 77

: *This camera felled on DOY 236 during EVA due
to overheating.

¢

(3) ATH System. ATH TV system performance was mon-
itored qualitatively throughout the mission. With the exception of the
XUV HON camera test pattern video, it was not po_slble to make quantl-
tatlve assessments since there were no internally generated signal
parameters available for thls purpose. Further, normal image content
did not lend Itself to a comprehensive qualltatlve analysis of such _
parameters as contrast, resolution, depth-of-field, geometric distortion,

_ etc. The XUV Sllt (image dlsector) camera signal was not downlinked
regularly and yes not evaluated. Video signals from the H-alpha 1,
H-alpha 2, MLC, and XUV cameras, as evaluated on the wave form monitor,
remained consistent in wave form and amplitude characteristics. A
specific revlev of MLC camera slgnal characteristics was conducted
using data acquired during each of the manned periods. No significant :
variations were noted.

The foIl,owlng anomalies occurred within the ATH TV el-ement s :

: DOY ANOMALY

' A._O_, Y ....... OCCtmRm_E Rzpo&'¢so,

MLC Vldicon Burns 341 and 28 341 :
TV Monitor I Fallure 260 260

.i' H-alpha 1 Image Degradation 18 18 "

:. None of the above imposed serious limitations on the ATM

_-_ TV system performance. The MLC camera burns occurred late in the mis-
: slon and occupied only a small portion of the raster. The monitor fail- _
-_ ure occurred several days before the end of the second manned period

end was largely offset by use of the second monitor. It was replaced ._
at the start of the third manned period. H-alpha .1 image degradation

occ_rred near the end o_ the mission end yes somewhat offset by the op-

: erational work-around of turning the camera off when not in use. i_

Several instances of oscillatory blooming in the H-

: alpha 2 camera /snags occurred during the mission. This was caused by
_! AI,C circuit response to sudden high light levels when the camera yea
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turned on. This condition could be prevented by setting the telescope
to the X5 zoom position be:ore turn-on, to reduce light intensity at
the vidicon target. On V'JY 264, it was observed that the H-alpha 2
camera was accumulating residual image. This was caused by lengthy
periods of imaging the :_lacktelescope mask with transition to the

bright solar image. _his response is inherent :o a vidicon target, and
it was recommerded that the telescope be left in X5 zoom position vhen
not in use to provide uniform light intensity across the vidicon target.

_ The XUVNON camera was powered continuously throughout
the mission to implement experiment thermal control. This continuous
use was unplanned and caused concern that some image d_Lerioration would
result. Therefore, the internal test pattern was monitored periodically
throughout the mission to observe for onset of any deterioration in

i camera performance. No deterioration was observed. The crew commented
that a high persistence screen in the monitor would have been helpful
in monitoring the integrated image from this camera.

: On DOY 259, the crew said that I_/ monitor I was slow in
achieving operating brightness end was noisy. The TV downlink was
nominal. This condition did not occur again and on DOY 260 the image
was described by the crew as normal. The crew stated that TV monitor 1
was consistently the better monitor and that monitor 2 took on a yellow
cast during the mission. They were unablz to discern any change in the
relative image quality between the two monitors.

Subsequent operation of TV elements after the short ex-
perienced on TV bus 2 showed them to be tlominal and undamaged. Telem-
etry measurements of the current showed no rise during the short. A
subsequent measurement of the bus impedance while replacing TVmonltor I
showed no short existing at that time.

(4) Video Sync. The video signal sync wave form as
evaluated from the unprocessed signal was _atisfactory. Some tilt was
consistently present due to the gxohn-Hite filter effect introduced at
the STDN sites.

• Several STDN sires conducted measurements of long-term

vertical sync jitter and reported up to 12 _ seconds peak-to-peak ex-
cursions in the received sigual. Such _xcursions would be excessive
and a sync stability measurement effort was undertaken at _LqFC. ATF,
and portable color camera horlzontal sync jitter and portable color

: camera real-tlme and delayed-time VTR vertical sync jitter measure- :_
ments were made. Measurement data are shown in Table VI-7.

The average horizontal frequency during a 10-second
" period was measured with an HP5245 counter and compared with the stand-

ard frequency of 15750 H_. The formula used to calculate _t is:

1 1

15750 f = At f = measured horizontal frequency.
f

i
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The jitter was less than 10.08 nonoseeonds. This is

well within the lock capability of color converters and video tape re-
corders.

In order to achieve an accurate measurement of the low

vertical sync frequency of 60 Hz, all measurements were made in terms
of the period measurement (t) rather than frequency. No significant
differences between real-time and delayed-time were noted. Three dif-

ferent averaging times were used in obtaining the raw data points:
2 seconds, 5 seconds, and 10 seconds. This extended the measurements
from short-term stabilityto long-term stability, TheAt is calculated

from the average period of the measurements. Unexpectedly, the 5-second

averaging time yielded the highest At, both for real-time and delayed-
time. The At for delayed ti=e showed excursions from plus 3.55 to minus
2.06 _ second. For real-time transmission, the excurslon was plus 2.54

to minus 4.38 _ second. In both cases the peak-to-peak excursion was in _
the range of 6 _ second. It would not affect the ability to record a _
downlinked signal on a video tape recorder such as the Ampex II00 or
RCA TRS. However, it could be enough to disrupt a color converter.
There was one instance of this reported. Processing before color
conversion usually included a retlming of sync and removal of mos_ of
this jitter. It was felt that most of this jitter was initiated in the

$TDNs VR II00 tape recording with only a small contribution from the on-

board TV system. There was no suitable means at STDN or at HSFC to
measure Jitter of the downlink video sync prior to recording.

(5) Audio. VTR audio intelligibility was satisfactory

whenever the communications carrier or lightweight headse_ was worn

properly. It was found that when hand-held, great care was necessary to
properly locate the microphone at the lips with respec_ to orientation

and distance. Otherwise, intelligibility varied from acceptable to un-
usable. A hand-held microphone produced degraded data in operating into

the VTR. During voice annotations, modulation of the PAM pulse was gen-

erally over the full range. No significant overdriving occurred and no
degradation of the video signal due to audlo-induced streaking was noted.

Measurements were made during the mission of the time

location of the audio pulse within the video signal of each VTR. Figure

6-22 shows the wave form and the location specification for the pulse.
Measurements are tabulated and it can b_ seen that pulse location and

width is slightly out of specification. This condition remait_ed stable
and no evidence of audio or video degradation could be attributed co it.

(6) S-band FMVideo Downlink. Received S-band FMvideo

downlink signal strength was adequate during orbits and at STDN sites
where usable contacts had been predicted, In many cases, good data were

obtained at MIL during unscheduled passes. High RF noise content, when

experienced during video passes, could be related to low elevations and i
predicted obscurations.
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I AMPLITUDE_DU_TED 7
AUDIOPULSE / i _;

z

HORIZ

SVNC_ I
II

-- _ L l A
i I i ,

: _ i I''-B i

| SPECIFI_TION

A = 9.0 to 9.2 Mic_seconds
B = 10.6 to 11.0 Mtc_seconds

NEASUREMENTS

MICROSECONDS

DAY CAMERA VTR A B
(1973) DUMPNO. SIN SIN MSFC STU MSFC STU !

I

: 46 PRELAUNCH 3002 004 -- 9.40 -- 11.40
_ TESTKSOO45 !

47 PRELAUNCH' All4 004 -- 9,40 -- 11.40
TESTKS0045 i

1
153 16-1 ATM 004 9.32 9.70 11.71 11.90 •
153 17-3 3002 004 9.22 9.53 11.61 11.75

: 159 32-1 ATM 004 9.55 9.53 11.75 11.75

159 33-3 3002 004 9.55 9.40 11.77 11.60

- 260 188-2 3006 005 9.70 -- 11.90 --

FIGURE6-22 PULSEAMPLITUDEMODULATIONTIMINGMEASUREMENTS
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Table Vl-8 shows received signal strength, both calcu-
lated and measured, for s_lected orbits at GDS and MIL. _le lower

: signal strengths at MIL were due to the use of a 30-foot d4sh antenna

instead of an 85-foot dish as used at GDS. Full-scale recorder range
st both sites was minus 68 dBm which resulted in off-scale indications

at GDS, as shown. Calculated values are premission worst-case value_;
and it can be seen that in almost all cases, the measured values are

above the calculated values. Up to 3 dB of the difference is account-

able to CSM antenna gain variables, such as orientation with respect to
the receiving antennas. The exact transmitter power is also a variable

as a nominal specification value of 12.5 watts was used in the calcula-
tion.

During premission signal-to-noise testing at MIL, a

signal strength of minus 80 dBm, minimum, was required to ensure a video

signal undegraded by the RF link. _nis is a conservative level, but
even so it was exceeded in most cases by the measured value_ during

the mission. In the MIL acquisition on DaY 151 (dump 184-1), the video

had high RF noise content which is explained by the minus 86 to minus 90

dBm signal strength measured. However, best signal-to-noise during this/

peas reached 32.7 dB and an acceptable image was obtained.

Nominal RF deviation for the video downlink was speci-
fied at 3.2 plus or minus 0.32 Mllz, and STDN operational configuration

was based on this value. Distribution amplifiers feeding tape re-

corders and processing amplifiers were set up for a video/sync ratio of

100:28 or 100:40 at a peak voltage of 1.68 from the FM demodulator. On
DaY 210, GSFC reported that the sites were experiencing decreased devi-

ation (about II percent) and that adjustments were being Jmplemented to
achieve the above ratios with a peak voltage of 1.5 from the FMdemod-

ulator. If change in deviation had actually occurred, the amount of

adjustment required reflected a new deviation nominal of 3.0 MHz, still
within the specification. The only onboard system element that could
account for a common decreased deviation value for all video

d_mlink signal sources would be the new CSM. It is significant to

note, as described previously, that from this time on, _ definite in-
crease in the amount of apparent sync compression occurred.

(7) STU/STDN. The mission video data evaluation con-

ducted at STU/STDN was coordinated with that carried on at MSFC to pro-

vide ongoing assurance of satisfactory system performance and to detect

any anomalous conditions. The VRII00 dubs provided to STU/STDN after
the first manned periods, in lieu of the VR660 oriBinal recordings,

provided data for evaluation _hat were less noisy and generally pro-
duced much improved NTSC color conversion.

The color converter was set up using standard color bar
signals that had been prerecorded by MIL at the beginning and end of
each scene. This gave the conversion system a standard setup with no
compensation for the camera color wheel filters or the r_nstandard
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_ color temperature of the lighting aboard Skylab. The result was that

all scenes had a yellowish to greenish tint, particularly with camera
S/N 3005. Scenes taken with camera S/N 3002 did not have as prominent •

a color shift and at times, flesh tones of the crew were almost a normal

i_ sun-tan color. All scenes exhibited a lack of color saturation, but
this could be due to lack of colorful scenes to vie_. The interior of

the spacecraft was mainly tones of gray, and the crew flight suits were

beige. The colors of the American flag and NASA patches on the flight
suits were acceptable but still not as saturated as the actual colors, i
The color differences from scene to scene and as a crewman moved

i around are most probably attributable to lighting conditions onboard.

_ This is most apparent in scenes of the AM and EVAs. All of these effects,
._ however, could be compensated for on the ground color conversion and

good color quality could be produced from the TV system.

In addition to system performance monitoring, the TV

elements in STU/STDN were employed in responding to actual requests for

problem investigations throughout the mission.

(8) STDN. The quality of the original VRII00 recordings
:_ furnished by MIL during the entire mission was consistently good. The

VRll00 recorders at MIL had only low band (5.5MHz) r¢=ording capability.

b. Inflight Maintenance and Repair. The following TV system

infllght maintenance spares were carried:

: i - TVIS
I - VTR (Electronics Unit, transport, interconnecting

cables)
I - Video selector switch

i - VTR power cable

: Second portable cameras, camera cables, lenses and monitors
were not considered as spares because some scenarios called for use of !
tWO cameras.

When the flight VTR failed, no permanent system impact was

experienced as the inflight maintenance unit was installed without
problem and performed nominally. Using an uplinked procedure, the crew

removed the suspected _ircuit boards from the failed VTR and packaged _
them for return. For the following manned period, replacement printed- i

circuit boards were provided but were not needed. No significant Im-
pact was experienced when the TVIS ir the experiment compartment failed.

The inflight maintenance spare, afte_ installation performed nominally
throughout the mission.

Camera and camera cable failures that occurred during the

first two manned periods resulted in some video data loss from those :-
several scenarios where use of two cameras had been planned.

Failure of the ATMmonitor 1 at _he end of the second

f
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manned period did not constitute a profound system degradation since the

i cther monitor remained operable. However, that most useful capability -

of viewing Sew..r_l camera images simultaneously was lost untll re,_ i
placement og tl,e failed monitor at the start of the third manned period.

" i On DOY 209, during rendezvous, the cemera filter wheel
failed to run. Several days later, the crew removed the lens end _ =
manually started the wheel. The camera operated nominaUy for the _

I rest of the mission. It was necessary for the crew to clean the camera
lenses (externally) throughout the mission, using onboard lens cleaning ,
items.

3. End of Mission Conflguration. During the mission, a con-

flict occurred in the ttmeline of equipment sharing the MDA high outlet
I with the VTR. A 60-loon cable was formed with onboard cables to power _

the VTR from an outlet in the ONS. Analysis had shown that the lowest i
power voltage to the VTR that could be expected in this configuration ,
would be within the VTR lower input -,oltage requirement. The VTR per-

formed nominally.

It was not necessary to add operating constraints on the TV
system because of configuration changes brought about by equi_nent fail-

* ures. As stated above, equipment failures were essentially covered by _ :
*_ inflight spare utilization without significant configuration change. _?

_: Normal significant equipment operation constraints related to use of ,
the cameras in vacuum and to what was essentially good operating o 2
practice for the VTR. _

?

_ a



_ SECTION VII ANOMALY REPORTS
J

|
; 5

_ The anomaly reports in this section consist of updated and

edited versions of the Mission Problem Reports genelated during the

_ Skylab mission. The anomaly report numbers represent the DOY the

_ problem first occurred.

ANOMALY REPORT 134

i. Statement of Problem:

i ATMCoaxial Switch Failure.! _ The ATMRF link consisting of transmitter I, coaxial switch I, RF _

i multicoupler I, and the aft antenna exhibited high reflected power
on DOY 134 at 19:13.i

' I 2. Investigative Action:

The ATM telemetry RF _ystem was operating nominally during the first '_

! STDN pass, CRO 134:18:23 to 134:19:29, wl_h transmitter I on the aft

• _ antenna and transmitter 2 on the forward antenna. Operation was

i nominal at the next sites, HSK 18:34 to 18:37, and TEX 19:05 to

_ 19:10. At TEX 134:19:05, transmitter I was switched to the forward

{ antenna by coaxial switch i. Operation was noulinal throughout the

pass, which ended at 134:19:10.

At TEX 134:19:11, transmitter i and transmitter 2 were switched

1 through RF multicoupler I to the aft antenna. This switching co-

l cuffed after LOS telemetry so no data are available.

At MIL 134:19:13, the RF link consisting of transmitter I, coaxial

switch i, RF multicoupier I, and the aft antenna exhibited high re-

flected power (transmitter I reflected power - 8.6 watts, nominal

is <0.5 watt and specification value _-2.0 watts). The RF link

was in this configuration for 62 minutes.

Transmitter I was turned off at 134:20:12. Transmitter i was

turned on from 134:20:41 to 134:20:45 end had high _eflected power.

Transmitter I was cycled from aft to forward three times and left

- in forward position; transmitter I was then turned on at 134:22:34

and operation was nominal.

Transmitter 2 incident and reflected power remained nominal on both 5

: forward and aft antenna. • ,

: 7"1 ,
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• The problem was simulated on the ATM I&C Simulator in the Astrlonlcs

: Laboratory at MSFC. Since the reflected powe_ was high, the pos-<

sible location of the fault was limited to points from the input to

the coaxial switch to the input of the RF multlco_pler. Seventy-
_ five percent of the power was reflecte_ on the flight system.

Sixty-five percent of the power was reflected at the coaxial switch

• on the simulator, and llfty-two percent of the power was reflected

at the input of the multicoupler by shorting or opening the cables.

This anomaly eventually led to a mission constraint that transmit-

set I be conscrai ed to the forward antenna; transmitter 2 would
continue to be switched between either of the two antennas. It ls

difficult to quantl_atively assess the impact that thia constraint
had on data recovery. Because of the capability to switch the real

and delayed-time PCM d_ta between either transmltte-, and the need

to dump the ASAP tape recorder only about once per revolution.

The A_I4 coaxial switch was not accessible for crew repair or replace-
ment.

3. Conclusions:

Since the simulated coaxial switch failure came closer to the actual

flight condition it was assumed that the switch was the failuxe

point.

The coaxi_l switch was in an inaccessible location and its replace-
ment or repair was unfeasible.

The coaxial switch 1, linking trensmltter i to the forward antenna,

allowed satisfactory transmission from transmitter I to the ground.

• 4. Corrective Action:

None to flight hardware.

- Ground operations and management procedures required modification
to include the restricted switching of transmitter 1 to th¢ for-

' ward antenna.

5. _ission Effect:

No impact on the overall mission objectives.

No changes required to the system configuration or hardware.

The ground operation procedures (mission operations and management)
required modification to restrict the transmission of the VltF out-
put signal of transmitter 1 through the forward antenna only. A
precautionary note was added to the procedures to prevent inad-
vertent switching of transmitter 1 from the forward antenna.

_ 7-2
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_ ANOMALYREPORT 153

I. Statement of Problem:

_ _ Portable Color Camera S/N 3005, failure.$ . I

?_ _ On DOY 153, camera, S/N 3005, lost all output abruptly. The camera
" _ had been accldently Jarred by the crew during a t_o-camera scene

In the Ok'S.

2. Inves cigative Action:

_n attempt wa;_ made to operate the fail-d camera fron another TVIS

:_ _ without success. The c._ew verified that the color filt_ wheel was
not ja_ed. The c_era was returned and failure a_alysts revealed

_= contamination particles in a bybrld microcircuit in the sync gen-
- -_ erator-VIT signal adder section of the camera.

:i _ 3. Conclusions: _

" It was concluded that the contamination particles were large enough

to short out the sync output and cause complete video output _ignal _ i
-_- " loss.

4. Corrective Action: _ ;

None. The problem occurred through manufacturing shortcomings j ;:=
rather than through a design deficiency. There was no practical _ 4

way to determine if such contamination existed in other cameras, i

5. Mission Effect:

Scheduled two-camera television activities had to be revised for '

i i slngle-camera coverage for the remainder of the first manned period.

5

4 .
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ANOMALYRE_ORT 159

I. Statement of Problem:

AHTape Recorder I, S/N 13, failure.

On DOY 159 at 07:50CHT _uring a pass over BDA, the Cape motion mon-
itor was observed to go off. At this time no recorder related com-

mands were sent. Operation prior to this, including the previous
dump of this recorder at 06:06 to i6:12 over MIL/BDAhad been normal.
The recorder had been recording from06:12 to 07:50, which placed it
I hour and 38 minutes into the record cycle at the time of failure.

2. Investigative Action:

On BOY !59 at 07:58GHI', the data avd voice enable and execute com-
mands were sent. The tape motion monitor did not respond and the
crew observed that the tape recorder stop li_ht on At! Panel 204 was

/

on. Observation of transmitter modulation revealed noise instead
of intelligence. Ground site tapes from BDA were sent to the Sky-
lab Test Unit at St. Louis and analyzed with the follo_in 8 con-
clusions:

t

Tape recorder was not at end of tape when it stopped; _

/

Tape recorder had power epplled;

7he proper commands were sent, received, and executed.

o

On DOY 227 the SL-3 crew disassembled the failed recorder and dis-

covered that the yell_ drive belt (designated belt 5} between the

tape motor and the speed converter assembly was broken at a 45 de S . \
angle.

3. Conclusions-
z

Tape Recorder, S/N 13, in SL-1 recorder 1, failed on DOY 159. The _
cause of this failure was attributed to a 45 degree break in belt 5
(yellow) between the tape drive motor and the speed converter as-

i
sembly, as discovered by tl.o SL-3 crew on DOY 227. S/N 13 had ex-
ceedeo its design life requirements o£ 750 hours. It had operated
1213 hours before failure.

4. Corrective Action: _

On VO¥ 159 the SL-3 crew installed spare recorder, S/N 22.

• 7-4
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• I 5. Mission Effect:

_. _ Three hours of recorded data were lost and a replacement recorder
" - _ was required.

I Due to the failure nf $/N 13 and an additl_nal gallure of S/N 22

* I up°nonDOYsL-3.173'two replacement recorders (S/H 32 and Y_) were flown

I On SL-4 a tape recorder repair kl¢ was flown up to replace the
broken belt on S/H 13 and 22. This repair kit insured that the

: recordLn8 capability for the mission could be =et if additional
recorders failed.

o

:_ See Anomaly Report 173.

i

g
i

i ;
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_- i_ ANOMALYREPORT 163

' i. I. Statement of Problem:

Loss of Airlock A10 Transmitter.

:: On DOY 158 the STDN reported a loss of signal from the "A" lO-watt
transmitter. This loss of signal coincided with the spacecraft

: atmospheric .'entlng process during EVa preparation. The "A" 2-
watt transmitter was activated and telemetry data were restored.
Approximately 6 hours later the "A" I_-watt transmitter was re-

: activated and provided real t_me telemetry transmissions until DOY
163 when fsilt,re reocc.rred.

, 2. laves tigative Action:

• Data were reviewed from the Hawaii pass at 19:14 CMT on DOY 163.
Evaluation revealed that the "A" 10-watt transmitter case temper-
ature was significantly cooler than the other operational trans-

'_ mitters, and that the AM bus current indicated no change, or a ._
decrease in current when the lO-watt transmitter was selected in

place of the 2-watt unit. In addition, the "b" 10-watt case tamp- ;
erature measurements prior to DOY 163 indicated a higher operating

_ temperatuze. These facts coupled with the decrease in received

signal indicated that the "A" lO-watt transmitter RF output power
_ had degrsde_ significantly.
i

• 3. Conclusions:

The AIO transmitter power output had degraded to an unusable level.
Analysis of data confirms failure of AM AIO transmitter. The A2
transmitter can support the mission with no degradation in telem-

: etry data. The most probable cause of the loss of the transmitter
iv s failure of the RF power amplifier section within the trans-
mi tter.

! 4. Corrective Action:

The trait 2-watt transmitter was used in place of the "A" lO-watt '_
transmitter.

!

• 5. Mission Effect:

AM transmitter A10 was lost for the duration of the mission, This

resulted in off-nominal transm_ ._er manage._ant. The real-time data
were downlinked via transmitter B10 instead of transmitter A10 ex-

i cept when two AM tape recorders were dumping simultaneously: then
real-time data were downlinked via the A2 transmitter.

_,, 7-6
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ANOHALY REPORT 173

: I. Statement of Problem:

AN tape recorder I, S/N 22, failure.

On DOY 173 over HAWo'n Rev 563, s tape recorder 1, S/N 22, dump
was _ttempted. The HAN station indicated thao transmitter C ap-

peared to have varying modulation rates and STDN could not lock
onto the data. During the time the tape was being dumped, the
tape motion monitor indicated the tape was moving. At the time
of loss of si_.nal at HAW, the tape dump enable and execute com-
mands had been reset and the tape recorder failed to operate as
indicated by the motion monitor parameter.

2. Investigative Action:

On BOY 173 at 15:16 Ct_T, upon AOS at HAN the tape motion monitor ;

was off. The previous dump over VAN at 12:32 to 12:36 G_fr had been _
normal and it returned to record mode after the dump. The last ob-
served tape motion _s a_ 14:18 _4T at VAN LOS. No later data was

+ available until acquisition by BAN at 15:16 CMT. This pt_ced the "

: apparent failure at between 1 hour 42 minutes and 2 hours 40 minutes :
into the record cycle.+

:+ During three subsequent passes, attempts were made to dump the re-

corder wlth no success. The tape motion monitor would not respond, _
the playback mode detect did respond indicating that the recorder
had power and was receiving the playback command. During each at-

tempt, modulation was noted on the transmitter. It was determined
from S_U testing of similar recorders that this type of modulation

_ was possible with the recorder playback electronics powered and
ro tape movement over the playback head. Each recorder exhibited !
slightly different output characteristics under this condition.

On DOY 227 the SL-3 crew disassembled the fai!ed recorder and dis- ,,
covered that the yellow drive belt (designated belt 5) be_een the

tape motor and the speed converter assembly was broken. The crew j
reported it was a 90 degree break. +.

3. Conclusions: .:
\

AN tape recorder 1, S/N 22, failed on DOY 173. The cause of this
: failure was attributed to a 90 degree break in belt 5 between the

tape drive motor and the speed converter assembly. S/N 22 did not :
meet its design llfe requirement of 750 hours. It had operated
658 hours.
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_ 4. Corrective Action: •

_ The failure occurred during the un_anned period and an alternate_ recorder was selected.

On DOY 212 the SL-3 crew installed the spare tape recorder S/N 32.

5. Mission Effect:

Three hours of recorded data vere lost and a replacement recorder
_as required.

_' Due to the failure of S/N 13 and an additlonal failure of S/N 22

i on DOY 173, two replacement recorders (S/N 32 and 34) vere flownup on FL-3. See Anomaly Report 159.

_ On SL-4 • tape recorder repair kit was flown up to replace the
_ broken belts on S/N 13 and 22. This repair kit insured that the

recording capability for the mission could be met if additional

I recorders fa£1ed,

L

i .
_ .

i ,
f

i ,
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ANOMALYREPORT 213

I. Statement of P_oblem:

Unintelligible voice dum_s on Channel B.

On DOY 213, four days into the SL-3 mission, the first voice tape

dumps using Channel B resulted in unintelligible (garbled) voice.

Good voice dumps were obtained using the Channel A. The speaker
volume on Channel B was noted lower than Channel A.

2. Investigative Action:

The crew performed a diagnostic procedure uplinked from the ground,
whereby eaci_ of the redundant earphone amplifiers was disabled, onp
at a time, by opencag the buffer amplifier circuit breakers I and 2
(see Figure 6-13). Subjective comments by the crew indicated the
earphone amplifiers were operating satisfactorily because speaker
volume decreased equally when each of the circuit breakers was

turned to OFF. The crew then disconnected tape recorder 1 and re-
corded Channel B voice on tape recorders 2 _nd 3. This test re-

sulted in garbled voice dumps from both recorders, indicating s
failure of the Channel B tape recorder amplifier circuit.

During this period, the module contractor conducted tests on the

ground, whereby the ALC power supply providing regulated power to
the tape recorder amplifier and one of the two Channel B earphone
amplifiers was varied. By reducing this supply voltage from the
nominal plus 20VDC to a range of 16 to 17 volts, the tape re-
corder amplifier circuit produced a low-frequency oscillation and
garbled voice similar to problems encountered on the SkylaL. At
the same time the voice output at the speaker decreased by 1 dB.

3. Conclusions:

The cause of garbled audio as recorded on Channel B was a degraded
power supply for the tape recorder amplifier within the ALC. :

4. Corrective Action:

On DOY 213 the Channel A/Channel B configuration was reversed where-

by intercom and air-to-ground communication was accomplished on

Channel B and voice recorded on Channel A.

5. Mission Effect:

Except for the loss of the recorded voice on DOY 212, there was

no impact on mission objectives. However, with only one tape

7-9
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: recorder ampllfler remaining for the _d,-3 and SL-4 _Lsslon, an
•_ alternate mode of recording voice vas investigated, resulting _n

the modification kit described in paragraph VI.B.2.b(3).

z

)
!
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ANOMALY REPORT 214

I. Statement of the Prpblem:

VTR, S/N 4, failure on DOY 214.

The VTR lost the capability to play oack using the prime and backup
_ control modes. The failure permitted real-time tr,msmission of

portable color camera and A_4 video, but precluded the playback of

any recorded data. Playback of re_orded video was the primary op-
erational mode of television data retrieval.

2. Investigative Action:

VTR, S/N 4, failed on DO¥ 214 during playback to TEX. Several at-

tempts to clear the malfunction by rewinding and re-lnitiating play-

back were unsuccessful. The MIL site reported no carrier modula-
tlon. The carrier frequency was read out as 2270.4595 l_z, which
corresponded to a minus 1.04 VDC bias to the transmitter. These

failure mode characteristics were indicative of a loss of output
from the video demodulator printed circuit card In the electronics

unit. This was _erified by ground test. The backup initiation
mode was attempted without success.

The iuflight spare VTR, S/N 5, was installed on DOY 219 and checked

out successfully. Because of CSM weight and room considerations,

a procedure was sent up to have the crew remove the following

printed circuit cards from the electronics unit for return:

AI6 FM Equalizer
AI7 Sync Limiter/Demodulator
AI8 Video Limlter/Demodulator ;

AI9 Video Output

The boards were removed on DOY 251 and subsequently returned. They

were sent to RCA for failure analysis a1_dwere found to be physic-
ally and functionally nominal except AI8 (video demodulator) which
had low sensitivity. This condition produced the failure mode ex-

perienced.

AI8 board failure was traced to a variable inductor, '_E VL" LS,
in a pulse-forming circuit which was open. This failure mode
could not cause other failures in the VTR. Subsequent failure
analysis revealed that failure was not attributable to circuit or
electrical transient anomalies external to LS.

7-iI
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L5 was removed and replaced. All S/N 4 boards were system tested
\ satisfactorily in S/N 8 VIR.

L5 and a control sample from the same lot were X-rayed and micro-

sectioned. X-rays showed that both had Inadequate wrap of coil
wire around termlnal wire, and that no _older filet was present st
the Junction. Microsectioning confirmed the X-ray. Prior to
microsecttoning, L5 was subjected to temperature shock, Cold temp-
erature closed the Junction and hnt temperature reopened it.

3. Conclusions:

Failure was caused by poor component workmanship. The precipitat-
ing factor was s nonexcessive temperature rise caused by a long

• headwheel-motor run periodbefore initiation of the pla_ack period
inwhich failure occurred.

4. Corrective Action"

The vendor, Nytronics, had performed the following: _

100 percent test of coil functional parameters;
= L Statistical check of solder under lOX-micro;

Statistical external physical check;
Nonoperating tempcycle and soak - 100 percent;
100 percent test of functional parameters.

The manufacturer initiated action to charge future procurement to
require 100 percent solder checks under lOX-mtcroscope and 100

• percent temperature shock test rather than cycling.

! Boards from S/N 4 and S/N 8 w_re X-rayed and put through temper- :
• : ature cycle of minus 10 to 60- C while operating. No anomalies

occurred. Post test functional verification of the boards was per-
formed. System test of the boards was perform_ in S/N 8 VTR.

Thirty-nine WEE VLs were installed on three boards. Only
25 WEE VLs on 4 boards were actually used on Skylab. The failed
part, LS, and the control part were both from date/lot Code 7047.
Thirty-six from this lot were X-rayed and 15 found questionable.
There were 16 from this lot in S/N 4 and 8 VTRs.

The four boards were returned for the third manned period and a pro-
cedure generated to install them. Two replacement boards were

_ also supplied for boards that had not been returned, but which had
_ potentially faulty WEE VLs. These boards were not taken due to
l weight and vol,me constraints in the CSN. The four returned boards

'_ __ were never installed, since S/N 5 VTR performed nominally for the ,._

! rest of the mission.
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5. Mission Effect:

This failure did not impact mission video objectives or operating

configurations. A listing of good operating practices for the V_
was sent to JSC and incorporated in operatin 8 procedures.

J

5
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ANOMALYREPORT 215

I. Statement of Problem:

Intermittent operation of OWS low level Multiplexer B.
l:

On DOY 215, ONS low level Multiplexer B started having intermittent
failures with failures occurring at the following times:

: : 04:57:50 through 05:13:32 GHT
: 12:2F:15 through 15:01:36 GHT

No reason could be immediately determined as to why the multiplexer

was operating intermittently.

The multlplexer continued intermitLent operation throughout the re-

mainder of the Skylab program.

2. Investiga,tive Action:

No onboard trouble=hooting was initlally desired because such trouble-
shooting may have endangered the operation of other OWS multiplexers.
Therefore, in investigating the problem the following anal. ass were
performed:

/

a. A thermal analysis of the multiplexer including addJtlonal
: thermal testing at MDAC-E;

b. A detailed analysis of the telemetered data;

c. A design analysis of the hardware involved;

d. A correlation of multiplexer B cycllng versus crew activity,
position of the spacecraft, and time of day.

Based on the results of the above analysis, on DOY 250 it was de-
cided that since there was an inherent risk involved in trouble-

shooting the intermittent failures of OWS Multiplexer B coupled
: with the fact that the measurements involved were of a noncritical

nature, no additional troubleshooting would be performed. It was
recommended, however, that if an additional multiplexer sustained
a similar failure, the crew be instructed to open the circuit
breaker that powered the failed multiplexer heater.

3. C,onclua!ons:

Initial analysis of the data showed thaC the probable failure mode
may have been that t:,e multiplexer heater thermostat failed in the

7-14
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ON position. However, as a result of the complete analysis of the
tests and data described above, it was concludcd that the most

_i probable cause of the multiplexe: failure was an internal multi.

plexer failure; more specifically, the nonredundant pulse steering
diodes used on the counter module Inputs. The exact nature of the
failure was not determined.

4. Corrective Action:

Because the multiplexer was not redundant and could not be repaired,
no corrective action was possible.

_ 5. _mission Effect:

None. The measurements involved were not of a critical nature and

were either not required or alternate measurements were available.
[ The affected measurements are listed In Appendix A.

i,

2,

g
)

i

/
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ANOMALYREPORT 219

i. Statement of Problem: !

Teleprinter failed to print messages transmitted on DOY 219. I _

The crew reported the teleprinter paper had Jammed and they had not

received all of the messages transmitted during their sleep period. _ _

: , 2. Investigative Adtion: _

, Investigation by the crew revealed that the black paper drive roller 4

in the teleprinter had come loose from its knurled bushing. The ;
_ crew pushed the roller back on the bushing and the ground tried re- ; J

sending the-messages. The roller again failed and the spare tale-

! printer was installed and used successfully, i

i Testing was performed which resulted in sending a repair procedure
to the crew. This procedure wraps 1-inch t_pe around the .haft on

} each end of the bushing to keep the roller from working off the
bush Ing.

I 3. Conclusions:

The teleprinter failed because the d_ive roller came loose from the <

drive shaft.

_ 4. Corrective. Action:

t The failed teleprinter was reFlaced by the onboard .pare on BOY 219. ;
! A repair kit was supplied on SL-4, but was not us,.

5. Mission Effect: ,_.

i 'The spare teleprinter onboard was not needed during the remelnder

i of the Skylab mission and thus was not repaired, ii

:_ 2
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ANOMALYREPORT229
ir

I. Statement o,fProblem:
• ._ The ICOM/XMITswitch on SXA N0 broke o_ DOY229.

I 2. _vestigattve D_tion:

The crew reported that _here was e broken ICOtt/XlqlT switch on the

, _ SIA. The sprin 8 force Chot return_ the switch to the return-to-
_ center OFF pos$._ton wa_ not present. Module contractor reported

, there was no previous history on this type failure. :

3. Cor.clusions:

This was considered a random switch failure. _

_ 4. Corrective Action: ;_

f _ The SL_ st location 5140 was replaced with an onboard spare. :?
?

.
5. Miss!on Effect:

The reptaced SIA returned the system to full capability. Ther_ :;
was no impect on the mission or operational procedures.

A

; ,£

i
!
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ANOMALYREPORT 236-1

-f

1. Statemen t of Froblem:

l_imary Time Reference System exhibited erratic behavio-.

", On DOY 236 at 21:21 GNT, the crew reported that _he STS GNZ display
was erratic. Crew stat_.d in a ten-second period that the GMZ clock
read the foll_alng valueo: 19:53:40, 22:49:48, 23:06:40, 19:52:4_,,
and 22:69:40. The problem occurred after the crew installed the

rate gyzo slx-pack.

2. Investi_ative Action:

The erratic readings appeared to be EHI related. A review was made

of the ground and signal paths associated with th_ recently In-
stalled rate gyro six-pack. It was concluded that the Instal_atlon
of the rate gyro package did not cause the problem.

On _OY 237, the crew selected the secondary time correlatlon buffer
which had no affect on the erratic dlsplays.

__ On DOY 237, the secondary electronic timer was selected and the

readings were normal.

The primary electronic timer was re_elected on DOY 267 because of
erratic secondary timer (see Anemal_ Report 262). The primary timer
functioned noru_lly throughout the remainder of the mission.

3. Concluslons:

Cause of problem could not be determined and problem did not recur.

-. 4. Corrective Action:

: The secondary electronic timer was selected on DOY 237.

i Mission Effect:

_- None. The primary timer functioned normally throughout the re-

malnder of the Skylab mission.
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ANONALYREPORT 236-2
_L

I. Statement of Problem:

Portable color camera, S/N 3002, f_ilure.

_: On DOY 236, during EVA, S/N 3002 camera failed. The camera had been
turned off for cooling and when turned back on failure occurred.
Only the sync and vertical integral test signals were present and
the color wheel was running. Late_, when bringing the camera in,
the crew reported an odd smell in the Airlock.

i
2. Investlgativo Action:

f

_ . Significant failure related information acquired from STDN site _
=- video is tabulated below, chronologically.

_ REV DATA SOURCE CANERA STATUS ;:

16:45 1473 --- Locate on F8 handrail and turn on.

17:11 1473 G_M VIT camera temperature = 85 ° F

17:45 1473 VAN VIT camera temperature = 125° F

18:43 1474 GNH VIT camera temperature = 140° F

) 18:49 1474 G_4 CDR expresses concern about camera
: heating, i'

19:25 1474 VAN VIT camera temperature = 160° F

19:47 1474 MAD (Station readout camera temperoture

i = 156° F camera turned off)

20:41 1475 AUDIO Camera turned on

/. 20._5 1475 AUDIO DUMP Camera failure sited by crew

:_ VIT temperature slgnal showeu _._ above the 130° F operating red-
llne at GWH in rev 1474. Readings contin-led to rise as shown in
data from Vt,N and HAD. The latter station called in and the camera

was turned of/ for a cooling period.

It had been the plan to use the camera on the EVA, based on the,_sl
analysis with the VIT signal as a monitor. The analysis had sho_n

that for this EVA, with 64 percent exposure and with the bets angle,
t location and time period, internal temperature would not rise above

125° P. VIT signal monitorin_ was marglnsl.

During thermal vacuum qualification testing, the vtdico_ glass en- _

velope broke undor differential expansion forces at 160- F. It was
retested successfully to 130 F and this established the redline.

• 7-19
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_ 3. Conclusions :

The camexa was returned and analysis revealed that :he failure was
t _ caused by excessive hasting.

4, Corrective Action:

• I No related corrective action -ass taken, but the portable camera was
._ _ not used on EVA egatn, -i

._ 5. Mission Effect:

I Scheduied _o camera televisiou activities had to be revised for
; - single-camerr_ coverage for _he remainder of the first manned
-; i ttssion.

,2
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ANOMALY REPORT 256

i 1. Statement of Problem:

AM Cape recorder 3, S/N 28, failure.

On DOY 256 at 01:09 GMT, CDS reported during a data dump of tap_
recorder 3, S/N 28, that 90 percent of Experiment 14092 data waJ
bad. Sync dropouts _ccurred. Data were redumped over TEX, the •

• next station pass, and over VAN, rev 1753, with the same results.

2. Investigative Action: t

'4

- On D_ 256 at 04:59 GMT SF-4 data were recorded on S/N 28 and

played back to the ground.

On DOY 260 the crew inspected S/N 28 and reported that the tape war
off both capstans and idlers.

• 3. C_lclusions:

_/N 28 had failed. ,

4. Corrective Actlon: :_
i

On DOY 256 at 11:17, tape recorder 3, S/N 28, was replaced with
S/N 23.

On DO¥ 260 the cTew cleaned the heads and rethreaded the tape and

stowed S/N 28.

5. Mission Effect:

Loss of 3 hours (maximum) of medical experiment M092 data.

S/N 28 was available as a possible spare pending an onboard test

after repair.

?
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_qOMAI,YREPORT256-2

1. Statement of Prob/em:

_:_ On DOY256, the cam_.ra power cable, S/N 3002, and the camera monitor _
_* cable_ S/N 3005, fai_ed.

_/ 2. InvestlRa_tve Action:
;.

_ The camera and monitor ve_e connected to the other cable set and
_ performed noudnally. Flex tn8 of the bad cables yielded tnten_Lt-

: _ cent operation of the cmera and monitor. The cables were returned "

! for failure anelysts, which confirmed failed electrical continuity, :

_ 3. Conclusions:

_ The cables experienced electrical continuity faiIutes after normal
ussKe- _,

_ 4. Corrective Action: :_

Replacement cables were supplied for tl_e third manned period.

_- 5. Mission Effect:

++ There was no mission impact since a spare s,at of cables was avail- "
able.

- j
5
2
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ANOHALY REPORT 260

I. Statement of Problem:

ATMTVmonitor I failure.

On DOY 260, monitor 1 falled wlth no image or raster. Telemetry
data showed no current being drawn when the monitor was turned on.

2. Ir, vestigative Action:

Failure simulatJon testing performed at HSFC showed that when power
was switched on a normal monitor, a characteristic current transient

always occurred on the input power line due to capacitor charging in
the low-voltage power supply. This was not observed when the on-
board unit was turned on and off.

3. Conclusions:

Because of the absence of the above described current transient, it
was concluded that the diode before the low-voltage power supply had
failed open.

4. Corrective Action:

Monitor 2 was used during the remainder of the second manned period.
A new monitor was sent up for the third manned period. It was in-
stalled and operated nominally for the rest of the Nission.

5. Niss£on Effect:

During the last 6 to 8 days of the ATM TV activity in the second
manned period, the crew vas constrained to one monitor. This im-
posed an undesirable procedural constraint on the crew.
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ANOHAL¥ REPORT 262

1. Statement of Probl_¢

Secondary Time Reference System exhibited erratic behavior.

On DOY 262 at 01:46 G_T the secondary TR$ reset to 23:29 G_T.
At 04:13 _ the TRS reset to 23:20 G_4To Also, at 06:41 the l_S
reset to 23:30. The crev verified chat the telemetered tlmewas
the same as the BHTclock.

On DOY 262 at O7:17 CHT the primary timer was selected and worked
normally.

2. Investigative Action:

The secondary timer was reselected on DOY 273:13:15 and reset at
CHTmtdnight. The secondary timer operated successfully until
DOY 324: 23:49. At that time the primar_ electronic ti_er was se-
lected and remained on for the remainder of the mission. The

problem could not be duplicated at the Skylab Teat Unit in St. Louis.
See Anomaly Report 236-1.

3. Conclusions:

i Cause of the problem could not be determined and it did not recur.

4. Corrective Action:
u

None. Both systems are operating normally.

5. Kt_ssion Effect:

None. Primary and secondary electronic timers are functioning
normally.
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ANOMALYREPORT 315

I. Statement of Problem:

AHTape Recorder 3, S/N 2_, fast forward malfunction.

On DOY 315 real-tlme command EXP 2�Data 2 FAST FORWARD CO)_4AND was

sent for AM tape recorder 3 using the secondary DCS over MAD at
19:21:09 GMT. At 19:26:43 GMT, reset command EXP 2/Data 2 FAST

FORWARD OFF, was sent and received and verified by the secondary

DCS, but it did not deactivate the tape recorder.

2. l_nvestigatlve Action:

The reset command was sent again at 19:28:04 GMTwlthout positive
results. The recorder was turned off with the RECORDER OFF command.

_t this point prelCJninary indications were that the secondary DCS

was operating satisfactorily and the problem was isolated to relay

module 3 and possibly only relay 19 (EXP 2/Data 2 FAST FORWARD).

The CMD to RESET was sent three times at the next station, HSK, at

315:20:05 GMT, and again it did not respond. The tape recorder was
commanded to dump but it did not respond, indicating the FAST FOR-

WARD CMD was still being held on the recorder. This confirmed the

secondary DCS was functioning properly using real-tlme commands in

other relay modules.

The next troubleshooting was performed at GDS at 315:22:18 GMT, when

the primary DCS was turned on in parallel with the secondary DCS
and the FAST FORWARD CMD was sent and it again did not respond. This

indicated the problem was not the interface between the secondary

DCS and relay module 3.

Further troubleshooting was attempted at BDS at 316:18:18 GMT where
the FAST FORWARD RESET CMD was sent 20 times over a 4-minute period.

It was noted on telemetry that the relay contacts were breaking on

the SET side for approximately I00 ms, but they would then go back

to the SET position. At this point, the problem appeared to be in "i
relay module 3.

The next test was conducted over HSK at 316:19:22 GHTwhen the prl- ,,

mary DCS was turned on and the secondary DCS was turned off. The
FAST FORWARD CMD was sent without a resulting action. This tes_

verified the problem was not associated with the DCS recelver/de-

coderj and was isolated to relay module 3.

Further troubleshooting was conducted over HSK at 316:20:59 when
RESET and SET CMVs were sent to two spare relays located in relay
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module 3, The relays operated in a normal and proper mode. This
isolated the problem to one relay (No. 19) located in relay mod-
ule 3.

: Troubleshooting continued at GDS at 317:00:50 GHTwhen the FAST
FOP.NARDRESET CND was sent and the relay responded and switched
to the RESET position.

In addition to the above troubleshootlng procedures, analysls was

performed on similar relays (Sigma Series 32) to determine the
probable cause of the relay malfunctlon. Analyses were conducted
by I_)AC-E using the same type rellys (Sigma Series 32) of the same
vintage. This analysls showed no history of test failures or
previous fllght failures. In addition, I_ conducted an analysls
on ten relays supplled by MDAC-E (from relay module S/N 121) and
fo_md loose partlcles of resin flux in each of these relays,

,_ 3. Conclusions: .,

As a result of the above troubleshoottn 8 and analysis, it was con-

cluded that relay 19 in relay module 3 was contaminated between
the armature and the permanent magnet l_tch bar on the reset side

of the relay, not allowing sufficient motion for magnetic latch
capture.

The contamination has apparently broken loose and moved sufficiently
to alIow RESET operation as a result of repeated command attempts.

4. Cor!ectlve" Action:

At 317:00:50 GMT over GDS, a FAST FOP,NARD RESET coum_nd was sent
and the relay responded properly, cor_ectlng t;e condition. The

: FAST FORWARDSEt command (DSM 514) was deleted from all ground sites ;

: c_and computers, precluding sending that command again.

As a result of the above malfunctions MDAC-E modified two tape re-

corder ,hi,, cables to delete the fast-fcrward function. These ;
: cables were supplied to KSC for SL-4 stowage, but were not flown.

, 5. Misslon. Effect:
>

None.
_t

'i
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ANOMALYREPORT 332

1. Statement of Problem:

SIA 131 failure.

On DOY 332, the crew was unable to establish two-way voice commun-

ication with the ground from the MDA SIA 131. The speaker was op-

eratlng normally, but no voice signals from this SIA could be heard
on the intercom loop or to the ground. Other SZAs were operating
normally.

2. Investigative Action:

The crew ran an intercom test using the microphone on this SIA on
both Channels A and B with negative results. However, good com-
munications from this SIAwere obtained using the headsets.

3. Conclusions:

The fact that good communication could be ob ained from this SINk

using the headset microphones, indicated a failure in the SIA •
microphone/amplifier section since the amplifier output and the

headset microphone outputs are parallel.

4. Corrective Action:

SIA 131 was replaced by an onboard spare returning this station to
its full capability.

5. Mission Effect:

: There was no effect on mlsuion configuration, objectives, or

procedures. !

i
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ANOMALY REPORT 341

i. Statement of Problem:

WLC Vidicon Target Burn.

Vldlcon target burns were observed to have occurred on DOY 341 and

again on DOY 28. The first burn was just outside the occulting
disc perlpnery and was about I0 mm in diameter when viewed on the
8-inch monitor. A darker-tha- black horizontal band, the width of

the burn, ran through the barn, across the entire raster. The
amplitude of the burn on the waveform monitor was about 150 !EE_U.
The second burn occurred just outside and above the first. It #as
about 20 mm in diameter. The attendant dark band was considerably
lighter.

2. Investigative Action: i

The crew was requested to initiate several grid discharge functions.

9urine these, the spot defocused slightly but did not change in

: size or amplitude intensity. All video downlink data acquired were

. reviewed to ascertain if the low light level vidicon had been sub-

Jetted to excessive light inteusity. None was discovered in the

data. The crew reported that occasionally they forgot to close
the doors before turning on the vidicon and alignlng the sun and
occulting disc_ but that they observed no high light levels imo
mediately prior to the burns. Potential sources for the burns were
examined by the vidicon supplier. The burns did ncc change in size
or amplitude for the duration of the mission.

3. Conclusions:
i

Tt was concluded that the spots were caused by either vidicon

: target burn or contamination. In either case, no corrective action :
was available. The black band was caused by residual charge placed

on a coupling capacitor by the high white level iu the burned spots.

4. Corrective Action: :

None.

5. Missto _ Effect:

Impact on the mission was slight in that data retrieval was lost
from those areas burned.

7-28
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ANOMALYREPORT 349

,i

I. Statement of Problem:

AM low level multiplexer P excessively noisy measurements.

On DOY 349 at 1.3:42 GMT over Goldstone approximately I0 percent

noise w_s observed on the low-level reference voltage (measurement
H516) _or low-level multiplexer P in the airlock module. Further

, investigation showed that measurements C0028, C00299 C0052_ M301,

14302,M303, and M304 ¢_erealso noisy. All of _hese parameters are
-, in MUX P and on the same second-level tier switch.

2. Investigative Action: _.

Review of data from station passes of TEX, HI"L, and VAN prior to

the GDS indicates the MI_ P operation was normal. In an attempt to

isolate the cause of the problem, data received at MDAC-E during
Revs 3110 through 3116 were analyzed. This analysis failed to in-

dlcate a probable cause of the problem. As a result of the above
troubleshooting_ the most probable cause of the problem was analyt-

ically determined to be a change in t_rn-on characteristics of a ,
, second-level tier switch.

3. Conclusions:

_he most probable cause of the noise is a change in turn-on char-

_ acteristics of a second-tler switch common to all eight measure- '
ments.

4. Corrective Action:

None. Tier switch cannot be repaired or replaced.

' 5. Mission Effect:

: Alternate measurements exist for six of the eight noisy measure-

ments. C0028 and C0029 are temperatures for the proton spectrom-

eter, which had previous]y failed.

i AVAILABLE

NOI SY ALTERNATE

: MEASUREMENT MEAS_EMENT ALTERNATE _MEASUREMENT TITLE _

M516-513 M517-513 LLMUX P 67 percent full-scale reference
voltase

: M301-512 M358-512 DCS 1 Verification Pulse i

• M302-512 M358-512 DCS I Verification Pulse

7-29
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AVAILABLE

MEASUREMENT MEASUREMENT ALTERNATE MEA_NT TITLE.
_ ,i i , i i i i _J • i , , - •

• M303-512 M359-512 DCS 2 Verlflcat£on _,,Ise

_- M304-512 K359-51'2 DCS 2 Verification Pulee

: C0052-806 C0034-805 Internal CSM Docking Port Te,-perature

".j,

' !
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ANOMALYREPORT 357

1. Statement of Problem:

,_ First _ighr channel_ of AM low-level Multiplexers and nine channels
i_ programmer were noisy.

_ On DOY 357 _t 06:09, the AM low-level multiplexers experienced noise

on their 1.25 samples/second channels. This sttuatlon continued to

14:2C GMT _nd cleared up. The problem recurreo on DO¥ 359 at b2:48

6"MTand remained through the mission.

2o Inye_tlgative Action:

On DOY 3F7 the redundant interface box, programmers, and DC-DC con-
verters were selected. The problem remained until 14:20 GMT.

On DOY 359, whan th_ -roblem recurred, Instrument Groups I and 2, !_

plus 5 VDC circuit _ .er, wL-e cycled with no chan_e.

STDN Lapse re analyzed in St. Louis and it was determined that all

plus 3 mv t _rerce channels (7 total) were lost. Mo_t of th= re-

maintng 45 channels were varying from zero to full-scale or varying

25 percent of full-scale with correct readings about every 5 seconds.
Usable data could be obtained through visual Insp_tion of strip
chart recordings of the affected mo;surements. Affected measure-
ments are listed in Appendix A. Twelve channels were not used.

Tn the _' lab Test Unit In St. Louis and at the vendor, simulations

were oerl-rmed. It _as dztermined that t_e mos" _robab!e cause of

_' _ro, m was a voltage propagated on th. 3 c v (15 percent) ref-
e_.,_e l_ne connected to all of the affected multiplexers and pro-

e _rs.

3. Conclusions:

The most probab]e cause of the failure was a voltage propagated on
the 3 my reference Jine connected to all of ths _ffected multi- _

plexers and programmers.

4o Corrective Action:

N_ correct!v_ action could be taken.

5. Mission Effect:

None of _he affect-d measur_,ents were critical to mission success.

Most of the data co_Id be deters%ned from alternate measurements or

by uqe of strip-char_ recordln_s o_ the affecteO measurements.
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ANOHALY_T 362 i
F

7

: 1. S tatemen _ .of Problem:

TVIS, location 642, failure.

-_ On DOf 362, the crew reported that while attempting to connect the
! ,_ camera cable at 53 of the TVIs, a pin broke and floated out.

2. Investigative Action:

MSFC formulated questions for the crew to discover: (I) if the cam-

era cable connector could damage other TVISs; and (2) details on
the nature of the failure. The crew's answer to the questions In-

_:- dicated that the camera cable connector was normal and connected

nominally. Nothing sore was learned on the nature of the failure
:_ _. until, during post mission debriefing, the crew indicated that the
= _ broken pin was round in shape. It was determined through reference

_ to prior STU/STDN testing that replacement installation of the
spare TVZS would not require readjustment of the preset TVIS gain.

3. Conclusions:

• It vas concluded that the broken pin in J3 _as either the prier pin
; or po_er return pin. The crew reported no ,lignlficant proble_ with _"

the J3 connector at other TVISs tl,roughout the cluster. '

!.. : 4. Corrective Action:

The failed station was replaced with the Inflight maintenance TVIS.
No installation problems were experienced and the spare TVIS per-
formed nominally for the duration of the mission.

5. Mission Effect:

None.
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ANOMALYREPORT 17

1. Statement of Problem:

Airlock Module Quadriplexer corona problem.

On DOY 17 over Carnarvon during rev 3585, airlock module real-time
data transmitter B was not functioning. Switching between trans-
mitters B and C was unsuccessful in clearing the problem. Subse-

quent t_oubleshooting over GDS and V_ resulted in good real-time
data using transmitter A2 and a good data/voice dump from trans-

mitters B and C. Reconfiguration to the nomlnal operating mode
at GDS at 01S:00:35 appeared to have cleared the problem and real-
time data from transmitter B were received.

• The problem recurred on DOY 20 over HAWduring rev 3629. _e real-
time data were switched to transmitter A2 and data were received.
At the next site, VAN, real-time data were switched back to trans-

mitter B and good data were received.

2. Investigative action:

In r_sponse _o a crew question submitted by MSFC on DOY 19, the crew

reported on DOY 21 over Ascension during rev 3640 that the AHcabin
relief valve 391 was in the open position, probably since the last
EVA on DCY 363. Correlation of p. _ssure data with execution of ex-

: periment M509 and AM transmitter B problems indicated that the valve
was opening at relief pressure during execution of the experiment
(M509) and probably causin$ corona in the AM quadriplexer.

_. Conclusions:

The most probable cause of RF carrier loss was corona, due to AM
cabin relief valve no. 391 venting in the area of the AM quadrlplex-
er, raising pressure in the quadriplexer to the critical pressur_
for corona to occur.

4. Corrective Action:

The crew closed AM cabin relief valve 391, on DOY 21 over Ascension
during revolution 3640,

5. Hission Effect:

A mlnlmal amount of data wa_ lost due to the In_ermlttent corona

problem.

1
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ANOMALYREPORT 018

I. Statement of Problem:

H-alpha 1 Vldlcon image degradation.

: On DOY 018, the crev =eported that the H-alph_ I image, as viewed
on the monitor, had become degraded in contrast and resolutlon.

2. Investigative Action:

The H-alpha I vidicon was turned off while film camera electronics

and telescope filter .Jester were left on. When the vldlcon was
:/ turned back on,the image quality was nominal and remained so for

about 15 minutes, when it again degraded. The crew reported that
degradation could be observed on both monitors. An attempt was

" made to monitor this activity in the downllnked video, but due to
.- the limited downlink bandwidth, H-alpha 1 resolution and contrast

variations could not be adequately discerned.

3. Conclusions:

The li-alpha I film _--_a were degraded.

4. Corrective ActiGn:

The H-alpha 1 vidicon was turned off for a period before its
: scheduled use.

5. Hisslon Effect.

The only impact was change to operating procedure as noted in
4, above.

!
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ANOMALYREPORT 019-1

1. Statement of Problem:

AM tape recorder 1, S/N 32, failure.

On DOY 019 over GWMduring revolution 3613, tape recorder 1, S/N 32,
began exhibiting motion monitor light problems. Subsequently, over
VAN, during revolution 3615, S/N 32 began exhibiting data dropouts.
Over VAN during revolution 3615, a 7-minute dump was expected, and
only 4 minutes of data were received.

2. Investigative Action:

Repeated attempts to record and play back over ItAI/ on revolution 3615
indicated failure of S/N 32.

3. Conclusions:

:t was concluded that tape recorder S/N 32 had failed. S/N 32 had
exceeded its 750-hour design life requirements by ID0 hours.

4. Corrective Action:

Over TAN on revolution 3015, the ground requested the crew to r_place
tare recorder S/N 32 with S/N 21. At AOS HAWduring revolution 3616
on DOY 20, the crew informed the g_ound that S/N 32 had been re-
pleced by S/N 21.

5. Mission Effect:

Loss of S/N 32 resulted in a 2-houc loss of data from 19:22:37 to
20:00:37 GMT. Due to a sufficient number of spare tape recorders
onboard, the AM record capability was not compromised.

i
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ANOMALY REPORT 019-2

i. Statement of Problem:

On DOY 019 Audio System 6 Hz noise problem, the cr._wreported noise

on Channel B occurring at a rate of approxlm&tely 6 Hz. This noise

was present only on t_e intercom loop and was not heard on the

downllnk or tape recordlng circuit.

2. Invest£_atlve Action:

This problem was similar to a dlscrepancy that occurred for a short

period on DOY 265. However, iu that case the problem occurred in
the C_4after undocking and was attributed to the CSH. The ground
t=plemented a crew diagnostic procedure whereby the backup _udlo
ceuter was switched into the Channel B circuit. The problem still
existed and troubleshooting of the earphone amplifiers of the
Channel B was initiated. By opening and closing the two buffer
amplifier circuit breakers sequentially, the noise disappeared when
circuit breaker no. 1 was opened (see Figure 6-13).

3. Conclusions;

It was concluded that the noise source was originating from the
secondary earphone amplifier in the Channel B audio load con_ensator.

4. Corrective Action:

Two options to m_nimize or eliminate the 6 Hz noise problems were
presented to the crew:

s. Open audio buffer amplifier circuit breaker 1 and increase
the volume settings on the SIAs when not recording.

b. Install emergency tape recorder voice adapter cable which,
when utilized in conjunction with a lightweight CCU, would pro-
vide AHvoice modulation direct to the tape recorder from an
SIA.

5. Mission Effect:

As noted in Figure 6-13, opening circuit breaker 1 also dtaabled
the remaining operational tape recorder amplifier of Channel A.
Therefore, when voice recording was required it was necessary to
go to the AHcontrol panel and close this switch during voice re-
cording. This procedure was tolerated since there were only 16
days left in the mission before final deactivation.

L
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ANOF_,LY REPORT 030

I. Statement of Problem:

Portable Color Camera image spots.

Throughout the mission, in specific configurations, extensive spot-
ting could be observed in the portable camera image. The extent of

spotting appeared to increase with mission time. Spot visibility
varied from faint to light gray to opaque. Spots were moat ob-

jectionable in quantity and opacity toward the end of a manned

period D at _maller lens ipertures, at longer lens focal lengths, +
and in light scenes.

2. Investigative Action:

At the end of the first manned period, s returned camera was in-
spected. Cuntaminaticn was found on the back of the color filter

wheel and on the vidicon face plate. The material was described

by JFC as being black, and of graphite-like consistency. The source
of the contamination was not determined. The relation between _ens

aperture size and spot visibility was not understood since the con-
taminates were located on the focal plane. The inspected camera

was cleaned and returned for the second manned period, during which
it reacquired spots.

3. Conclusions:

The nature and source of the internal camera contaminants were not
determined.

4. Corrective Action:

The crew had the capability of cleaning the vidlcon faceplates,
but were not instructed to do so.

5. Mission Effect:

Appendix. E reflects those scenes in wh_ h undesirable spotting _,
occurred.

+,
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ANOMALYREPORT 031

I. Statement of Problem:

Portab]e color camers/VTS image softness.

When the portable color camera was used with the S191 VTS, the
resulting image lacked adequate resolutlon.

2. Investigative Action:

=,

3SC was contacted regarding the design and prelaunch test of the

VTS optical adaptor for the camera. It was learned that the adaptor
was not corrected for chromatic aberration. The lens poeition had

been present for a wavelength in the visible spectrum that was to

be optimum. Testing had been with a monochrome test char_..

3. Conclusions:

It was not possible to focus the full spectrum of light reflected
from the earth terrain using this adaptor.

J

4. Corrective Action:

None. Data could be optimized by selecting only the color fields
for which the adaptor was set. Tk,e image would be monochrome.

5. Mi,sslon Effect:

TV system requirement to view through the Sl91 VTS was not satis- ,

fled. There was no change in configuration, operations, or pro-
cedures.

7-38
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SECTION VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Skylab I&C Systems

i. Data Acquisition System

a. ATM Data System. The ATM data system was operation-

al through all phases of the Skylab mission after the _unch phase.
During the mission the data system processed 1.68 x iO_ data bits in
real time and 9.0 x I0I0 data bits of recorded data.

Operational problems involving the use of the ATM tape
recorder were encountered early in the Skylab mission, the problems

can be put into three categories, as follows:

(i) Tape recorder design constraints (see Appendix B),
(2) ATM coaxial switch failure on DOY 134, and

(3) Ground data processing.

To minimize the effect of the coaxial switch problem, a

procedure was implemented thac gave priority to the ATM data dumps by

using the better of the two RF links. The data were dumped over a

second ground site if the quality of the first data dump was unsatis-

factory. As the actual operation of the .TM tape recorders became ap-

parent, software changes in the ground data management system were in-
corporated that minimized the loss of data.

In future programs, care should be taken to insure close

coordination between the flight data acquisition system designers,
ground data management personnel, and the data users. More concen-

trated preflight testing must be performed to verify the total data

link from the flight data acquisition system through the ground pro-
cessing to the data user.

b. AM Data System. The Instrumentation System was op-

erational during all phases of the Skylab mission and successfully

acquired, multiplexed, and encbded selected vehicle systems, exper-
iment and biomedical data. Data handling included telemetry dowulink,
crew displays, and PCM hardline for prelaunch use. During the mission,

the system sampled and _}coded 1164 input parameters and transmitted

approximately 1.28 x 10*_ bits of data in real time. An additional
1.0 x I0"" bits of data, excluding voice comments, were recorded on

the AM tape recorders and transmitted during delayed time data dumps.

Over 3650 delayed-rime data dumps were successfully initiated. Follow-

ing the resolu_'.on of early mission STDN PCM bit synchronization
problems, ground recovery of all data was consistently good. _

Although some discrepancies occurred during the mission
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with certain sensors, low-level multiplexers, and tape recorders, the

system concept and design proved extremely feasible for meeting the

mission requirements and for handling the large quantity of data in-
volved.

Since corona was experienced at least twice in the manned
missions by venting under the AM thermal shrouds, it would be desir-

able in the future to provide a vacuum gage near the RF equipment. The

gage would indicate when the pressure is approaching the critical pres-
sure, and vented RF equipment could be turned off before damage oc-

curred. Also, one set of sealed RF equipment should be installed for

operation in the critical pressure region. Art example is the 2-watt

transmitter for operation during launch.

More discrete and analog measurements are desirable to
determine the status of the data system. Examples are tape recorder

selection, transmitter selection and input currents, programmer and
interface box selections, etc. These measurements would have assisted

in anomaly resolution and monitoring of the system.

2. Command Systems

a. ATMDigital Command System. The ATMDigltal Command

System performance during the Skylab mission was successful. No fail-
ures were detected in the ATM DCS.

b. AM Digital Command System. The AM Digital Command

System performance during the Skylab mission was successful except

for one reported failure to execute a command message.

(i) Teleprinter Subsystem. This subsystem per-

formed its intended function satisfactorily throughout the Skylab
mission, providing the crews with retainable, hard copy messages. The

frequent use of the teleprinter for sending hard copy updates of

flight plans, crew procedures, etc, verified the desirabJlity of such
a device on a manned space mission.

(2) Timing Reference Subsystem. The TRS met all !
design goals during the Skylab missions. The system was operational

throughout the mission and satisfactorily provided a time base for

instrumentation, crew displays, r .d EREP.

3. Audio System. Although two failures occurred in the

Audio System, its redundant design provided for maintaining an op-

erating communications system. However, the need to open a circuit
breaker r_, disable a noisy earphone amplifier (which also removed

powe_ _l_m _he remaining operational tape recorder amplifiers) ap- !
proached a condition where the system would not meet its functional
requirements. This occurred near the end of the last mission and
the circuit breaker was closed only when voice recording.

m _'
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Thirteen speaker intercom assemblies were located in Skylab

to provide intercom b_tween crew members and voice co,_nunicatlon to

the ground. However, the large number of SIAs contributed to the
feedback problem which annoyed the Skylab crews. The installation of

the antifeedbacK network assembly which reduced the system gain,

proved to be very effective during the third Skylab manned mission.

Voice communication systems should be capable of operati_,g

with a minimum of man-machine constraints and provide good commu, _a- _

tion. The following recommendations should be considered for future

programs:

a. Manned space programs involving tne use of loud

speaker transducers in a voice interco_municatlon subsystem must in-

clude the necessary design and testing to preclude the possibility
of acoustical feedback from occurring during operation in the flight
environment. The recommended techniques that could be implemented
are:

(i) Limited use of loud speakers and/or compartment
acoustical isolation between co,m_unication stations;

(2) Battery-operated wireless microphones, which
include low sensitivity microphones retained on the crewman and held

in close proximity to the voice source.

b. Hearing aids should be considered for crewmen dur-

ing kabitation of low pressure environments. These devices will com-

pensate for the drop in acousti 41 efficiency of the atmospheric
medium and, in effect, will allow loud speaker volumes to be reduced •
to a lower level and enable some voice conversations to take place

without the aid of intercom systems.

4. _levision Systems !

a. TV system performance requirements and objectives

were satisfied except for the following:

External viewing by means of the T027 was not ac-

compllshed due to use of the solar scientific alrlock for sunshade

deplo)_ent and loss of the universal extension mechanism due to ex-
periment equipment malfunction; _,

Several two-camera scenarios were reduced to a

single camera when one camera had failed;

Mission objectives were compromised, on occasion,

by spotting in the portable color camera image;

Viewing through the S191VTS was degraded due to

lack of optical correction in S191 camera adapter.

$
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b. Specific TV system components performed satis-

factorily except as follows:

Two portable color camera failures occurred. One

was due to faulty manufacturing contamination control, and the other

was due to incorrect thermal analysis and inadequate ground monitor
of the camera temperature;

O_,eVTR failure occurred due to acceptance and use

of a defective circuit component; _

: A TVIS failed. A power pin in the camera cable re-

ceptacle broke off. The crew also commented that an additional TVIS

in the MDA for EREP equipment viewing would have been desirable;

Electrical co_itinulty failures occurred in a camera _
power cable and a camera monitor cable;

ATM TV Monitor i failed. An open diode at the in-
put was the most likely cause but was not verified. _

None of the above equipment failures significantly de- _

graded TV system performance, All were offset by installation of in-

flight maintenance spares or carry-up replacement units on the sub- _

sequent manned period.

c. Ground support elements at the STDN sites, MSFC,

3SC, and St. Louis, performed satisfactorily. No significant anomalies
were experienced except for the problem in monitoring the camera temp-

_ erature signal _uring EVA.

d. Crew comments made at the end of manned periods were i

unanimous in conveying that setup and operation for the portable color ;

camera _cenarlos was laborious and too complicated. The following

changes should be considered in future TV system designs:

(i) Camera. Provide a wider angle lens =han the

25 mm maximum provided bv the zoom lens. i

i
Eesign the baic camera lens controls (zoom, aper-

ture, focus) to have factual ide_itiflers such as size, shape, or
surface texture. _

Provide a means for simply and quickly determining

the depth-of-field available for the lens settings selected. .

Simplify the camera mount to provide more flex-
ibility in selection of locations and greeter ease in camera pointing.

Provide monitors having larger and full scan rasters

for use in scenario composition and evaluatiov
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: Status lights should be [,rovided on the camera to

indicate that other system elements are properly configured to permit

the desired onboard TV actixW_ty, such as video ecording or real-time
do%mlink. Indication should include ground use of the VTR.

(2) VTR. Provide indications on the VTR of tape

remaining and tape location (digital count).

Include an audible signal and/or indication in

camera ligbts of when VIE end-of-tape occurs.

(3) TVIS. Provide VTR tape remalnlng indication.
Provide VTR remote controls.

(4) Lighting. Provide a small, portable, diffused

ILght source for subject fill lighting or background separation in
close-up scenes.

: The ATMmonitor needed to have a high persistence
phosphor screen for viewing the integrated XUV solar image.

e. The following discussion comprises recommendations
toward enhancing future TV grouDd support activities.

t

Delayed time video data should have a time tag cor-
relatable to GMT. :_

All video should be voice annotated by the crew to

identify _he image content and any sigT,ificant system configurations.
A microphone, conveniently worn or built into the camera D should be

provided for this purpose.
• !

Test patterns should be available for imaging at the

start of any activity wi:h any camera (color or monochrome). This
would allow ground fa-ilities to prepare for the video to follo_ and

permit optimiz.tion of ground equipment adjustments.

All cameras should provide vertical interval test

signals. These signals should include an identifier for the specific
camera.

5. .VHFRanging. The VlIFranging system provided adequate
CSM onboard verification that rendezvous maneuvers were being per-

formed as planned. Its accuracy was adequate for manned rendezvous.

: 6. Skylab/STDNRF Interfaceo The small difference between
the predicted telemetry llnk performance and actual mission performance

m_ 4is indicative that accurate ..slys.s procedures vere used. A signif-
icant ivp,_tto this process wls the ATM and AM antenna patterns

: measured at _he antenna zan_s.

8-5
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Looking to future programs, tne benefits of communf=e_zng
at S-band frequencies or higher became apparent from th_ Skylab c.;-

perience. Skylab program constraints d_ctated the use of available
hardware from previous space programs, which were generally VHF

equIpment.

B. General Recommendations

I. DesiKn Criteria. An attempt was made to assess the per-
formance of the Skylab equipment and compare the equipment used from

the previous programs with the equipment designed specifically for

Skylab. Examples can be cited for both cond_ tions. It can also be
shown that some of __ existing equipment from previous programs per-

formed properly and that some of the newly designed and built equip-

" meat performed in accordance with the requirements. The Gemini tape :%
recorder is an example of existing equioment that vls deficient in a

number of the requirements, which resulted in many modifical_ons

du_'ing the course of the program. Even though the AM 1"_._e_'ecorders
essentially performed in accordance with their predicteC, life, tPz

end result was a recorder with a life of approximately POC0 h_ur.- -.no

four failures during Skylab. The two ATM tape recorders, wblch were

of a new design, operated for 3093 and 3969 hours, resDecti_,ely, with
no indica" ".<, of deterioration at the end of the miss_o.n.

For future programs, equipment requirements must be eval- i
uated very carefully with regard to performance and enviro,tmenta!
criteria. If the results of the evaluation indicate major _'.odifira-

tions or deficiencies in peT.formance or in meeting environm_n=al p_r- _,

ameters, then it is recommended that a new design should be initiated.

2. Hardware Consideratio_L%

s. The three separate crews on Skylab all indicated by

their repair operation that it is feqsible to correct malfunctions %
on space vuh.!cles. This was demonstrated on l&C equipment as follows:

Installation of _our :pare AM. tape recorders and

disassembly of the tape recorder to det_:rmine the cause of failure

so a repair kit could be sent up on a _ubsequent l:_unch.

D_sasse_bly of thp VTR and removal of printed cir-

cuit boards that were repaired or, the ground. Sev_'_al assemblies

were returnel to Skylab for Ins, ration, should anothe_ failure

OCCUr. _.

b. On futu,'eprograms, the module at#roach _o hardware

design should be considered to enhance ease of component replacement
(CL video tape recorder requires removal of over 70 screws to replace

p_inted circuit boards). In addition, any monitoring _y,_tem should

8-6
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be _rsigned so the monitor points can be accessed and used by the crew

to develop a workaround procedure, if required. Where failures oc-

curred on nonrepairable items, the availability of wiring and connect-

ors inside the vehicle enabled development of limited workaround pro-
cedures and klts. A modular approach to hardware design and ease of
component replacement should be considered, especially on electro-
mechJntcal devices.

c. The Zero "C" connector is an example of equipment

/ design that resulted in good performance for connecting and dis-
connecting I&C equipment.

3. Test Program. Testing the interfaces of all modules
and airborne equipment with corresponding ground equipment is a very

important phase of the development. Extensive compatibility tests
were conducted between the airborne data and comnand systems with the

:_ corresponding gro, nd equipment. The lack of any command problems dur-

: ing the nlsslon a .te_ts to the thoroughness of the prelaunch test :_
pr_gra, Although _ _ variety of interface problems were uncovered and
resolve during _.ound tests, most of the problems encountered during

• • the mir°_on were primarily related to the ground computer*s data

i proces:_ @ capability. Testing be_eeu interfacing airborne and
ground equipment is mandatory and should be extended through ground
data processing. The peculaz:ties of the airborne da_a train should '
be thoroughly evaluated and tested with the ground equipment and its
sc_cware programming to preclude development of problems.

J
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APPENDIX B. ATM TAPE RECORDERS

The following test was conducted to determine the amount of
data that would be lost each time the AT_ tape recorders reversed

direction and switched heads. The testing was performed to determine:
the amount of real time data lost; the amount of data lost due to I_

ground station operation; and the amount of data recoverable by normal
means, such as use of the frame synchronization signals for data con-
trol in the I_H ground station.

1. Results. The results of the subject test are as foll_ s:

a. Data Missing From Tape. The amount of real-time data
lost was: (see Figure B-l)

(1) Turnaround "Z" - 10.75 seconds;
(2) Turnaround IX" - 7.25 seconds.

The amount of data lost did not vary from one data re- _.
duction to another.

b. Decousnutation Data Loss. An additional data loss

occurs due to loss of synchronization in the PCM ground station de-
cousnutator. This additional loss was found to be:

(1) Turnaround "Z" - 2.50 seconds;
(2) Turnaround "Y" - 12.50 seconds.

2. Data Loss. An analysis of the results of the above-mentioned
test reveals the following:

a. Data Missing From Tape. The differences in the amount
of data lost at the two turnarounds (turnaround '_f" versus turnaround

"Z") is attributed to mechanical properties of the recorder_ such as

tape leader length, difference in spring tensions, etc. This phenom-
enon was a13o observed in a similar test of the prototype recorder.

b. Decommutation Date, Loss. Analysis indicates that the
amount of data lost due to loss of PCM ground station synchronization

will vary from approximately 0.5 to approximately 15 seconds_ assuming
the PCM ground station is programmed for maximum synchronisation sens-
itivity. The large variation is due to the asynchronous operation of
the tape recorder within the ASAP system. The best-case and worst-case

conditions for this type of data loss are described in the following
paragraphs (see Figure B-2).

B-I
.i
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( d)= _, APPENDIX B - continue

__ I_" SIDE 2 .... ._j

_ END END
,, OF "Y" "Z" OF

•_ I_" SIDE I "

: _ POINT '_" - START AND END OF RBCOgDINO .-

_ POI1_ "Y" - END OF TAPE, OR TOBRAROUND
_ POINT "Z" - END OF TAPE, OR Tt_I_ROIMD

_ NOTE: A typlcal recording would start on Side I at point "X", :
proceed to "Z" at which polar the t•pe reverses direc-
tion and the heads are switched. The recording then
continues on Side 2 until "Y", at which point the tape
again reverses direction and the heads ere switched.
The reco':ding then continues Co point '_", st which
tlme tV_e tape would be stopped. Operatlng in the play-

back -.ode is identical except chat • higher tape speed
is used Co eccompllsh playback in 5 minutes.

FIGURE B-l. TYPICAL RECORD PLAYBACK SEQUENCE

(I) Best Case Condition. In this case, the date mls-

sin8 from the tape segment A-B ends Just prior to master frame synchro-
nlzatlon time. Therefore, the decommutation data loss is s mln/mum,

one or two frames (0.25 to 0.5 second, assuming Cwo frame synchronlsa-
tion vords ,re required prior to master frame synchronization, typical
for most PCH ground stations).

(2) Worst Case Condition. In this case, the data mis-
s.tng from the tape segment A-B ends during the last frame of data or im-
mediately after master frame synchronization time. Data in the segment ,
B-C, will be unusable due to the loss of master frame synchronization,

- which will be recovered at D, the next master frame synchronisation
time. Master frame synchronization occurs at 15-second intervals. -

! 3. Date Recovery. Tests further indicate that certain portions 'i
of data lost due to decommutation, as explained above, are recoverable.
The basis for this is that some of the data lost due to loss of PCM _'_

ground station synchronization (decommutation data loss) can be re- -_
: covered because the PCM bitstresm is normal after the missing portion ,_
_ (point B in Figure B-2). _rame synchronisation rill be acquired in _

1974021166-213
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approximately two frames after point B. The method for data recovery
: depends on the sample rate and is described below.

a. Suple Rates Greater than Four Samples per Second.
: Heasurements in this category are sampled a miniwum of once per frame

and require frame synchronization only for deco_mutation; therefore,
: this type data can be fully recovered after adquisltion of frame synch-

ronization by programming frame synchronization for control of the PCN
_ decownutator. _his type of data recovery can be performed in real time.
. Data contained in the frames after point B, but prior to acquisition of

frame synchronization, can be recovered in the same manner as data of
' less than 4 spa and is described below.

b. Sample Rates Less than Four Samples per Second.
Heasurements in this category are sampled less than once per frame and
may be sampled only onc_ per master frame, t4sster frame synchroniza-

_: tion is required for normal data reduction. Special processing would
include manual data reduction techniques such as reverse data re-
duction (playing an instrumentation tape in the reverse direction with
the appropriate programming of the PCNdecommutator) or techniques
using the appropriate computer programs.
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_ APPENDIX C - AM/STDN TELEMETRY SIGNAL STRENGTHS
E
_ SIGNAL STRENGTH LEVELS (-dBm) MAXIMUMLINK A LINK B LINK C ELEVATION

' _ SITE REV AVG RANGE AVG RANGE AVG RANGE (DEGREES)

_ GDS 314 88 82-103 87 82-89 87 82-89 53
_ 20

315 95 90-107 ....
- 316 I00 92-107 .... 8

317 97 91-107 .... 9

GDS 385 97 87-104 .... 53, %

386 95 90-100 .... 20

_ _ 387 100 95-107 .... 8 .

_ 388 99 94-103 .... 9
389 101 96-105 95 87-97 90 83-101 30

- I 390 102 97-107 93 88-98 96 92-98 9

GDS 613 - - 92 90-102 - - 24
614 - - 97 92-99 - - 8
615 - - 99 91-107 - - 8
616 - - 95 90-99 - - 23
617 - - 95 87-100 - - 38

GDS 770 - - 99 92-103 - - 10
771 - - 99 95-107 - - 7
772 - - 97 92-103 97 91-103 17

" _ 773 - - 92 85-99 - - 71
; _ 774 - - 97 94--100 - - 6

GDS 811 - - 92 85-99 - - 56

812 - - 94 90-103 93 90-99 20
813 - - i01 95-104 - - 8

8i4 - - 99 90-105 - - 9'
815 - - 97 88-101 - - 30
816 - - 95 90-99 - - 26

6DS 1180 104 99-107 96 89-104 95 89-100 85
1181 - - 95 89-100 93 87-95 16
1182 - - 98 94-103 - - 7
1183 - - 99 95-104 - - ii

1184 - - 95 92-99 - - 45

1185 i00 97-105 90 8_-98 93 86-97 17

GDS 1422 - - 93 86-100 - - 64

1423 - - 97 94-i01 - - 13

1424 - - 98 95-101 - - 7
1425 - - 97 92-104 - - 13

1426 - - 90 84-99 - - 61

1427 - - 99 93-104 - - 12

C_1 C
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APPENDIX C (continued)

:_ SIGNAL STRENGTH LEVELS (-dBm) MAXIt4IIM
LINK A LINK B LINK C ELEVATION

SITE REV AVG RANGE AVG RANGE AVG RANGE (DEGREES)

GDS 1521 103 100-106 93 88-100 95 90-98 44

1522 - - 95 92-99 - - 22
1523 - - 99 95-104 - - 8

1524 - - 98 95-100 - - 9

: 1525 - - 95 88-99 - - 26 '
1526 - - 96 92-98 96 90-98 32

GDS 1762 - - 98 95-104 - - 16

1763 - - 95 88-99 - - 48

: 1764 - - 96 92-99 - - 12
1765 - - 98 94-102 - - 7

; 1766 - - 96 91-102 - - 15 I_ "
1767 - - 93 86-99 - - 81

_ 1768 - - 97 94-104 - - 9

GDS 1975 - - 100 92-<107 - - 14
: 1976 - - 94 88-100 - - 56 -

1979 - - 95 92-105 - - 13

1980 - - 93 85-101 - - 70
1981 - - 96 93-103 - - 11

GDS 2288 - - 95 90-100 - - 40
2289 - - 95 92-100 - - 24

2290 - - I00 94-104 - - 9 •

2291 - - 99 96-103 - - 9 _
2292 - - 95 91.-i00 92 89-98 24
2293 - - 93 89-100 - - 36

GDS 2472 - - 99 89-107 - - 8
2473 - - 94 85-103 - - 85

2474 - - 98 90-<107 - - 16

2475 - - I00 93-105 - - 7.5
2476 - - 93 88-99 - - 11

2477 - - 90 84-101 - - 42 '_

2478 - - 93 90-97 92 89-98 18.5

i GDS 2714 - - 95 92-100 - - 22 "_
2715 - - 93 88-98 - - 35
2716 - - 98 94-103 - - 10

2717 - - 99 95-<107 - - 8

2718 - - 98 91-<107 - - 18 '
2719 - - 91 85-98 90 82-96 69

, 2720 - - 98 94-102 - - 6 _!

C-2
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APPENDIX C (continued)

SIGNAL STRENGTHLEVELS (-dBm) MAXDflJM

LINK A LINK B LINK C ELEVATION

SITE REV AVG RANGE AVG RANGE AVG RANGE (DEGREES)

GDS 3098 - - 95 83-101 - - 82
3099 - - 96 91-100 - - 16

3100 - - 97 94-103 - - 7
_ 3101 - - 97 95-101 - - I0

3102 103 98-106 94 87-98 - - 40

" 3102 103 98-<107 95 91-102 96 92-105 19
i

GDS 3566 104 99-<107 97 92-101 94 89-107 21
3567 - - 94 89-100 - - 40
3568 I00 90-105 - - ii

3569 i00 93-107 - - 7.5

3570 100 91-<107 - - 16.5
3571 94 85-<107 - - 73

:i GDS 3751 - - 93 88-102 - - 50
_I 3752 - - 95 91-<107 - - 21.5
,I 3753 - - i00 92-<107 - - 8

i 3754 - - 97 92-<107 - - 9

3755 - - 94 90-103 - - 28

: GDS 3907 - - 96 91-103 - _- 34.5

" 3908 - - 95 91-103 - - 26
3909 - - 94 92-101 - - 9

3910 - - 97 92-104 - - 8.5

3911 - - 97 89-107 - - 24

3912 - - 94 91-102 - - 42

/

A_
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APPENDIX C (continued)

SIGNAL STRENGTH LEVELS (-dBm) MAXIMUM

: LINK A LINK B LINK C ELEVATION
SITE REV AVG RANGE AVG RANGE AVG RANGE (DEGREES)

TEX 270 92 87-105 .... 26
271 98 87-<i07 .... 21

; 272 95 92-<107 ..... 2
274 99 92_-<107 99 92-103 100 96-101 3

27J 91 88-104 .... 22

276 95 85-105 95 92-100 99 95-105 24

TEX 497 - - 98 91-t02 - - 18

498 - - 93 90-99 92 89-101 30
_= 502 - - 95 91-99 - - 16

503 104 98-<107 92 89-105 91 87-99 37

554 - - 95 90-100 - - 24

: 555 - - 92 90-100 - - 23
556 - - 95 92-98 - - 2.5

TEX 558 - - 102 91-105 - - 3
559 - - 93 89-99 95 89-100 21

560 - - 101 91-110 - - 27

: TEX 1449 ..... 91 84-103 81
1450 .... 9_ 94-103 10

1453 .... 98 94-105 7

1454 - - 89 77-99 95 84-102 58

: 1455 ....... 9

_EX 1824 - - 95 92-100 98 92-107 19
1832 - - 95 92-100 - - 20

1833 - - 92 88-100 - - 26

: 1837 - - 95 89-105 - - 18

TEX 2698 - - 95 92-98 98 92-103 10
2699 - - 93 82-103 91 82-96 60

: 2700 - - 105 94-<107 - - 12
2703 - - 103 92-<107 - - 6
2704 - - 97 87-<107 98 87-107 43

TEX 2897 - - 99 91-107 - - 3.3
2898 - - 90 81-97 90 83-9) 76
2899 - - 104 97-<107 - - 10
2902 - - 97 90-<107 - - 6.5
2903 - - 93 84-97 - = 53

\ 2904 - - 95 92-103 - - 9.2

_ C-4
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APPENDIX C (Cont.- _)

SIGNAL STRENGTH LEVELS (-dBm) MAXIMUM

LiNK A LINK B LINK C ELEVATION

: SITE REV AVG RANGE AVG RANGE AVG RANGE (DEGREES)
- 2.5

; TEX 3356 - - 95 91-98 -
3357 - - 95 87-107 - - 22.5
3358 - - 93 87-98 91 87-98 22.5
3366 - - 95 92-103 - - 17

3367 - - 95 87-_N4 94 87-105 31

TEX 3722 - - 92 87-<107 - - 32
:' 3723 - - 99 92-<107 - - 4
"_ 3725 - - 96 90-104 - - -
! 3726 - - 96 91-<107 - - 15.5 °

3727 - - 92 88-<107 - - 41 _

- 4.5
TEX 3891 - - 95 91-107 - - 85

3892 - - 93 85-<107 -
3893 - - 99 92-<107 - - 10

t 3896 - - 96 89-107 - - 7.5
- 97 77-<107 - - 60

• 3897 - - 105 94-<107 - - 8.5
_ 3898 - ;

C-'5
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APPENDIX C (Continued)

' SIGNAL STP_NGTH LEVELS (-dBm) MAXIMUM
LINK A LINK B LINK C ELEVATION

SITE REV AVG RAN,,E AVG RANGE AVG RANGE (DEGREES)

MIL 1108 .... 97 92-104 70

1109 .... 100 92-105 12

1110 .... 100 95-<107
1112 .... 98 95-107 8

1113 103 97-107 95 91-102 95 90-99 61

1114 104 101-107 93 87-97 95 89-99 8

: MIL 1453 - - 97 93-99 - - 4

1454 - - 94 85-96 - - 31
1455 - - 96 91-102 95 90-100 53

MIL 1562 105 101-<107 98 93-104 96 92-98 5
1563 - - 94 84-101 - - 86 i

1568 - - 91 82-101 87 77-95 81
1569 - - 98 93-101 97 93-100 6

MIL 1932 - - 90 87-100 - - 38

1933 I_7 103-<107 97 90-105 98 93-]n3 17
1934 - - 107 95-<107 - - 5

1936 - - 95 92-100 - - 5

1937 - - 89 86-98 - - 35
1938 - - 95 92-98 93 89-100 14

MIL 2528 - - 96 91-102 95 92-102 6
2534 - - 89 83-98 - - 89
2535 - - 99 96-102 - - 5

MIL 2940 - - 95 93-101 97 93-100 4.5
2941 - - 92 82-98 89 84-95 86

2942 - - 95 91-100 96 90-99 10
2945 - - 95 93-104 - - 9

2946 103 93-<107 90 83-100 95 88-98 75

MIL 3310 102 90-107 £5 81-92 91 85-95 60

3311 - - 97 91-<107 97 93-102 12.5

_314 - - 95 92-101 - - 6.5
3315 98 88-104 88 84-95 88 83-93 53

3316 - - 97 94-<!07 - - i0

_ C-6
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APPENDIX C (continued)

MAXIMUM
SIGNAL £TRENCTHLEVELS (--dBm) ELEWATION

LINK A LINK B LINK C (DEGREES) :
SITE REV AVG RANGE AVG RANC_ AVG RANGE

: MIL 3664 - - 102 97-<107 - - 2.5
3665 - - 92 86-£02 - 59
3666 - - I00 93-<107 - - 13.5
3667 - - i00 92-<107 - - --
3669 - - 95 92-100 - - 7 •
3670 - - 95 84-100 - - 52.5

MIL 3906 - - 100 92-<107 - - 22.5
3907 - - 95 87-104 - - 25
3908 - - 102 94-106 - - 3.5
3911 - - 95 89-105 - - 24.5
3912 -- - 95 89-<107 - 24.5

: C-7
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APPENDIX C (eonttnued)

SIGNAL STRENGTH LEVELS (-dBm) MAXIMD_
LINK A LINK B LINK C ELEVATION

SITE REV AVG RANGE AVG RANGE AVG RANGE (DEGREES)

BDA 454 - - 94 90-98 -- - 11° '

455 ]01 95-110 90 84-97 - - 59
456 101 95-107 94 90-98 - - 10

457 - - 93 90-105 - - 4

458 - - 90 84-97 - - 7
459 - - 87 84-95 - - 28

460 - - 90 84-95 92 94-99 24

BDA 1223 - - 101 92-<107 95 89-107 4

1224 .... 95 89-101 15
1225 .... 93 90-96 64

1226 .... 92 85-98 4

BDA 1448 - - 98 91-104 98 95-105 I0

1449 - - 95 88-<107 - - 67 !
1450 - - 97 92-101 - - 11
1451 - - - low elevatlon pass -
1452 - - 98 96-99 - - 6

).453 - - 94 89-102 - - 26

1454 - - 97 89-<107 - - 27

BDA 1747 - - 91 81-<i07 - - 61

1748 i01 97-107 _o 88-99 95 89-99 16

1749 - - 97 91-i02 - - 4

1750 - - 97 91-i03 - - 5
1751 - - 95 91-99 - - 17

1752 98 94-.-103 92 85-97 90 84-95 52

BDA 2087 - - 103 98-'107 - - 6
2088 - - 92 80-104 90 80-99 80

2089 - - 95 92-104 - - 14
2090 - - 97 93-101 - - 4

2091 - - 99 95-107 - - 5

20_2 - - 96 90-103 - - 20

2093 - - 95 88-98 - - 40

BDA 2116 - - 95 92-103 - - 26

2117 - - 95 89-101 - - 27 _
2118 - - 98 92-107 - - 6 _,

2119 - - 99 92-107 - - 3
2120 - - 97 93-102 - - 10
2121 - - 95 86-99 - - 62

2122 - - 97 93-107 - - 8

C-8
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APgE.NI)IX C (continued)

MAXIMUM
SIGNAL STRENGTH LEVELS (-dBm) ELEVATION

LiNK A LINK B LIYK C

SITE REV AVG RANGE AVG RANGE AN(; RANGE (DEGREES)

BDA 2187 - - 93 90-103 - - 24
2188 - - 93 88-102 - - 29

2189 - - 96 91-104 - - 7

2190 - - 98 92-105 - - 3

2191 - - 98 92-103 - - 10

2192 - - 92 85-98 - - 58

2193 - - 98 95-105 - - 11

BDA 2301 - - 92 88-98 93 88-!8 60
2302 - - 98 95-103 - - 16.5

2303 - - 100 95-104 - - 4.5

2304 - - 99 92-103 - - 4.5

2305 - - 97 92-103 - - 17
2306 - - 93 88-103 - - 54

2307 - - 97 92-102 - - 5

BDA 2686 - - 98 92-<107 96 92-100 92687 - - 102 95-<107 - - 3.5

2688 - - 98 95-<107 - - 7.3
- 95 91-104 - - 342689

2690 - - 96 93-<107 - -

- 94 89-102 - - 43BI)A 3068 -
3069 103 98-<101 96 90-104 96 93-105 18

3070 - - 98 94-103 - - 4.5
3071 - - 98 92-104 - - 4
3072 - - 97 92-101 - - 14
3073 - - 91 85-101 - - 74

BDA 3366 - - 96 88-105 - - 27
3367 - - 96 89-<107 - - 26
3368 - .- 99 89-<107 - - 6
3369 - - 99 93-105 "" - 3
3370 - - 97 _3_I05 - - 10.5
3371 - - 93 84-104 - - 66

3372 - - 99 96-<107 - - 9

BDA 3777 - - 93 81-<107 - - 10
3778 - - 96 90-<107 - - 19.5

3779 - - 99 91-<107 - - 5

3780 - - 96 92-<107 - - 4
3781 -- - 96 91-<107 - - 14.5
3782 - - 93 86-<107 - - 74

C-9
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_- APPENDIX C _concluded)

STQqAL STRENGTH LEVELS (-dBm) MAXIMUM

LLqK A LINK B LINK C ELEVATTON

! SITE L_ AVG RANGE AVG raNGE AVG eANGE (DECREES)

i BDA 3905 - - 97 93-<I07 - - 6.5
3906 - - 96 86-<107 - - 88
3907 - - 96 90-<107 - - 13
3908 - - 99 91-105 - - 4
3909 - - 99 94-107 - - 5.5

:_ 3910 - - 100 89-<107 - - 22

C-lO
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APPENDIX D ATM/STDN TELEMETRY SIGNAL STRENGTHS

SIGNAL STRENGTH LEVELS (-dBm) MAZIMUM
LINK HO. 1 LI.NK HO. 2 ELEVATION

SITE REV AVG RAI|GE AVG RANGE (DEGREES)

GDS 314 84 80-B7 87 32-95 53
315 - - 92 d7-97 20

316 - - 97 95-105 8

317 - - 92 89-107 9

GDS 385 93 85-98 93 83-95 53

386 95 90-98 95 92-98 20

387 94 91-103 97 93-103 8
388 98 90-107 97 92-107 9

389 94 85-98 92 88-99 30

v

GDS 613 95 92-99 95 90-101 24
614 95 92-98 97 95-109 8
615 97 91-101 95 90-104 8

61o 97 9C-<107 92 87-107 23
617 96 87-<107 92 90-95 38

GDS 770 100 97-<107 97 95-107 10
771 100 92-<107 I01 92-<107 7
772 100 95-<1N7 98 95-<107 17

, 773 97 88-101 95 83-103 71
• 774 105 97-105 96 91-101 6

GDS 811 95 85-103 92 83-<107 56
812 100 91-<107 95 92-<107 20
813 103 95-<107 97 91-102 8
814 103 98-107 95 90-100 9

815 98 95-107 94 87-105 30

' 816 94 90-103 92 84-105 26

GDS 1180 97 89-100 93 89-102 85
1181 93 89-100 93 90-98 16
1182 97 94-101 97 90-100 7
1183 i00 91-107 97 95-104 11
1184 96 92-104 95 92-98 45
1185 90 86-97 92 84-97 17

GDS 1422 101 89-107 90 78-97 64
1423 100 92-107 97 90-105 13

1424 100 94-104 98 93-104 7
1425 99 91-<107 96 90-104 13

: _ 1426 94 84-99 93 78-107 61
. ,. 1427 99 92-101 96 90-99 12

D-I



_P_DIX D (continued)

SIGNAL STItENGTELEVELS (-_s) MAXIMUM
LINK NO. 1 LINK NO. 2 ELEVATION

SITE REV AVG RANGE AVG RANGE (DEGREES)

• GDS 1762 96 91-107 96 91-105 16
1763 95 86-103 91 88-98 48
1764 102 97-107 93 90-100 12
1765 102 97-<107 96 92-99 7
1766 103 97-<107 96 90-103 15
1767 95 88-107 92 82-105 81

'- 1768 100 95-<107 95 91-102 9

G1)S 1975 98 90-<107 94 87-<107 14
: _976 91 82-98 90 81-97 56

1979 97 90-<107 94 90-102 13
1980 92 85-101 90 84-97 70

._ 1981 93 89-100 93 90-98 11

GDS 2288 96 87-107 91 87-95 40
2289 102 92-<107 93 90-97 24
2290 103 94-<107 97 93-105 9
2291 99 90-<107 99 94-<107 9
2292 97 92-103 92 88-104 24
2293 94 87-102 92 86-103 36

_ G'DS 2472 104 100-<107 94 85-98 8
2473 92 85-101 90 78-105 85
2474 99 93-106 96 88-105 16/

2475 102 97-<107 99 92-<107 7.5
2476 101 91-<107 95 90-105 11
2477 97 88-<107 90 84-98 42
2478 97 90-105 90 85-95 18.5

i GDS 2714 93 88-97 97 90-102 22
2715 95 88-<107 90 87-98 35
2716 99 95-104 100 93-103 10
2717 100 97-105 99 93-105 8
2718 97 92-101 97 92-102 18
2719 100 90-103 92 83-104 69
2720 96 92-98 103 97-<107 6

GDS 3098 95 87-<107 90 85-98 82
• 3099 100 92-<107 95 89-105 16 :

3100 103 95-<107 98 91-<107 7
3101 98 93-104 96 90-<107 10

• 3102 92 87-103 93 88-107 40
" 3103 95 92-99 95 89-103 19

D-2 i i
• %
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APPENDIX D (continued)

SIGNAL STRENGTHLEVELS (-dBm) MAXIMUM
LIm_ NO. i L_t_ NO. 2 P,,EVATION

i SITE REV AVG RANGE AVG RANGE (DEGREES)

'_ GDS 3751 91 83-103 92 84-102 50
: 3752 93 91-104 97 91-<107 21.5

3753 99 92-104 97 91-<107 8
3754 99 90-<107 97 92-<107 9

: ! 3755 98 90-<107 94 90-107 28

GDS 3907 95 89-<107 91 85-103 34.5
3908 98 88-<107 90 83-99 26
3909 97 93-<107 99 88-105 9
3910 98 90-<107 100 91-<107 8.5
3911 99 92-<107 99 87-<107 24
3912 95 91-101 94 92-101 42

GDS 3566 93 89-100 102 93-<107 21
3567 101 85-<107 93 87-103 39.5

3568 98 93-103 98 92-101 11

3569 i00 92-107 i00 92-<107 7.5
3570 98 90-107 98 87-<107 16.5

3571 100 95-<107 90 83-102 78

ODS 1521 97 89-101 90 80-97 44
1522 99 93-105 94 90-103 22

• 1523 102 95-<107 100 93-<107 8

1524 103 97-<107 98 94-107 9

1525 99 90-107 92 86-102 26

1526 95 88-105 91 85-97 32

f

_ D-3
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APPENDIX D (continued)

SIGNAL STRENGTH LEVELS (-dBm) MAXIMUM
LINK NO. 1 LINK NO. 2 ELEVATION

SITE REV AVG RANGE AVG RANGE (DEGREES)

TEX 270 92 84-100 92 84-100 26"

• 271 92 89-102 92 89-102 21
272 95 91-100 95 91-102 2

274 - - 100 96-<107 3

275 - - 102 90-<107 22
276 90 88-<i07 92 87-107 24

TEX 497 _5 87-<i07 i00 93-i07 18

498 95 85-<107 95 87-105 30
502 91 87-101 91 87-103 16

503 106 87-<-107 90 82-94 37

: TEX 554 95 86-105 95 85-105 24
: 555 105 93-<107 94 88-100 23

556 92 88-95 98 96-100 2.5

558 95 90-102 95 90-102 3°

559 90 85-100 90 85-100 21°

560 100 90-<107 92 87-105 27°

TEX 1449 98 90-105 87 81-98 81° :
1450 98 92-102 98 94-105 I0
1453 98 90-<107 97 91-104 ? !

1454 93 85-104 90 82-100 58

1455 96 91-98 96 91-98 9

TEX 1824 92 88-105 91 85-98 19

1832 89 85-95 92 85-98 20

1833 98 92-107 92 88-105 26

1837 98 92-105 92 89-100 18

TEX 2698 92 90-95 93 88-104 i0

2699 95 81-<107 90 80-98 b0

2700 96 91-<107 94 89-<107 12
• 2703 96 92-<107 98 93-<107 6

2704 99 88-107 93 86-103 43

: TEX 2897 98 90-<107 95 87-102 3.3
2898 90 78-96 90 78-98 76
2899 96 92-100 98 95-<107 10 ;
2902 96 90-<107 97 91-<107 6.5
2903 93 81-<107 92 81-<107 53

2904 93 91-98 95 92-102 9.2

TEX 3356 95 92-98 95 91-99 2.5

3357 95 89-<107 90 87-103 22.5

3358 98 92-<107 90 82-99 22.5
3366 95 90-105 98 91-<107 17

D-4 3367 98 92-105 94 87-101 31

• i• ......
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APPENDIX D (continued)

SIGNAL STRENGTH LEVELS (-dBm) MAXIMUM
LINK NO. i LINK NO. 2 ELEVATION

SITE REV AVG RANGE AVG RANGE (DEGREES)

TEX 3722 92 86-106 i00 87-<107 32
_ 3723 107 92-<107 106 100-<107 4

3725 99 92-106 97 91-106 -

3726 99 87-<107 i00 88-<107 15.5

3727 95 88-<107 90 83-107 41

TEX 3891 96 92-<107 95 88-107 4.5

3892 91 88-<107 88 81-105 85
3893 96 89-<107 97 90-<107 10

3896 91 88-106 93 89-107 7.5
,_- 3897 91 78-<107 91 78-<107 60

3898 99 89-<107 95 89-107 8.5

i

j,

./

" ' D-5 _
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APPENDIX D (_ontinued)

SIGNAL STRENGTHLEVELS (-dBm) MAXIMUM
_ LINK NO. 1 LINK NO. 2 ELEVATION

SITE REV AVG RANGE AVG RANGE (DEGREES)

MIL 1108 94 88-102 90 85-100 12
1109 94 88-103 91 87-97 --
1110 98 94-101 94 91-97 29

1112 98 94-107 93 90-97 61

1113 97 94-104 97 88-101 8
1114 95 87-104 92 90-97

MIL 1453 98 94-107 101 93-106 4°

! 1454 98 87-107 90 85-100 31
1455 96 88-104 97 92-105 18

MIL 1562 105 98-<107 96 92-105 5°

1563 92 84-104 92 79-97 86
1568 98 85-105 89 82-97 81
1569 98 95-101 95 92-100 6°

MIL 1932 94 83-101 92 83-100 38
1933 96 91-104 95 89-100 17
1934 99 96-102 96 92-100 5
1936 102 96-105 95 92-99 5
1937 99 91-<107 91 85-98 35
1938 95 90-101 93 88-100 14

MIL 2528 10C 93-<107 100 92-<107 6

2534 92 80-104 87 80-9a 89

i 2535 <103 98-<107 94 90-100 5

MZL 2940 103 94-_107 92 86-100 4.5

: 2941 89 80-101 86 76-98 86
2942 96 93-101 97 92-<107 10
2945 97 93-104 98 93-102 9
2946 90 82-98 90 77-100 75

14"IL 3310 96 90-100 96 89-102 60
3311 99 95-<107 97 88-107 12.5

3314 99 95-<107 94 89-97 6.5

3315 96 84-<107 89 81-97 53

3316 99 96-<107 94 89-104 10

MIL 3664 IOU 92-<i07 99 91-<107 2.5
3665 92 83-<107 91 77-107 59

3666 96 89-100 93 89-103 13.5

3667 100 96-103 102 96-<107
3669 100 92-106 94 91-102 7

i 3670 97 86-<107 91 78-102 52.5

D-6
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: _ APPENDIX D (continued)

;. SIGNAL STRENGTH LEVELS (-dBm) MAXIMUM
LINK NO. 1 LINK NO. 2 ELEVATION

RANGE (DEGREES)
: " SITE REV AVG RANGE AVG

NIL 3906 91 86-<107 92 87-104 22.5
• 3907 95 87-<107 93 85-100 25

3908 99 92 -<107 95 90-101 3.5
i 3911 91 86-96 92 86-98 24.5

3912 95 87-102 92 85-<107 24.5

r

J

!

: i

• !

i
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APPENDIX D (continued)

SIGNAL STRENGTH LEVELS (-dBm) MAX_

LINK NO. 1 LINK NO. 2 ELEVATION

SITE REV AVG RANGE AVG RANGE (DEGREES)

BDA 454 96 92-103 95 93-98 ii°

455 93 84-104 93 83-104 59

456 98 92-107 99 93-105 10

457 98 93-103 96 93-100 4 _
458 96 92-100 97 93-103 7

459 89 87-95 92 84-98 28

460 97 87-108 92 87-104 24

BDA 1223 95 90-101 95 92-100 4

1224 95 91-104 98 95-104 15 _i

1225 95 92-98 95 93-97 64

1226 95 90-100 90 85-95 4

BDA 1448 i00 95-<107 98 95-102, 10
1449 102 95-<107 93 85-<107 ". 67 _

1450 98 95-10] 97 95-100 _" 11
1451 Low Elevatlon Pass

1452 102 93-<107 99 95-<107 6

1453 95 88-107 98 89-105 26

I_54 96 87-<107 95 89-100 27

BDA 1747 95 85,-<107 87 81-94 61 _-

1748 100 92-<107 97 93-107 16
1749 105 98-<107 94 92-104 4
1750 105 98-<107 98 94-107 5

1751 99 93-<107 96 89-107 17

1752 93 87-100 93 86-103 52

BDA 2087 103 99-107 97 91-105 6
2088 92 81-101 90 81-101 80

2089 96 93-99 96 94-99 14

2090 I00 97-103 i00 97-104 4

2091 I00 92-104 99 93-104 5
2092 98 92-100 100 93-105 20

2093 92 87-100 96 87-100 40

BDA 2116 94 91-100 95 88-98 26

2117 96 89-100 95 89-99 27
2118 100 98-107 97 94-104 6

2119 101 98-105 101 92-<107 3

: 2120 98 95-100 97 94-100 10
: 2121 89 85-97 89 84-101 62

_! 2122 101 95-105 95 92-98 8

D-8
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APPENDIX D (continued)

SIGNAL STRENGTH LEVELS (-dBm) MAXIMUM
LINK NO. i LINK NO. 2 ELEVATION

SITE REV AVG RANGE AVG RANGE (DEGREES)

BDA 2187 97 90-103 92 89-103 24

2188 93 87-<107 94 88-100 29

2189 100 92-<107 97 90-<107 7
2190 105 99-<107 I00 94-<107 3
2191 i00 95-107 102 95-<107 I0

2192 91 83-98 89 82-99 58

2193 100 95-<107 100 95-107 11

BDA 2301 100 90-<107 93 85-100 60

2302 103 96-<107 100 95-<107 16.5

2303 105 95-<107 102 97-<107 4.5
2304 100 93-<107 99 92-<107 4.5

2305 i01 92-<107 97 92-<107 17

2306 95 84-<107 90 84-98 54
2307 97 94-<107 99 95-<107 5

BDA 2686 100 97-103 97 95-105 9
2687 103 100-<107 100 96-<107 3.5
2688 98 96-<107 100 91-<107 7.3
2689 102 91-<107 94 88-98 34
2690 98 90-107 96 89-103 20

BDA 3068 94 87-<107 91 87-101 43
3069 92 89-<107 93 84-101 18
3070 97 90-<107 - - 4.5

3071 98 91-<107 - - 4.0
3072 97 93-101 93 89-104 14
3073 89 83-98 91 81-105 74

BDA 3366 98 87-106 95 86-106 27
3367 98 91-<107 97 88-<107 26
3368 105 95-<107 98 95-<107 6
3369 98 91-<107 105 97-<107 3
3370 98 91-<107 97 95-<107 10.5
3371 95 84-<107 95 85-97 66
3372 105 95-<107 103 89-<107 9

BDA 3777 90 83-<107 94 84-<107 10
3778 97 84-<107 100 93-<107 19.5
3779 99 87-105 100 92--<107 5
3780 97 94-107 100 93-<107 4
3781 95 89-<107 94 87-<107 14.5
3782 94 86-107 91 83-107 74

D-9
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APPENDIX D (concluded)

SIGNAL STRENGTH LEVELS (-dBm) MAXIMUM
LINK NO. 1 LINK NO. 2 ELEVATION

SITE REV AVG RAI_GE AVG RANGE (DEGREES)

BDA 3905 i01 97-<107 98 91-<107 6.5
3906 96 84-<107 96 87-<107 P8
3907 104 91-<107 101 96-<107 13
3908 101 91-<107 99 95-<107 4
3909 100 92-<107 96 92-<107 5.5
3910 95 88-<107 93 87-<107 22

D-lO
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APPENDIX E - COLORVIDEO QUALITATIVE SUI_Y

RATING CODE: 4 = EXCELLENT 2 = FAIR OR SATISFACTORY
3= 1=

...... F ,,,,I 2,
DO¥ SCm_ZTr_LZ TV SO DVMY _ _ <

RENDEZVOUS 41 1-4 3 2 2 3 2 i *

PARASOL DEPLOY - 5-1 3 2 3 3 2 1ONS SURPRISE SO. I - 5-8 I 2 3 3 2

OWS SURPRISE SO. 2 - 5-11 3 2 2 3 2 +

6 8-2 2 [ 4! 3 3LBNP 4

MEAL PREPARATION 2 9-11 3 3! 2 3 3

EATING 3 I0-5,9 2 2 3 3 3 _

A_M-C&D CONSOI_ 13 13-2 2 3 3 3 3

SL-500 - 14-3 2 4 3 3 3

EREP-I II 17-3 3 I 2 3 3

OUT THE WINDOW 37 19-4 3 3 I 31 2 .1,

PRE-EVA - 26-3 3 2 2 3 2 "_

EVA - 28-3 4 3 2 3' 2 t

LBNP 6 33-3 2 2 2 3[ 2

ERGOMETER 9 36-1 2 1 3 3 2 <

LBNP 7 40-1 3 3 1 3 2

EREP/VTS 29-1 41-3 2 3 I 2J 1

M551-METALS MELTING 24 45-1 3 3 1! 3 3

EREP/VTS 29-2 46-2 2 2 I! 3 2

M131 .4OTION SENSITIV£TY 20-1 51-3 3 2 1 31 2

MI31 MOTION SENSlTr_ITY 20-2 51-4 2 2 I 31 2 )

ED31 BACTERIA b SPORES 17 55-4 3 3 2 3[ 3

TOUR-CREW QUARTERS 25 60-3 3 3 3 31 2

TOUR-MDA/AM/OWS 26 63-3 2 2 2 3[ 2

SLEEP/"_,ASH/SHONER 15 64-3 3 3 2 2

SLEEP/TRASH/8ROWER /SHOES 5 6t_-3 3 3 2 3 3
?

EVA " 73-3,5 3 2 2 3 2

•See "Skylab TV Ops Book" of JSC, Houston, Texas
E-1
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APPENDIX E - (continued)

- I I_4

209 RI_giZVOUS 41 I-I 4 3 4 3 3

209 RENDEZVOUS 4J 1-3 2 3 4 3 3

212 FISH 53 3-! 2 3 3 3 2

213 EATII_, 3A 4-1 2 2 2 3 3

213 EATING 3 .5-3 2 3 2 3 3

214 EATING 3 6-3 1 2 2 3 2

214 LENP 6 7-2 2 2 4 3 3

215 EREP 11 8-3 3 3 4 3 2

215 EREP 11 9 -3 3 2 3 3 3

216 VTR RZPAIR 11-4 3 3 4 3 ,i_

217 S183 (UV PANORAMA) 23 12-3 4 3 4 3 4

219 C&O CONSOLE 13 16-3 1 2 4 3 3

220 ERGOMETER 9 19 -1 2 1 4 3 2

221 ROTATINGCHAIRM131 20 24-1 3 3 3 3 3

222 KXERCISE (BALL & CORD) 61 27-1 2 3 3 3 2

222 EXERCISE (BALL & CORD) 61 27-2 3 3 3 3 3

224 INVlTBO _NOLOGY 58 37-1 3 3 4 3 2

225 FILM THREADING 12 41-2 3 3 4 3 2

240 OWSTOUR 26 102-1 3 3 4 3 3

240 OWSTOUR 26 102-2 1 2 4 3 3

241 HURRICANE BRENDA . 105-1 2 4 I 3 4

242 ENTERTAINMENT CENTER 14 109-2 2 3 4 3 3

242 TOUR 26 109-4 3 3 4 3 4

242 $183 UV PANORAMA 23 112-2 2 3 4 3 3

243 S183 UV PANORAMA 23 lt5-2 3 4 4 3 4

251 WATER BUBBLE 53 144-5 3 3 3 3 3

251 Lg,EP ¥]rLHCHANGE 12 146-2 3 3 4 3 3

252 TOUR MDA - 148-2 3 3 4 3 3

E-2
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APPENDIX E - (continued)

|1

253 gll£P (AFRICA) - 156-2 3 3 1 3 4

254 TV INVENTORY 26 160-4 2 3 2 3 3

255 C&D CONSOLE 26 167-4 2 3 4 3 2

256 SUITED H509 36 173-2 1 4 4 3 4

25" WILBER FORCE PENDULUM 53 177-3 2 3 I 3 3

225 H509 56 42-1 3 4 4 3 2

SPECIMENMASS H_SUR- _ I 46-1 2 3 4 3 2 !
t

:: 227 ING DEVICE WATER GUN t 1 46-3 3 3 4 3 4

= 227 AMTAPE RECORDER REPAIR - 49-2 3 4 4 3 3

228 _TII_G 3 51-2 3 3 4 3 3

229 H509 36 58-1 3 4 4 3 4

230 EVA PREPARATION 43 63-1 3 3 4 3 3

230 OUT THE WINDOW 30 65-2 2 3 1 3 4

230 HAIRCUT - 68-2 3 3 3 3 3

232 HURRICANBRENDA - 69-1 2 3 2 3 4

233 OUT THE WINDOW 63 75-5 3 3 4 3 2

233 OUT THE WINDOW 63 75-5 3 3 3 3 2

234 WARDROOM - 81-2 2 3 4 3 3

236 EVA 43 88-1 2 3 3 3 4

237 EVA 43 90-4 2 2 3 L_ 2

238 VTS-EREP 11 93-7 2 1 _, 3 1

238 SPIDER WEB 59 96-1 3 2 3 3 2

" 239 14509 - 98-1 2 3 4 3 3

: 261 SHAVING 16 188-2 3 3 4 2 3

: 262 TAPE RECORDER - 195-1 2 3 4 3 3
3 3 4 3 3

321 ACTIVATION 64 I-I 2 2 3 2 2

321 ACTIVATION 64 1-2 1 1 1 1 1

323 COOLANTSERVICING 72 2-2 2 2 3 3 3

: E-3
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APPENDIXE - (contJ.nued)

DOY SCENETITLE TV NO NLI_EB. _

329 S192 ALIGl_g_ 83 4-2 1 2 3 3 2

330 S192 AI,IGI_gNT 83 4-3&4 1 2 3 3 2

331 IVA 'I'_BCAST 77 9-2 1 2 3 3 2

333 MEAL 3 14-1 2 3 4 4 3

_- 333 MEAL 3 14-3 3 4 4 4 4

335 S183 .V PANORAMA 23 21-1 3 4 4 4 4

335 S183 UV PANORkMA 23 21-3 2 3 3 3 3

_ : 335 S183 b'V PANORAMA 23 23-1 2 3 3 3 3

_ 336 OWSAIR SCILE_ CLEAN 65 24-2 2 2 3 3 2

338 li_TKR SAMPLII_IG 33 28-2 1 1 2 2 2

339 SCIENCE HIGHLIGHTS 28 32-2 3 2 3 3 3

2 COMETSURVEYTOUR - 104-7 3 4 4 4 4

2 LIVE NEWS COHFEILI_]CE - 105-2 4 4 4 4 4

3 IMISCIBLE LIQUIDS 102 109-3 3 3 2 3 3

6 I_'IIDMECHANICS 107 115-4 3 1 3 3 2

6 PLANTGBON_ 69 115-7 4 1 2 3 2

• 6 COMETSKETCHES 117-1 2 2 2 3 2

11 LIQUID 1%OATINGZONE 101 129-6 3 1 2 2 1

13 I'LANT GBOk'TH 69 136-4 3 1 2 2 1

14 LIQUID FLOATING ZONI_ 101 137-2 4 3 2 3 3

15 LIQUID FLOATING ZONX 101 140-1 4 3 2 3 3

15 LIQUID FLOATINGZONE 101 141-2 1 2 2 2 2

15 SkltTH S_RJrAC_ 78 143-2 4 3 1 3 3

18 K509 36 150-2 3 2 1 3 3

18 FLUID lg_CBANICS 107 153-3 3 2 3 3 2

/ 19 FLUID MECHANTCS 107 154-2 3 2 2 3 2

21 14509 36 162-1 2 2 2 3 2

23 FLUID _lCS 107 168-4 2 1 1 3 2

24 BAR'JL_b'UIUP'ACZ 78 174-1 2 3 L 3 2

_. E-4 i
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; APPEZID!Xg - (concluded)
1

' I ......

24 FLUID MECHANICS 107 174-3 2 2 1 3 3

•_- 25 LIQUID FILMS 103 178-1 1 2 2 3 2

25 LIQUID FILMS 103 ,178-3 3 4 1 3 4

26 EREP 11 184-1 2 2 2 3 3

,_ 27 GYROSCOPE 104 186-2 3 2 1 3 2

27 1,5)11) 6 187-2 3 2 1 3 2

31 .,_gROD'I'NAHIC.S 84 198-1 2 3 2 3 3

• .,.-

"_

j_
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APPENDIXF - PORTABLE CAMERA VIDEO LEVEL _Y

WINDOW AMP SYNCAMP WINOOW AMP SYNC AMP
_.J'I_ wlSYHC wlWINIX)W DUMP WISYSC W/WINDOWDO¥ DO¥
NO CONSTANT CONSTANT NO CONSTANT CONSTANT

40 IEEEU I00 IEEEU __ 40 IEEEU I00 IEEEU

147 5-1 I00 40.0 225 41-2 115 34.8

149 9-11 70 57.1 226 42-1 135 29.6

150 10-5 100 40.0 227 40-1 120 33.3

151 13-2- 105 38.1 227 46-3 125 32.0
!

i 154 17-3 120 33.3 227 49-2* 110 36.4
i

i 154 19-4" 100 40.0 228 57-2 120 33.3

- i 15/ 26-3* 105 38.1 229 58-1 125 32.0

157 26-4* 100 40.0 230 63-1 115 34.8

_ 159 33-3 100 /40.0 230 65-2k 105 38.1 - ._

160 36-1 115 34.8 230 68-2 115 34.8

" 163 41-3" 110 36.4 230 69-1" 120 33.3

164 46"2" 110 36.4 232 100-3 112 35.7

209 1-1. 109 36.7 233 75.5 132 30.3 !

209 1-3" 105 38.1 233 75.5 130 30.8

212 3-1 115 34.8 235 81-2 125 32.0

212 4-1" 105 38.1 236 88-1 120 33.3

212 5-3* 105 38.1 236 90-4 115 34.8

21.2 6-3 120 33.3 236 93-7 120 33.3

213 7-2* 110 36.4 236 96-1 125 32.0

214 8-3* 102 38.4 239 98-1. 120 33.3

214 9-3* 110 36.4 240 103-1 140 28.6

216 11-4" 105 38.1 240 102-7 140 28.6

216 12-3" 120 33.3 241 104-2 130 30.8

; 219 16-3 125 32.0 241 105-1 125 32.0

_ 220 19-1 130 30.8 241 109-4 130 30.8

_ 221 24-1 118 33.9 242 112-2 130 30.8
222 27"2 135 21.6 242 115"2 135 29.6

222 27-1 125 32.0 249 140-5 125 32.0

223 37-1 125 32.0 251 14,4-3 125 32.0

; *INDICATES REAL TIME DUMP.

J

4
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APPENDIX F - (continued)

WINDOW AMP SYMC AMP WINDOW AMP SYNC AMP
DU' W/SC W/WXNDOW XmMP WlSrSC Wl N OWi bOY
NO CONSTANT CONSTANT NO CON3TANT CONSTANT

40 IF_U 100 IEEEU 40 IEEEU 100 IEF£_

251 1/4.4.-5 125 32.0 338 28-2 118 34.2

251 1/46-2 125 32.0 339 32-2 123 32.5

251 148-2 125 32.0 340 35-2 123 32.5

253 156-2 135 29.6 340 37-3 120 33.3

, 254 140-4 135 29.6 341 41-3 113 35.4

255 167-4 136 30.8 342 41-6 120 33,3

+ 256 173-2 130 30.8 346 54-5 118 34.2

! 257 177-3 135 29.6 348 60-1 110 36.4
257 184-1 130 30.8 349 63-1 110 36.4

! 260 188-2 125 32.0 350 65-2 116 34.5 :_

i 262 195-1, 120 33.3 352 69-1 104 38.5
i 262 195-1 130 30.8 354 73-1 120 33.3

i 263 198-4 120 33,3 356 77-3 120 33_3

263 205-3 135 29.6 358 83"2 115 34.8

321 1-1 105 38.1 362

321 1"1 75 53.3 362 92"1 102 39.2

321 1-2 105 38.1 365 100-1 110 36.4

323 2-2 110 36.4 1 101-2 116 34.5

325 21-1 120 33.3 1 103-2- 108 37.0

329 4-2 105 38.1 2 104-3 112 35.7

330 4-3 120 33.3 2 104-7 108 37.0

330 4-4 120 33.3 2 104-7 111 36.0

331 9-9 105 38.1 2 104-7 111 36.0

333 14-1 117 34.2 2 105-2" 108 37.0

333 14-3 115 34.8 3 109-3 111

335 21-3 115 34.8 6 115-4 110 36.4 :

335 23-1 117 34.2 6 115-7 110 36.4 +"

336 24-2 115 34.8 6 117-1 112 35.7 _, i

337 115 34.8 U 129-6 112 35.7 +.
+

+

<

+ +i

F'2 _ +

......
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: APPENDIX F - (continued)

'_ WINDOW AMP SI'NC
WINDOW AMP SYNCAMP

DUMP W/SYNC W/WINDOW DUMP W/SYNC
DOY NO CONSTANT CONSTANT DOY g/WINDOW

_ NO O3NSTANT CONSTA_

, ---.- _-.__.. 40 IEEEU I00 IEE_EU __ --------- 40 IEEU__. I00 IEEEU

13 136-4 115 34.8 23 168-4 112: 35.7

14 137-2 115 34.8 24 174-I 115 34.8

:_ 15 140-I 112 35.7 24 174-3 115 34.8

: _ 15 141-2" 108 37.0 25 178-1 115 34.8

•: , 15 163-2. 108 37.0 25 178-3 125 32.0

18 150-2 110 36.4 26 184-1 118 34.2

_ 18 153-3 72 _5.6 27 186-2 120 33.3

i 19 154-2 112 35.7 27 187-2. 118 34.2

_ 21 162ll lIO 36.4 31 198-1. 115 34.8

r

_. F-3
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